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ABSTRACT

When computers communicate with humans to facilitate a decision process, they

must do so in an unambiguous and concise manner which reflects the needs and prefer-

ences of the user, and takes into account the situation in which the system performs. This

dissertation explores the fulfillment of these requirements of decision support in the con-

text of systems that receive information from multiple, independent sources. In the first

part of this thesis I present my hypothesis that independent text plans, analyzed in terms

of their rhetorical structure[MT87], can be integrated to enhance conciseness and coher-

ence. An implemented system, RTPI, demonstrates the application of this hypothesis to

improve message sets generated by an existing decision support system through the inte-

gration of related messages. An evaluation of RTPI shows that it reduces repetition and

overall message length, and human subjects prefer its integrated messages to the original

sets of messages.

The second part of this thesis explores the additional challenges presented when

decision support information is obtained and integrated from multiple sources in a dy-

namic information environment. In this environment, information attributes such as qual-

ity, cost, length, and production time can vary over time; in addition, user preferences

regarding those attributes can also change. I present my hypothesis that this problem can

be computationally addressed, by a flexible, responsive, agent-based system that takes

into account both user preferences and information attributes that change over time. The

implemented system MADSUM demonstrates a multi-agent architecture that addresses

all of these issues. An evaluation of the system’s output shows that human subjects,

xv



when presented with a scenario including user preferences and information, agree with

MADSUM’s selection and ordering of information from a proposition set.
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Chapter 1

COMMUNICATION FOR DECISION SUPPORT

1.1 Introduction

A primary strength of computers is their ability to perform calculations on large

amounts of data quickly. Not long after commercial computers were developed, people

started using them to process information in ways designed to help people make decisions

when analysis of data could theoretically improve the decision process[Mor67, Pow03].

Involving computers in a decision process requires humans to communicate with com-

puters, and vice versa.

Decision support has special requirements of communication. To be useful to a

particular human, communication must take into account user preferences. A user may

have preferences regarding performance parameters, for example that the answer be avail-

able in a reasonable period of time at some reasonable cost. But communication specific

parameters may also be important, such as the number of pages of output, use of domain-

specific jargon, etc. Furthermore, individual users may have distinct priorities regarding

the content of communications.

Communication for decision support must also be provided in a useful and easily

assimilated form. Grice’s maxim of manner[Gri75] suggests that communication should

be unambiguous and concise, so messages should not be conflicting or repetitive. A

decision support system that generates files of numbers may not be incorporated into

a human decision process as readily as one that provides natural language summaries.

Within systems that produce natural language, a system that uses a style that is appropriate

for its audience is preferable to a system that uses a single style for all communications.
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In order to be useful, and therefore incorporated into human decision processes,

decision support communication must both adapt to the needs and preferences of the user

and produce results that are appropriate for the situation in which the system performs.

This thesis is the result of two related investigations into communication for deci-

sion support. Both explore the problems found when decision support information pro-

vided to a system comes from multiple, independent sources. The first part of my thesis

results from a need to improve the quality of messages designed for use by a physician in

a trauma setting. Sets of messages produced by different modules of an existing decision

support system, TraumaTiq, displayed messages that sometimes were repetitive and ap-

peared to conflict with one another. I hypothesize that analysis of the messages in terms

of Rhetorical Structure Theory[MT87] will allow the message sets to be computationally

transformed to enhance conciseness and coherence.

The second part of my research investigates the challenges presented when deci-

sion support information is obtained and integrated from multiple sources in a dynamic

information environment. In such an environment, information attributes such as quality,

cost, length, and production time vary over time; furthermore, user preferences regarding

those attributes can also change. I hypothesize that this problem can also be computa-

tionally addressed, by a flexible, responsive, agent-based system that takes into account

changing user preferences on dynamic information attributes.

I have developed two systems to explore the nature of decision support commu-

nication and to test these hypotheses. The first, RTPI, is designed to address problems

in the messages produced by the TraumaTiq system. The second system, MADSUM, is

designed to produce decision support messages in a dynamic environment.

1.2 RTPI: Rhetorical Text Plan Integrator

The messages produced by TraumaTiq are intended to be read by a physician

operating with a medical team in a trauma bay. However, the messages, while individually

correct, exhibit various problems when presented in sets. For example, the two shown in
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Two messages produced by TraumaTiq:
* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the left pulmonary parenchymal injury.

* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the compound rib fracture of the left chest.

Figure 1.1: Simultaneous communications from TraumaTiq showing repetition of
“check for medication allergies”, and “order pulmonary care”.

Figure 1.1 repeat two actions. Repetition could slow the assimilation of the messages by

the physician, or may even suggest multiple performances of an action when only a single

action was intended. Other messages generated by TraumaTiq appeared to conflict with

each other.

I hypothesize that re-organizing the messages could make the message sets more

concise and coherent. More specifically, I hypothesize that analyzing the messages in

terms of their rhetorical structure[MT83] will provide a framework in which the sets can

be transformed to enhance them, while preserving their original communicative intent

and respecting the system’s social role in the trauma bay; and that these transformations

can be performed computationally.

1.3 MADSUM: Multi-Agent Decision Support with User Modeling

Zack [Zac04] investigated four attributes of information in a decision process:

uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity, and equivocality1. Comparing human and computer-

based methods of making decisions, Zack found that while human-based strategies (such

as meetings) are better at addressing problems featuring ambiguity and equivocality, com-

puter decision support appears more appropriate when situations involve uncertainty and

complexity. It is exactly these characteristics that are present in the kinds of domains

1 “Equivocality” is present when choices are very similar to one another.
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for which MADSUM is intended. Uncertainty is present since information and informa-

tion attributes change over time, rendering communication plans susceptible to failure.

Complexity is present because of the variety of kinds and sources of information that are

presented to the user who is making the decision. Thus computer decision support is

appropriate in these domains.

My hypotheses are that a computational methodology can be developed to pro-

duce and integrate communication plans for decision support under changing conditions,

specifically

• user preferences that change over time;

• an environment in which it is difficult to predict the resources consumed by an

information gathering action; and

• an environment in which it is difficult to predict the attributes of information gath-

ering results.

Furthermore, such a methodology should perform quickly in the presence of such chang-

ing conditions so that computational decision support in a dynamic environment is shown

to be a realistic goal.

Chapter 2 examines TraumAid, TraumaTiq, and their messages more completely.

It elaborates upon the hypotheses explained in Section 1.1, and then introduces RTPI and

explains how I designed the system to implement my hypotheses. Chapter 3 presents real-

ization features and concludes with the results of an evaluation of the original TraumaTiq

messages with the transformed messages as produced by RTPI.

Chapter 4 introduces MADSUM, which I designed to address the hypotheses pre-

sented in Section 1.3. Chapter 5 elaborates on MADSUM’s decision-theoretic approach

to response generation that produces responses tailored to an individual user. It concludes

by presenting the results of evaluations of MADSUM’s content selection and the order-

ing of propositions in MADSUM’s messages, both of which reflect the preferences of the
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user. In Chapter 6, I explain how the architecture of MADSUM is designed to address

the issues presented by changeable user preferences and a dynamic information environ-

ment. The chapter concludes with a series of evaluations that investigate the architecture’s

performance and response to changes in the environment, including changes that cause

communicative plans to fail.

Chapter 7 briefly summarizes the previous chapters on RTPI and MADSUM. I

present both my hypotheses and the conclusions I have drawn from my work. Finally, I

discuss possible future directions for my research.
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Chapter 2

THE RULE-BASED TEXT PLAN INTEGRATOR

2.1 Introduction

Computers are useful because of their ability to keep track of huge amounts of in-

formation and make quick calculations. To the extent that we can relate decision-making

to calculations, we make computers useful in human decision support. This usefulness is

limited by our (in)ability to design computer programs that can be integrated into human

systems. One human system that could benefit from a computer-based decision support

system is the medical team working in a trauma center. A trauma surgeon has to make

decisions about a patient whose condition may be changing rapidly, while keeping track

of voluminous patient data and the highly complex, inter-related guidelines for choosing

medical procedures.

The TraumAid system was designed to fill this need. TraumAid [WCC+98] is

a decision support system for addressing the initial definitive management of multiple

trauma. Initial evaluation and validation studies indicate that TraumAid produces high-

quality diagnostic and therapeutic plans for managing patient care in both simple and

complex trauma cases [GWC+97]. While the quality of TraumAid’s planning is excellent,

to be integrated into a human trauma team the system had to be able to communicate with

the team. Communicating the entire plan was not likely to succeed in a noisy time-critical

environment, so it was decided that only the differences between the computer generated

plan and the inferred physician plan would be communicated [WCC+98].

TraumaTiq [GW96] is a module that is designed to provide the physician with real-

time messages about how the physician’s plan compares to TraumAid’s plan. Though the
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A set of critiques produced by TraumaTiq:
* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the left pulmonary parenchymal injury.
* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the compound rib fracture of the left chest.
* Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately to treat the
intra-abdominal injury.
* Caution: do a laparotomy and repair the left diaphragm immediately to treat the
lacerated left diaphragm.
* Consider checking for medication allergies now to treat a possible GI tract injury.

Figure 2.1: Multiple, simultaneous critiques from TraumaTiq showing repetition of three
procedures: checking medication allergies, ordering pulmonary care, and
doing a laparotomy.

messages from TraumaTiq are individually concise and coherent, they are almost never

presented singly. Instead, TraumaTiq presents a set of critiques, and when multiple cri-

tiques share subject matter they sometimes appear redundant, disorganized, or incoherent,

which may inhibit rapid message assimilation by a trauma physician [CH97].

For example, Figure 2.1 shows five messages that contain three instructions to

“check for medication allergies”, two instructions to “order pulmonary care” and two to

“do a laparotomy”. Each instruction is separately motivated; however, the system is not

suggesting that the physician check for allergies three times, or perform two laparotomies.

Therefore such repetition should be avoided if possible to conserve time if reading cri-

tiques, conserve space if presenting written critiques, avoid taxing the physician’s atten-

tion unnecessarily in either case, and make the recommendations of the decision support

system easier to assimilate as a whole. 1

My research hypothesis is that an analysis of the texts produced by TraumaTiq

in terms of their rhetorical structure [MT83] will provide a framework in which sets of

1 Unless perhaps a system chooses to deliberately use repetition as a rhetorical means
of emphasis, which is not the case here.
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these texts can be re-organized so that they are collectively more concise and more coher-

ent. Working within this framework will ensure that the original intent of the TraumaTiq

messages is preserved [MT87]. More specifically, my hypotheses are that:

• the collective texts can be made more concise by reducing repetition;

• messages that currently appear incoherent can be re-organized so that they are more

coherent; and

• these tasks can be performed computationally by designing a set of rules to perform

the re-organization on the critiques produced by TraumaTiq.

To phrase it more technically, if each of the original messages from TraumaTiq is viewed

as a communicative plan with a goal of communicating something to the physician, then

I hypothesize that it is feasible to develop a system to integrate a set of those plans. The

resulting integrated text plan must retain and express each of the individual plan goals and

the means to achieve those goals, while increasing coherence and conciseness relative to

the original separate TraumaTiq messages and respecting the social role of the system in

the trauma bay. It is my intent and assumption that this will make the messages more

effective in a trauma setting, though this has not been empirically verified.

My approach to this problem is presented in the implemented system RTPI (Rule-

based Text Plan Integrator). I developed RTPI to address problems in the output of the

medical decision support system, TraumaTiq. RTPI draws on rhetorical structure and

discourse theory to integrate individual message text plans, each of which is designed

to achieve a separate communicative goal. The system takes as input a set of individual

text plans represented as RST-style trees, and produces a smaller set of more complex

trees representing integrated messages. Domain-independent rules are used to capture

text plan integration strategies, and the rule set is extendable. The system has been tested

on a corpus of critiques in the domain of trauma care.
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The remainder of this chapter describes the theoretical aspects of the approach

taken in the development of RTPI, a system that works with the messages produced by

the decision support system, TraumaTiq, and implements my proposed solutions to the

problems described above. Section 2.2 presents the motivation and previous work behind

RTPI, and Section 2.3 contrasts it with other work. Section 2.4 presents an overview of the

system, and Section 2.5 introduces the task of integrating multiple communicative goals.

The process by which RTPI performs these integrations is described in Section 2.6, which

also introduces RTPI’s domain-independent rules for integrating text plans. Section 2.7

then summarizes key points of the chapter.

2.2 TraumaTiq: Decision Support in Real Time

TraumaTiq [GW96] informs the physician about discrepancies between the physi-

cian’s plan and TraumAid’s plan. TraumaTiq achieves this by hypothesizing the physi-

cian’s plan based on his or her orders and actions, which are already being recorded by

the hospital for other purposes. An inferred physician plan for managing patient care

is then compared with TraumAid’s own management plan. Discrepancies between the

plans are identified by TraumaTiq, which then generates a set of messages. In particular,

TraumaTiq recognizes four classes of differences:

1. errors of omission, where the physician has not ordered an action that TraumAid

would have ordered;

2. errors of commission, where the physician has ordered actions that TraumAid does

not have in its plan;

3. scheduling errors, which are actions ordered in the absence of orders for precondi-

tions to that action; and

4. procedure choice errors, when the physician orders an action that TraumaTiq rec-

ognizes as addressing an appropriate goal, but the procedure chosen is suboptimal.
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Two TraumaTiq messages:
Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred over doing a
peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury.

Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before you do a peritoneal lavage.

Figure 2.2: An example of two messages with apparent conflict about the performance
of a peritoneal lavage.

To hypothesize the physician’s plan, TraumaTiq first chains through TraumAid’s

knowledge/rule base to identify possible explanations for an action ordered by the physi-

cian; it then evaluates these possible explanations on the basis of relevance to TraumAid’s

current management plan and evidence provided by the physician’s other actions (ordered

or performed). Once the best explanation(s) for each action have been incorporated into

the system’s model of the physician’s plan, TraumaTiq identifies differences between that

inferred plan of action and TraumAid’s current management plan and notifies the physi-

cian of discrepancies that could seriously impact patient care. By inferring the physician’s

plan, TraumaTiq can take into account why the physician is performing a particular action

when deciding 1) whether or not to produce a message informing the physician of the

discrepancy between TraumAid’s plan and the inferred physician plan, and 2) if so, what

information to include in the message. TraumaTiq’s messages are conveyed using natural

language sentences generated by filling in sentence schemata.

In isolation each of TraumaTiq’s messages may effectively warn a physician about

a problem in the inferred physician plan; however in most cases when TraumaTiq finds the

physician’s plan deficient, several problems are detected simultaneously and thus multiple

messages are produced. In these cases there were three substantial kinds of unintended

interaction between the individual messages:
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: do a peritoneal lavage immediately as part of ruling out abdominal bleeding.

Do not reassess the patient in 6 to 24 hours until after doing a peritoneal lavage. The
outcome of the latter may affect the need to do the former.

Figure 2.3: These two inter-dependent critiques from TraumaTiq do not conflict with
one another, but could be expressed more clearly if their relationship to one
another was exploited.

1. Some messages detracted from other ones, or could appear incoherent in the pres-

ence of other messages. For example, one message set might contain a message

“Don’t do A” and another message “Do B before you do A.” as in Figure 2.2. The

implication of the second message is that TraumaTiq approves of the performance

of A, while the first clearly indicates the action should not be performed. This ap-

parent conflict is the result of the individual messages being produced by separate

sources within TraumaTiq.

2. There was informational overlap among the messages. For example, the individ-

ual messages in Figure 2.1 share references to physician actions. Each reference

was made for a different original purpose (e.g. to note an action missing from the

plan for addressing a particular treatment goal, or an action whose preconditions

had not been met), but repetitions of an action’s name across individual messages

unnecessarily increases the overall message length, and may slow the physician’s

assimilation of the message. Furthermore, multiple references to a single action

may be erroneously interpreted as suggesting that the action be performed multiple

times.
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3. Some messages would make more sense if they took explicit account of those ap-

pearing earlier. The example in Figure 2.3 shows two messages that express in-

formation about a peritoneal lavage. One message says that the lavage should be

performed and why, and the other message expresses that a scheduling constraint

depends on the result of the lavage. If these messages could be integrated, the

relationship between them could be exploited to form a clearer message.

In addition, sometimes messages appeared to be about the same topic, but were widely

separated when the TraumaTiq message set was presented. These will be further dis-

cussed in Section 3.2. Thus a message planner was needed to generate coherent and

concise integrated messages that satisfy the multiple goals of the individual messages.

A corpus of actual cases of trauma care was used as input to TraumaTiq, and the

resulting sets of messages became a corpus for RTPI. A total of 753 sets were produced,

consisting of a total of 5361 individual messages. Analysis of half of this data (the re-

maining half was reserved for later evaluation of performance on unseen data) and the

semantics underlying the message forms revealed 22 common patterns of inter-related

messages, each pattern covering some subset of a message set.

However, it became clear that many of the patterns are more generally applicable,

and that the problems addressed would not be unique to TraumaTiq, or even a medical

domain. The same patterns of message interaction could also arise when other distributed

systems had multiple, separate modules that needed to communicate inter-related mes-

sages to a single user. While such systems could be re-designed to try to prevent problems

of this kind from arising, the result would be less modular, more complex, and more diffi-

cult to extend and maintain. Thus RTPI was developed as a message integrator that takes

message sets as input and uses patterns encoded in domain-independent rules to improve

them. The message sets from TraumaTiq are first expanded to full representations of

RST-style plan trees, so that RTPI is not dependent on the specific logical representation

of messages made by TraumaTiq.
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2.3 Related Work

Although there is related work in the areas of text structure, text planning for

generation, text plan revision, instruction generation and multi-document summarization,

little attention has been given to assembling or integrating multiple, independently gener-

ated text plans when each is intended to function as one component of a larger message.

Fundamental to my development of RTPI is a theory of the functional analysis

of text called Rhetorical Structure Theory, developed by Mann and Thompson [MT83,

MT87]. According to RST, a text contains relational propositions that are conveyed by

the way the text is structured. The structure of a text (derived from the arrangement of

clauses and the presence of discourse markers) is necessary to determine meaning, and

the meaning of a text cannot be derived from simple composition of the semantics of

lexical items.

The relational propositions that exist in the text are represented in the RST for-

malism by relations. According to Mann and Thompson, relational propositions possess

the following properties:

• In most cases relational propositions are not explicitly expressed in a clause.

• Relational propositions can be signaled via discourse markers, but often are not

signaled at all.

• One relational proposition corresponds to one RST relation in the text structure.

• Relations are capable of performing rhetorical acts, such as changing a reader’s

beliefs or desire to act.

• Finally, “The relational propositions are essential to the coherence of their texts.

Perturbing text to prevent the (implicit or explicit) expression of one of its relational

propositions causes the text to become incoherent.[MT87]”
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A single RST relation holds between adjacent text spans, and relations are defined

by a list of constraints and effects. Most relations are defined in terms of a nucleus text

span and a satellite text span, where the nucleus is a span that remains comprehensible in

the absence of the satellite. Restrictions on the way that relations are applied ensure that

coherent texts (with a few special exceptions) will have an RST structure that is a tree of

text spans joined by relations. Two contributions of RST that facilitate text generation are

1) the idea that recognizing the relations in an RST structure is equivalent to finding the

basis for the text’s coherence, and 2) RST works at both the inter-clause and inter-sentence

levels, allowing a single planner to plan both sentences and paragraphs.

Alternatives to RST exist that propose other means for structuring text, includ-

ing Grosz and Sidner[GS86], Scha and Polanyi [SP88], and Moore and Pollack [MP92].

Moore and Pollack showed that some texts have more than a single relation holding be-

tween two spans of text, and argue that two separate structures, possibly non-isomorphic,

are required to represent separate informational and intentional relations between text

spans. Such texts cannot be accurately represented in RST, which allows only a single

relation to hold between spans. While this point is adequately demonstrated for the text

cases Moore and Pollack provide, the kinds of texts used as input for RTPI have sim-

pler structures that are accurately represented within the restrictions of RST. Similarly,

the output of RTPI’s rules also fits within the RST paradigm, and so does not justify the

overhead of additional structures for representing text plans.

Both Polanyi and Scha’s Linguistic Discourse Model (LDM) and the structures

of Grosz and Sidner’s work support the analysis of features of discourse that are not

explained by RST. Like RST, the LDM builds a tree of text spans (called Discourse Con-

stituent Units or DCUs) where the text appears at the leaves in the order of the original

text. A grammar provides rules for adding new sentences to the active right edge of

the tree, and the resulting structure facilitates tasks such as anaphora resolution and in-

formation interpretation. Grosz and Sidner’s work posits three separate components in
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discourse structure: a linguistic structure that holds the structure of a sequence of utter-

ances; an intentional structure that captures the discourse purposes of the segments and

relationships among them; and an attentional state which tracks the participants’ focus of

attention. These structures provide a basis for explaining such aspects of discourse as cue

phrases, anaphora, and interruptions, and have been applied to conversations as well as

single source texts. Thus both the LDM and Grosz and Sidner’s work explain phenomena

that are not explained by RST. However, neither work provides a set of specific relations

that hold between text spans, such as RST’s ELABORATION or CONTRAST which

are defined in terms of the writer’s desired effect upon the reader. These specific relations

(as opposed to more general relations like “subordinate”) are what enable the construction

of RTPI’s rules.

Thus while alternatives to RST exist for structuring text plans, they are intended

to handle features of text that do not occur in RTPI’s domain. However, it is worth noting

that if RTPI is modified to work in a new domain, then it could be the case that either the

text inputs of that domain would require handling of text features that are not represented

in RST, or that such features would be required to improve the text inputs. In that case,

the RST formalism would not suffice and alternatives would have to be considered.

Hovy [Hov88, Hov91] exploited the properties of RST relations, using them to

construct text plans that were coherent because they had been built using the principles

of RST. Hovy also developed text planning operators (rules that could build a single text

plan) based on RST relations, and used them to plan text structures from the top down.

Each operator used constraints to determine what content could be used to fill the nucleus

and satellite roles of a given RST relation. Operators also had growth points, optional

ways to extend the structure that could be posted as further goals for the planner. The

user’s communicative goal was achieved by matching it against the RESULTS field of

an operator. The operator posts sub-goals, and the process continued so that a tree of

relations is built with small text spans as leaf nodes.
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Hovy’s planner used operator constraints to select content to address a top-level

goal, and then used the growth points to add as much additional information as possible.

Thus only the first step of the process was directly related to the top-level goal of providing

a particular piece of information. Successive steps were influenced by the available data2,

since that determined which growth points worked, and by the choice of growth points

associated with an operator. Because the planner selected the text plan that included the

greatest number of propositions, it always “said” as much of the data as possible; thus an

explicit goal of expressing all knowledge wasn’t necessary. On the other hand, it was not

possible to ensure that all data on a subject would be expressed.

Moore and Paris [MP90, MP93] also used RST relations to do top-down text plan-

ning. Their operators matched their effects against a goal posted above, and posted a

nucleus and satellite combination designed to satisfy that goal. The nucleus and satel-

lite became the new goals (until they became atomic actions and were designated leaf

nodes). Like Hovy’s growth points, the “knowledge” of how the tree could expand be-

low a given goal was determined by the operator’s nucleus/satellite combination. Unlike

Hovy’s planner, the Moore and Paris planner only employed an operator when it was

necessary to satisfy a goal. Thus their system generated only enough text to satisfy the

top-level goal, and favored concise trees over larger ones.

Moore and Paris recognized that for the resulting plan trees to be useful in a dia-

logue system, the plans would have to include not only the relations between spans of text,

but also the intended effect that the chosen relation was supposed to have on the hearer.

This property facilitates the process of designing a system response when the intended

effect does not occur as planned.

ILEX [MOOK98] is a bottom-up, opportunistic RST-based planner. Objects in

the knowledge base are linked via RST-style relations, and the system constructs a tree by

2 The “available data” was a set of clause-sized, structured information units extracted
from a less structured database using domain-specific rules.
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searching links starting from the desired topic. The structures are limited to relations that

are already known to exist between items in the knowledge base. In contrast, my text plan

integrator can superimpose certain new relations, such as CONCESSION, between parts

of existing trees; this can be done because the new relation doesn’t represent domain

concepts, but a relation between the intentions in the tree structures.

Marcu [Mar97a, Mar97b] also builds RST-style structures in a bottom up fashion,

and in contrast to ILEX, can have a top-level communicative goal of communicating all of

the propositions in a knowledge base. Like ILEX, however, the system depends on having

all relations between propositions encoded into the knowledge base. If some subset of the

knowledge base is not connected to the rest of the knowledge via pre-coded relations,

then a goal to communicate all of the information will not succeed. (In contrast, RTPI

integrates messages between which there is no pre-existing relation, since the messages

need only fit the tree structure patterns required by a rule.) Furthermore, while the plan

may express every proposition in the knowledge base, it does not attempt to express every

relation between propositions in the knowledge base; so information contained in the

relations of the knowledge base can be lost when a proposition is related to more than

one other proposition in the knowledge base. For example, suppose two propositions P1

and P2 are related by the RST relations SEQUENCE (meaning they occur in sequence) as

well as NV-CAUSE (meaning that one of the propositions caused the other). Then Marcu’s

planner can be required to present both P1 and P2, but cannot be required to present that

they are related via both SEQUENCE and NV-CAUSE. In contrast, RTPI’s rules express all

relations present in the messages from TraumaTiq.

Existing RST-based generation systems, like those above, function in explanatory

or descriptive environments, not decision support, and the difference in environment was

reflected in the tasks the systems performed. For example, while Moore and Paris’ system

had plan operators to convince a user to perform an action, decision support can (and RTPI

does) require operators to convince a user that they should not do a certain act.
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Another difference between the decision support environment and that of the RST-

based explanation systems is that the latter assume that system and user beliefs follow the

overlay assumption: the beliefs and knowledge of the system are a superset of those of the

user. Decision support cannot use this simplifying assumption, since it must contend with

conflicting beliefs and goals. In particular, RTPI has to integrate plans that are designed

to convince a user to adopt a goal, or to abandon a previously held goal.

Domain-independent text planning rules like the ones used by my text plan inte-

grator are not a new idea. Appelt [App85] used “interactions typical of linguistic actions”

to design critics for action subsumption in KAMP. After a plan had been generated from a

single top-level goal, the plan would be “reviewed” and the critics could opportunistically

subsume small clauses. If there were two communicative goals

(KnowsWhatIs John Tool(B1)) and (Active Tool(B1)), both could be sat-

isfied by a single mention of Tool(B1). This worked in part because many of KAMP’s

goals (e.g. KnowsWhatIs and Active) could be satisfied simply by mentioning the name

of an item, so that the two goals mentioned here, which occurred several times each in the

plan, were satisfied by the appearance of the word “wrench” in “Remove the pump with

the wrench in the toolbox”. Thus a single referring act could satisfy multiple commu-

nicative goals, though the system was limited to spans of one or two sentences. RTPI’s

integration rules, instead of working only within clauses, work between text plans that

encompass sentences and paragraphs.

HealthDoc’s data-driven text planner is also rule-based[DHH97, HDHP97]. It

starts with a pre-written, coherent “master document” that communicates a consumer

health message, then modifies the document for a particular patient model while attempt-

ing to maintain coherence. The process focuses on editing sentences selected from the

master text, such as by inserting pronouns or by deleting references to propositions that

do not appear earlier in the selected text[WH96]. Its rules can remove redundancy by
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aggregating neighboring expressions, but it does not address the aggregation of commu-

nicative goals (often requiring reorganization), the revision and integration of text plans

to remove conflict, or the exploiting of relations between communicative goals as done

by my text plan integrator. In contrast, my integrator’s rules examine the communicative

goals in a set of text plans, and certain rules may aggregate or subsume goals, or insert

new goals in the process of improving the set’s coherence and conciseness.

REVISOR [CL97] is based on RST. As the name suggests, it is not a full planner,

but makes revisions (in the form of clause aggregation in a descriptive or explanatory text)

to an existing text plan. REVISOR’s input did not include plans that appeared conflict-

ing because of text structure; instead REVISOR’s primary task was to reduce repetition

through aggregation of neighboring clauses. An important similarity to my work is that

REVISOR makes its modification decisions without detailed semantic or lexical knowl-

edge of low level constituents. However, to achieve real-time performance requirements

as part of a life-like animated agent system, REVISOR uses a minimalist representation of

a discourse plan that removes all but the most essential semantic features for processing.

While determining essential features is possible with any given set of aggregation rules, it

is not possible for a system that could incorporate new rules at any time, where new rules

could require information that was not essential to the performance of the previous set of

rules. In contrast, RTPI uses the entire plan tree, allowing the introduction of new rules

without the concern that information previously considered unimportant will be missing.

And because my rules operate on full RST-style text plans that include communicative

goals, the rules can be designed to integrate the text plans in ways that still explicitly

satisfy those goals.

WISHFUL [ZM93, ZM95] includes an optimization phase during which it chooses

the optimal way to achieve a set of related communicative goals. However, the system can

choose to eliminate propositions and does not have to deal with potential conflict within

the information to be conveyed. Similarly, STREAK [Rob94] is not required to include
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all information in a plan. Its rule-based text plan revision component is given a single text

plan containing “obligatory” facts, along with a set of optional “supplementary” facts to

be opportunistically included if realization constraints are met. In contrast, RTPI operates

on multiple text plans after a domain expert has determined what information is vital to

the communication.

Work in developing instructional texts [ASD05, KL95, KL94] has examined the

kinds of messages that relate an action to the goal the action achieves, similar to TraumaTiq’s

messages about action omission. However, these systems follow the overlay assumption,

i.e. the system’s knowledge is a superset of the user’s; this assumption is not appropriate

in the trauma decision support domain. For example, Kosseim and LaPalme use RST to

plan instructional text that presents ways for a user to achieve a condition, as in “Turn

this knob clockwise and counter-clockwise to minimize interference.” This assumption

of a naive user who wants to be instructed is different from the approach required in the

trauma domain, where the system is trying to persuade a physician to perform an action.

In the trauma domain, the physician is the final arbiter of correctness, having more com-

plete knowledge of what is happening in the trauma bay as well as full responsibility for

the outcome. The system therefore assumes that the physician knows how to achieve a

treatment goal, but that the physician either 1) is overlooking a step in achieving the goal

and only needs to be reminded of the step; 2) needs to be reminded to have the treatment

goal; or 3) should be using an alternative method to achieve the treatment goal. Thus

while [KL95] use relations such as PURPOSE, RESULT, and CONDITION, RTPI must use

relations such as Moore’s PERSUADE and MOTIVATE [Moo95].

2.4 Introduction to RTPI

The generation of multi-sentential discourse has focused on generating text that

accomplishes one particular rhetorical goal, such as describing a physical device. Many

natural language systems have been developed to generate coherent text plans [MP93,
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* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the left pulmonary parenchymal injury.

Figure 2.4: An example of a single message produced by TraumaTiq. This message is
about an error of omission.

Hov91, WH96, ZM95]. However, little attention has been given to taking a set of inde-

pendently generated yet inter-related text plans and producing integrated plans that realize

all of the communicative goals in a concise and coherent manner.

To deliver real-time decision support in trauma management, a text generation

system must be able to take an arbitrary and often inter-related set of communicative goals

and produce a message that realizes the entire set in as concise and coherent a manner

as possible. RTPI (Rule-based Text Plan Integrator) was designed to perform this task.

The need for coherence requires that the system be able to identify and resolve conflict

across multiple, independent text plans, and exploit relations between communicative

goals. Conciseness requires the ability to aggregate and subsume communicative goals.

Although this work was motivated by the need to produce coherent, integrated messages

from the individual critiques produced by a decision support system for emergency center

trauma care, this same task will arise in future systems as they make use of independent

modules that need to communicate with a user. Thus the system should have simple,

domain-independent rules, but should also be flexible enough to allow the addition of

rules specific to the domain at hand.

2.5 Creating text plans for multiple goals

The input to RTPI consists of a set of text plans, each containing a communicative

goal and the recommended means to achieve that goal in the plan. For example, in Fig-

ure 2.4 the communicative goal is to get the physician to treat (or finish treating) the left

pulmonary parenchymal injury. The suggested means for accomplishing the treatment
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A set of messages produced by TraumaTiq:
* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the left pulmonary parenchymal injury.
* Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to
treat the compound rib fracture of the left chest.
* Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately to treat the
intra-abdominal injury.
* Caution: do a laparotomy and repair the left diaphragm immediately to treat the
lacerated left diaphragm.
* Consider checking for medication allergies now to treat a possible GI tract injury.

RTPI’s merged message:
Caution: check for medication allergies as part of treating the left pulmonary parenchy-
mal injury, treating the compound rib fracture of the left chest, treating the intra-
abdominal injury, and treating a possible GI tract injury. Then order pulmonary care to
complete treating the left pulmonary parenchymal injury and treating the compound rib
fracture of the left chest, and do a laparotomy to complete treating the intra-abdominal
injury.

Figure 2.5: Original Messages and a Merged Message

goal is to “check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately”. When

presented with a set of text plans for messages, RTPI uses a set of transformational rules

to transform these into coherent message units that achieve the complete set of goals.

These message units are then translated into natural language using templates.

The purpose of RTPI’s messages is to support decision-making by the physician.

More specifically, since TraumaTiq only generates messages when a critique of the cur-

rent inferred physician plan is appropriate, the message is intended to persuade the physi-

cian to order an action, substitute an alternative action for a previously ordered action,

change the order of intended actions, or cancel an existing order about an action. The

organization of the final message unit affects how well the message supports this purpose.

The critical, fast-paced nature of trauma management and communication in the
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emergency room trauma bay influenced several decisions that affect the message integra-

tion process. While messages about actions could be re-organized strictly in the temporal

order of the recommended actions, or in order of their potential importance, organizing

messages in terms of the relevant treatment goal each action was supporting seemed most

likely to be effective in changing physician behavior, since the physician would see the

action reference in the context of the reason to perform the action. This would avoid

the physician having to deduce the reason the system had for recommending the action.

In other words, the system’s recommendations should continue to be organized in terms

of relevant domain goals, so that the physician can easily evaluate the reasoning behind

the system’s recommendations and decide whether to adopt them. This decision to or-

ganize action messages in terms of goals was confirmed as appropriate by our physician

consultant [Cla98].

Another principle that guided rule design in RTPI was the reduction of repetition.

When different messages contain references to the same action, naming the action multi-

ple times could be construed as suggesting that the action be performed more than once.

This misinterpretation is possible because some actions, such as “insert chest tube” may

be ordered multiple times, and each time should indicate a new chest tube. In addition,

unnecessary repetition increases message length.

Reducing message length and message quantity (i.e. the number of distinct mes-

sages in a message unit) are two more guiding principles of RTPI’s rule design. Since the

emergency room is a chaotic setting for time-critical decisions, communication must be

succinct. A physician’s attention is divided over many areas (the patient, other members

of the trauma team, various instruments, etc.), so reducing the number of words that a

physician must process (whether the words are read or heard) was an obvious design goal

if it could be accomplished without sacrificing clarity. This principle guided rule design

towards making both the integrated messages and the set of messages concise (i.e. re-

ducing the overall number of messages). Again, while this design decision has not been
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tested in a trauma bay due to implementation difficulties not related to this system, this

design decision was confirmed by our physician consultant [Cla98].

Finally, since the system’s social role on the medical team is that of an expert

consultant to the physician who retains ultimate responsibility for the quality of patient

care, RTPI must recognize that the physician can ignore its recommendations. This differs

from other scenarios, such as tutoring, where the system is the sole arbiter of correct

behavior. This principle affects the design and application of rules in two ways. It affects

how apparent conflict between messages is resolved, as described in Section 2.6.4; and it

affects the realization of the text plan trees as described in Section 3.3.3.

Thus RTPI’s rules were designed with the following objectives:

1. group actions by relevant treatment goals;

2. avoid repeated mention of the same actions;

3. produce concise messages;

4. produce few, rather than many, individual messages; and

5. reflect the system’s social role as a supporter of the physician who has ultimate

responsibility for the case.

2.6 Text Plan Transformation Rules in RTPI

RTPI’s input consists of a set of text plans, each of which has a top-level com-

municative goal. Rhetorical Structure Theory [MT87] posits that a coherent text plan

consists of segments related to one another by rhetorical relations such as MOTIVATION

or BACKGROUND. Each text plan presented to RTPI is a tree structure in which individ-

ual nodes are related by RST-style relations. The top-level communicative goal for each

text plan is expressed as an intended effect on the user’s mental state [Moo95], such as

(GOAL USER (DO ACTION27)). The kinds of goals that RTPI handles are typical of decision

support systems, critiquing systems, systems that provide instructions for performing a
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task, etc. These goals may consist of getting the user to perform actions, refrain from

performing actions, use an alternate method to achieve a goal, or recognize the temporal

constraints on actions.

2.6.1 Algorithm

RTPI operates on RST-style text plan trees. Since TraumaTiq does not produce full

text plan trees, an intermediate processing stage converts the logical form of TraumaTiq’s

simple messages into RST-style trees. A set of these trees is then used as input to RTPI.

RTPI then applies a succession of rules to a set of text plan trees. Each rule specifies the

structure of the trees that it operates on, the structure of the tree resulting from application

of the rule, and a heuristic which gives a numeric score representing how effective the rule

is at achieving RTPI’s goals of increased coherence, conciseness, and readability.

Rules are defined in terms of tree specifications and operators, and are stylistically

similar to the kinds of rules proposed in [WH96]. When all the tree specifications are

matched, the score function of the rule is computed. The score function is a heuristic

specific to each rule, and is used to determine which rule instantiation (i.e. which set

of text plans to which the rule can be applied) has the best potential text realization.

Scores for aggregation rules, for example, measure the opportunity to reduce repetition

through aggregation, subsumption, or pronominal reference, and penalize for paragraph

complexity.

Once a rule instantiation is chosen by score, the system performs any substitutions,

pruning, and moving of branches specified by the rule’s operators. The rules currently in

use operate on text plan trees in a pairwise fashion, and recursively add more text plans

to larger, already integrated plans.

The order of application of the rules is determined by rule type. The four rule

types described below are applied in order listed, which is designed to maximize derived

benefit:
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1. The rules that resolve conflict, due to my hypothesis that the presence of conflict

will most seriously hamper assimilation of a message;

2. The aggregation rules which reduce repetition and improve conciseness;

3. Rules that exploit relations between text plans, since they enhance coherence by

explicitly connecting different, yet related, communicative goals; and

4. Rules that move messages so that they are presented in proximity to messages about

the same topics. Rules that find and associate “trailing comments” are simpler than

the other rule types, and so are presented separately in Chapter 3.

Within each rule type group, each rule is tried on pairs of text plan trees within a set of

trees representing a message set. Each rule then returns a heuristic score for each tree

pair, estimating the benefit it will provide if applied to that pair. The rule instantiation

with the highest heuristic score is chosen and the rule’s operator is applied to the affected

trees. The process is recursively run on the resulting group of trees until no more rules

from the current group apply; then the next group of rules is applied.

When the system has applied rules from each of the four types as many times as

possible (i.e. no more rules can be applied), or if a preset run time is almost expired, the

set of text plans are realized via templates (see Section 3.3).

Since the rules are designed to apply incrementally to a set, every application of a

rule results in an improvement in the coherence or conciseness of the tree set, and the tree

set is always a viable set of text plans, making the algorithm anytime [GL94]. The user

can set a time limit for processing of a tree set, and the algorithm can return an improved

set at any time. In practice, however, the processing takes less than than one second, even

for large (25 plans) input sets, so the time limit is intended to be useful for future, more

complex implementations.
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(scheduling-aggregation
;Do {A} before {B}.
;Do {A} before {D}.
;=>
;Do {A} before {B} and {D}.

(;effects
((?tree1 . ((?b . (aggregate ’and ?b ?d))))) ;substitutions
((tree-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*)) ;post code
(length ?a) ;score function
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (;partial first tree specification

((rootp ?n1)) ;preconditions about pattern
(?n1 (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?b)))))) ;pattern

(?tree2 . (;partial second tree specification
((rootp ?n2)) ;preconditions about pattern
(?n2 (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?d))))))) ;pattern

)

1

Figure 2.6: A rule for aggregating temporal constraints.

2.6.2 The form of the rules

Each rule specification consists of the following structure. Names that begin with

question marks, as in “?x”, represent variables that unify with portions of a text plan.

Another kind of variable used in some specifications, “&x”, will be explained when it

appears later. A specification consists of:

• rule name

• effects section:

– substitutions: Using the names matched in the “pattern” section, replace, in

the specified tree, the first item with the second. In Figure 2.6, the substitu-

tion list says to replace whatever matched ?b in ?tree1 with the result of

(aggregate ’and ?b ?d)
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– other instructions (in Lisp): in Figure 2.6, since the goals of ?tree2 are

now incorporated into ?tree1 because of the substitution above, remove

?tree2 from the current set of text plan trees.

– score function: In Figure 2.6, the score function is simply the length of the

list of actions bound to the variable ?a. Intuitively, the rule eliminates one

mention of each action in the list, so that is the rule’s degree of goodness.

• List of tree pattern specifications

– preconditions: predicate statements about variables that must hold for the rule

to apply. For ?tree1 in Figure 2.6, the predicate states that whatever node

is bound to ?n1 must be the root of a tree. The precondition prevents the

rule from applying to a node of this type that has a tree structure above it,

perhaps because it has already been incorporated into a tree by another rule

application.

– pattern: Two tree patterns are listed in Figure 2.6, along with a description

of nodes that must appear in the tree. This specification for ?tree1 says

roughly “This tree must have a node, bound to n1, that contains the predicate

(GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?b)))”, where ?a and

?b are variables that can match whatever is inside the predicate. Here they

will each match a list of one or more actions. However, the variable ?a must

be bound to the same value as the ?a in the second tree specification.

Figure 2.6 illustrates a very simple example rule3. A unifier matches the RST-

style tree specification for tree ?tree1 from the pattern specifications of the rule as

follows. First, it checks a table of nodes to find a node that matches the pattern for

?n1. Once a match for (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?b))) is

3 Slight modifications have been made to the rule forms presented to make them less
busy and easier to understand.
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located, the unifier checks any other patterns specified for ?tree1; in this case there

are no other specifications. If all node patterns have matches within tree ?tree1, the

system then checks the list of preconditions. For ?tree1 the only precondition is that

the predicate “rootp” hold true for whatever has unified with ?n1. In other words, the

node in ?tree1 that now corresponds to ?n1 must be the root of the tree for this rule to

apply.

Once the whole tree specification for ?tree1 is matched, the system attempts to

find a match for the remaining tree specifications (here, only ?tree2). If trees that meet

the specifications for ?tree1 and ?tree2 are both found, then the score function can

be calculated using the instantiations of the variables. In Figure 2.6, the score function

represents the improvement in the final message expected from having to say the items in

?a only once (?a may be a list), whereas ?a occurs twice in the original text plans. Thus

the score function for this rule is simply the length of the list of actions unifying with ?a.

When the system applies a rule, the effects section of the rule specifies what to do

with (or to) the two trees; in this case, all instances of ?b in tree ?tree1 are replaced

with the aggregation of the instantiations of ?b and ?d. Then it executes any instructions

in the “other instructions”, which here say to remove tree ?tree2 from the plan set since

its communicative goal is now achieved by the altered ?tree1.

2.6.3 Classes of Rules

RTPI has three main classes of rules, all of which produce an integrated text plan

from separate text plans. The classes of rules correlate with the three categories of prob-

lems that I identified from the analysis of TraumaTiq’s messages, namely, the need to:

1) resolve apparent conflict among text plans (Section 2.6.4); 2) aggregate communica-

tive goals to achieve more succinct text plans (Section 2.6.5); and 3) exploit the relation-

ships between communicative goals to enhance coherence (Section 2.6.6). In addition,

simpler rules re-order related messages so they may be presented together, as described

in Section 3.2.
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2.6.4 Resolving Conflict

The ability to recognize and resolve conflict is required in a text planner because

both the appearance and the resolution of conflict can be the result of text structure. RTPI

identifies and resolves a class of domain-independent conflict, and uses a resolution strat-

egy dependent upon the social relationship between the user and the system.

One class of conflict that can best be resolved at the text planning level results

from implicit messages in text. Resolving conflict of this kind within independent mod-

ules of a critiquing system would require sharing extensive knowledge, thereby violating

modularity concepts and making the planning process much more complex. For exam-

ple, suppose that the user has conveyed an intention to achieve a particular objective by

performing act Au. One system module might post the communicative goal of getting the

user to recognize that act Ap must precede Au, while a different module posts the goal

of getting the user to achieve the objective by executing As instead of Au. While each of

these communicative goals might be well-motivated and coherent in isolation, together

they are incoherent, since the first presumes that Au will be executed, while the second

recommends retracting the intention to perform Au. A text planner with access to both

of these top-level communicative goals and their text plans can recognize this implicit

conflict and revise and integrate the text plans to resolve it.

There are many ways to unambiguously resolve this class of implicit conflict.

Strategy selection depends on the social relationship between the system and the user.

This relationship is defined by the relative levels of knowledge, expertise, and responsi-

bility of the system and user. Three possible strategies and their motivations are:

1. Discard communicative goals that implicitly conflict with a system recommenda-

tion. In the above example, this would result in a text plan that only recommends

doing As instead of Au. This strategy would be appropriate if the system is an

expert in the domain, has full knowledge of the current situation, and is the sole
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TraumaTiq messages:
Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred
over doing a peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury.

Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before you do a peritoneal
lavage.

Message from RTPI integrated plan:
Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred
over doing a peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury. However, if you do a peritoneal lavage, then remember to first check
for laparotomy scars.

Figure 2.7: An example of a rule application removing the appearance of conflict. The
rule is shown in Figure 2.8.

arbiter of correct performance. An instructional or tutoring system might be in this

relationship to a user.

2. Integrate the text plan that implicitly conflicts with the system recommendation as

a concession that the user may choose not to accept the recommendation. This

strategy is appropriate if the system is an expert in the domain, but the user has

better knowledge of the current situation and/or retains responsibility for selecting

the best plan of action. Decision support is such an environment. The top half of

Figure 2.7 presents two TraumaTiq messages that exhibit implicit conflict, while the

bottom part presents the English realization of RTPI’s integrated text plan, which

uses a CONCESSION relation to achieve coherence.

3. Present the system recommendation as an alternative to the user plan. This may be

appropriate in a domain where the user has more complete knowledge and more

expertise.
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(conflict-resolution-02
;Do A instead of B because C. However, if you do B, do D first.
(;effects

() ;substitution list
((push (make-concession-tree ?tree1 ?tree2) ;post-code

*CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?tree1 *CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*))

1 ;score function
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (

((rootp ?n1))
(?n1 (GOAL USER ( KNOW USER ( PREFERRED ?a ?b ?c))))))

(?tree2 . (
((rootp ?n2))
(?n2 (GOAL USER ( KNOW USER ( IN-ORDER ?d ?b))))

)))
)

1

Figure 2.8: A rule for resolving apparent conflict between two messages. The result of
applying this rule can be seen in Figure 2.7.

Clearly the second strategy is most appropriate in TraumAid’s domain, where the

system is indeed an expert, but with its knowledge reliant on data entry, whereas a physi-

cian is aware of the entered data in addition to the wealth of data available by direct

observation. Furthermore, the physician bears sole responsibility for the outcome of the

case. The appropriateness of this choice for RTPI’s rule design was confirmed by our

emergency room physician consultant [Cla98]. It is important for the resulting message

to be framed in light of this social role of the system, i.e. as an expert advisor. Implement-

ing the second strategy requires the rule to integrate the messages with a CONCESSION

relation, which provides a plan structure enabling realization to text that embodies the

strategy, as discussed in Section 3.3.

A typical conflict resolution rule is presented in Figure 2.8. This rule first matches
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a message that draws the physician’s attention to a procedure that should not be per-

formed, binding it to ?tree1. The predicate PREFERRED has three arguments to match

its use in the current domain, where preference expresses a preferred action ?a, a sub-

optimal action to be replaced, ?b, and (optionally) a reason for the preference ?c. Next

the rule finds a binding for a scheduling constraint on ?b that indicates some action, in

this case ?d, should precede the performance of ?b (the sub-optimal action). There is no

other use of ?d in the rule because it does not matter what is bound to ?d; the text result-

ing from the rule will work regardless of what is bound to ?d: “If you do ?b, be sure to do

?d first.” The effects code of the rule then superimposes a CONCESSION relation above

the two trees. The score for this rule is always 1 in the TraumAid domain, since the rule

does not allow any mentions of actions or goals to be avoided, and TraumaTiq’s design

does not permit multiple messages of these types to be issued about a single action. In

other words, no instantiation of this rule will ever be in competition with another. If this

rule were to be used in a different domain a dynamic scoring function might need to be

designed.

The existence of apparent incoherence, which is potentially as serious as apparent

conflict, is addressed by [HG05], but their system is generating several sentences directly

from a single knowledge set. They note that indiscriminate opportunistic use of modifiers

can result in the apparent existence of two princesses:

The pretty princess lived in the castle. The blonde princess loved a knight.

when only one pretty, blonde princess exists in the knowledge base. However, RTPI is

unique in addressing apparent conflict that is introduced when messages from two coher-

ent sources (in this case separate modules of TraumaTiq) are juxtaposed4.

4 The reason that two modules of TraumaTiq can generate messages that appear to be
in conflict is that one module is generating information about preconditions based
on the physician’s planned actions (since the physician may choose to continue this
plan, it is important that precondition information be shared), while another module
is generating messages based on TraumAid’s plan.
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TraumaTiq messages:
* Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately to treat
the intra-abdominal injury.
* Consider checking for medication allergies now to treat a possible GI tract injury.
* Please remember to check for medication allergies before you give antibiotics.

Message from RTPI integrated plan:
Caution: check for medication allergies to treat the intra-abdominal injury and a
possible GI tract injury, and do it before giving antibiotics. Then do a laparotomy
to complete treating the intra-abdominal injury.

Figure 2.9: Result of communicative goal aggregation.

2.6.5 Aggregation Through Plan Integration

Our analysis of TraumaTiq’s output showed that one prevalent problem was infor-

mational overlap, i.e. the same actions and objectives often appeared as part of several

different input text plans, and thus the resulting messages appear repetitious. Aggrega-

tion of the communicative goals associated with these actions and objectives allows RTPI

to make the message more concise. Figure 2.9 illustrates a set of messages that involve

repetition of suggested actions, and the lower part shows output text which results from

the communicative goal aggregation.

Aggregation of overlapping communicative goals is not usually straightforward,

however, and often requires substantial reorganizing of the trees. RTPI’s approach is to

draw on the ordered, multi-nuclear SEQUENCE relation of RST. Separate plans with over-

lapping communicative goals can often be reorganized as a sequence of communicative

goals in a single plan. The recommended actions can be distributed over the sequentially

related goals as long as the new plan still captures the relationships between the actions

and their motivations given in the original plans.
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, and do a laparotomy imme-
diately to treat the intra-abdominal injury.
Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, and inspect the duodenum
immediately to detect the possibility of a duodenal injury.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: check for medication allergies and give antibiotics to treat the intra-
abdominal injury and detect the possibility of a duodenal injury. Then do a laparotomy
to complete treating the intra-abdominal injury, and inspect the duodenum to complete
detecting the possibility of a duodenal injury.

Figure 2.10: Example of the application of a complex aggregation rule to two messages
(see the rule in Figure 2.11), where the first segment is empty. In this exam-
ple from TraumAid case data, additional messages were integrated before
the system was finished processing the message set.

2.6.5.1 Integrating text plans with sequenced actions

For example, one complex class of aggregation is the integration of text plans that

have overlapping actions or objectives, but which also contain actions and objectives that

do not overlap. When those that overlap can be placed together as part of a valid sequence,

a multi-part message can be generated. In Figure 2.10, the actions “check for medication

allergies” and “give antibiotics” are present in both original messages, resulting in re-

peated references to the actions. An intersection is a set of such messages which share

actions, and so are combined into one larger message with fewer references to the shared

actions. An omission error is reported by TraumaTiq when the physician plan does not

include a procedure that TraumAid’s plan includes. The top level communicative goal of

a plan tree for an error of omission message contains a goal to get the user to perform the

omitted action, e.g. (GOAL USER (DO USER Laparotomy)). Intersections of omission errors are

formed when two or more messages about omissions share consecutive actions, subject

to the acceptability of the score calculated by the rule used to create the intersection. The
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(complex-aggregation-01
;Do A1, A2 to address B.
;Do A2, A3 to address C.
;=>
;Do A1 to address B. Next do A2 to address B and C.
;Then do A3 to finish C.

;A2 is the list of consecutive shared actions that
;address goal set B.

(;effects
() ;substitution list
( ;post-code
(push (make-aggregate-intentions-tree

?n2 ?n4 (merge %a %a’) () ?tree1 ?tree2)

*CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?tree1 *CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*)
)
;score function

(+ 1 (* 2 (length (second (merge %a %a’))))
(- (length (third (merge %a %a’))))
(- (if (and (first (merge %a %a’))

(third (merge %a %a’))) .5 0)))
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (

((rootp ?n1)) ;preconditions about tree
(?n1 (goal USER ( DO USER %a)))
(?n2 (BEL USER (?relation %a ?goals1)))))

(?tree2 . (
((rootp ?n3))
(?n3 (goal USER ( DO USER %a’)))
(?n4 (BEL USER (?relation %a’ ?goals2))))))

)

1

Figure 2.11: A rule for integrating messages that share actions which have partial order
constraints. The rule generates a message containing up to three conceptual
segments.

benefits and drawbacks of an intersection versus the original messages are weighed in the

scoring function associated with each rule.

An example of a rule that generates such a message from multiple omission er-

ror messages is shown in Figure 2.11. This rule produces an integrated text plan com-

prised of up to three sequentially related segments (referred to as the pre-list, mid-list,
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Figure 2.12: Two text plans that require a complex aggregation rule. The resulting inte-
grated text plan is shown in Figure 2.15.

and post-list), with the middle segment conveying the shared actions and their collected

motivations. The pre-list and post-list segments convey the actions that temporally pre-

cede or follow the shared actions, and are also presented with their motivations. In this

rule, the “merge” of %a and %a’ is a three part list representation of all actions from

both messages to which the rule is applied. Within the representation, the three ac-

tion lists correspond to the pre-list, mid-list, and post-list of the intersection produced by

the rule. The mid-list contains the longest temporally consecutive set of shared actions

from the two messages. The pre-list then contains any actions that precede actions in the

shared mid-list, and the post-list contains the remaining actions (which must follow the

shared actions). For example, in Figure 2.10 the pre-list is empty, the mid-list is the list

(check_for_medication_allergies, give_antibiotics) , and the post-list is the list

(do_a_laparotomy, inspect_the_duodenum) . The presence of the single variable

?relation in the specifications for both trees requires that the actions in both trees
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(Goal U (Do U {A0,A1,A2}))

N

(Goal U (Do U {A1,A3}))

(Bel User (Part-of {A0,A1,A2} {G1}))

(Inform User (Part-of {A0,A1,A2} {G1}))

(Recommend User {A1,A2,A3})

(Bel User (Part-of {A1,A3} {G2}))

S

N

N

N

N S

(Recommend User {A0,A1,A2})
Do A0, A1, and A2

do A1 and A3

as part of G2.

N

N

N

as part of G1.

(Inform User (Part-of {A1,A3} {G2}))
(Persuaded U (Do U {A0,A1,A2}))

(Motivation {A0,A1,A2} {G1})

(Persuaded U (Do U {A1,A3}))

(Motivation {A1,A3} {G2})

Figure 2.13: Text plans for two messages from one of TraumAid’s example cases. The
resulting RTPI integrated text plan is shown in Figure 2.16.

have the same relationship to the goals.

For example, suppose that one text plan has the goal of getting the user to perform

actions A0, A2, and A3 to achieve G1, while a second text plan has a goal of getting

the user to perform A1, A2, A3, and A4 to achieve G2, as shown in Figure 2.12. Then

in the rule shown in Figure 2.11, the result of (merge %a %a’) will be the structure

{{A0, A1}, {A2, A3}, {A4}}, so that the mid-list contains the shared actions A2 and A3.

Figure 2.15 on page 40 presents the text plan resulting from the application of this rule.

The rule’s score function for a tree with non-empty pre-, mid-, and post-lists is

1 + (2 ∗ length(mid))− length(post)− 0.5

Thus this instantiation of the rule has a score of 1+(2∗2)−1+−0.5, or 3.5. Because the
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: transport the patient to the x-ray department, check for medication allergies,
and get a CT-scan of the abdomen immediately to rule out a compound fracture of a
lumbar vertebra.
Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately as part of
treating the intra-abdominal injury.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: transport the patient to the x-ray department as part of ruling out a compound
fracture of a lumbar vertebra. Next check for medication allergies to address this goal
and also to treat the intra-abdominal injury. Then get a CT-scan of the abdomen to
complete ruling out a compound fracture of a lumbar vertebra, and do a laparotomy to
complete treating the intra-abdominal injury.

Figure 2.14: Example of the application of a complex aggregation rule to two messages
(see the rule in Figure 2.11), where all three segments have data. In this
example from TraumAid case data, additional messages were integrated
before the system was finished processing the message set.

rule’s score is higher than zero, it will fire as long as another pair of trees does not yield

a higher score with the same rule. The subtraction of 0.5 is to reflect my hypothesis that

trees with both a pre- and post-list should be penalized for their complexity, relative to

trees that have only two parts. Realization of this text plan in English (see Section 3.3.5

for details) produces the message:

Do A0 as part of G1, and A1 as part of G2. Next do A2 and A3 to address

both of these goals. Then do A4 to complete G2.

This kind of aggregation is not possible in systems that apply unrestricted clause re-

ordering in order to enable aggregation (e.g. systems such as Sentence Planner or RE-

VISOR). Such systems cannot ensure that partial ordering restrictions will be maintained

when clauses are re-organized. RTPI can aggregate these messages in the presence of

partial ordering restrictions because it exploits these restrictions in its rules.
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Figure 2.15: Result of a complex aggre-
gation rule applied to the text
plans in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.16: Result of a complex aggre-
gation rule applied to the text
plans in Figure 2.13.
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Two different applications of this complex aggregation rule to actual data emer-

gency room data from TraumAid and TraumaTiq are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.14.

In both cases, the message shown is the result of one application of the aggregation rule

shown in Figure 2.11, and in both cases additional messages were added to the integrated

message before it was presented by RTPI. Figure 2.14 shows the message that corre-

sponds to the tree shown in Figure 2.16, which is the result of integrating the plan trees

in Figure 2.13. In this example, the pre-list consists of A0, the mid-list of A1, and the

post-list of A2, A3. Thus this use of the rule has a score of 1 + (2 ∗ 1) + −2 + −0.5,

or 0.5. Note that if either of these messages had another action in the post-list, then the

additional complexity would cause the heuristic score to be below zero and the rule would

not fire. Thus this example shows a borderline case, where the improvement derived by

re-organizing the message to reduce repetition is almost outweighed by the complexity

introduced. Fine tuning of rules’ score functions will have to be performed when RTPI is

fully implemented in a trauma bay, since small differences in phrasing, emphasis, graph-

ics, or other implementation-dependent details could favor one text plan design over the

other.

The system is restricted to performing aggregations where all overlapping actions

are consecutive. As an example:

Message 1: action1 action2 action3 action4 -> goal1
Message 2: action2 action4 -> goal2

cannot be combined because it is too complex for text to point out that two actions are

shared (actions 2 and 4), but that there is an intervening action (action 3) which must be

performed. This type of overlap was excluded from consideration for integration after

reading the text produced by hand from hypothetical cases. The exclusion turned out

not to matter in this domain, since this kind of intervening action never appeared in the

TraumAid test data.

A rule for forming three segment messages can still fire when the pre- and/or post-

lists are empty, but will not fire if the mid-list is empty. The score increases with the size
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Please remember to check for medication allergies before you give antibiotics.
Please remember to check for medication allergies before you get an IVP.

Integrated RTPI message:
Please remember to check for medication allergies before you give antibiotics and get
an IVP.

Figure 2.17: Simple aggregation of text plan trees with the same structure.

of the mid-list, since the list reduces the number of times an action must be mentioned.

However, the score is reduced according to the size of the post-list (since the post-list

requires additional mentions of the motivations), and is also reduced if both the pre- and

post-list are non-empty (since that increases the complexity of the paragraph, requires

more mentions of the motivations, and therefore may reduce the benefit of applying the

rule).

RTPI rules emphasize organization by objectives (appropriate in the trauma decision-

support environment [Cla98]). In this application an arbitrary limit of three is placed on

the number of sequentially related segments in a multi-part message, though each seg-

ment can still address multiple goals. The design decision to limit the integrated message

to three segments was based on the observation that four or more segments reduced the

degree to which the message was organized around treatment goals, making the message

appear to be an action recipe; and that four or more segments made it very difficult to

realize any gains through use of referring phrases without introducing confusion. Three

segment messages allow the reorganization of communicative goals to enable aggrega-

tion while maintaining focus on objectives. This limit is sufficient for the input from

TraumaTiq, but may need to be extended when the rule is used for other applications.
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(scheduling-same
;General scheduling aggregation with same scheduling type only
;Do A before B (because <reason>).
;Do A before D (because <reason>).
;=>
;Do A before B and D (because <reason>).
(;effects

( ;substitution list
(?tree1 . ((?b . (aggregate ?b ?d))))
)

((t-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*)) ;post-code
1 ;score function
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (

((rootp ?n1)) ;preconditions about tree
(?n1 (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?b))))
(?n2 (EVIDENCE USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?b) ?reason))
))

(?tree2 . (
((rootp ?n3))
(?n3 (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?d))))
(?n4 (EVIDENCE USER (IN-ORDER ?a ?d) ?reason))
)))

)

1

Figure 2.18: Simple integration rule for two trees of the same type.

2.6.5.2 Aggregation across plans with similar communicative goals

The integration described in Section 2.6.5.1 is performed on one or more text plans

for errors of omission, all of which share the communicative goal of getting the physician

to perform an action missing from the physician’s plan. In addition to these complex

aggregation rules for sequences of actions, there are rules for integrating other kinds of

text plans that have similar communicative goals. While TraumaTiq will report multiple

actions that relate to a single treatment goal in a single critique, resulting in messages of

the form “Do A, B, and C to achieve goal D”, scheduling critiques do not have treatment

goals. Instead they relate two actions, and TraumaTiq does not combine acts in scheduling

messages. TraumaTiq has six kinds of scheduling messages (see Appendix A) in which
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: get a chest x-ray immediately to evaluate the chest.

Please get a chest x-ray before getting a urinalysis because it has a higher priority.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: get a chest x-ray to evaluate the chest, and do it before getting the urinalysis
because it is a higher priority.

Figure 2.19: A message about action omission is integrated with a scheduling message
that has the same action as its subject.

two actions are presented as having a preferred order.

RTPI combines scheduling messages that share actions, and frequently the two

messages represent the same type of scheduling information. The first kind of combina-

tion has two plan trees of the same type sharing one action that should precede others. For

example, Figure 2.17 shows two scheduling messages that place a temporal constraint on

their first action “check for medication allergies”. The integration rule is shown in Fig-

ure 2.18. The tree specification has an EVIDENCE predicate with a variable that binds

to the reason that the actions should be performed in order. In this example the reason

in both text plans is that “check for medication allergies” is a PRECONDITION for both

giving antibiotics and getting an IVP. The reason is not explicitly given in the message

text because the TraumaTiq system assumes the physician is aware of this relation, but is

present in the plan tree.

The second kind of combination is the case where the same action (here action6)

appears in the second slot in two of the same type of scheduling message:

action1 before action6

action2 before action6

→ action1 and action2 before action6
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TraumaTiq messages:
* Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately to treat
the intra-abdominal injury.
* Consider checking for medication allergies now to treat a possible GI tract injury.
* Please remember to check for medication allergies before you give antibiotics.

Message from RTPI integrated plan:
Caution: check for medication allergies to treat the intra-abdominal injury and a
possible GI tract injury, and do it before giving antibiotics. Then do a laparotomy
to complete treating the intra-abdominal injury.

Figure 2.20: Result of communicative goal aggregation, reproduced from Figure 2.9.

The precedence between medical acts for the trauma domain is consistent [Cla98] and is

established in a database, so that action1 and action2 can always be mentioned in

the correct order.

2.6.5.3 Aggregation across plans with different communicative goals

RTPI can also handle aggregation when actions or objectives are shared between

different kinds of communicative goals. For example, scheduling messages may combine

with omission messages if the actions of the scheduling message are the same as the acts

of the omission messages, as in Figure 2.19. They may also combine if the scheduling

message contains a subset of the acts of the omission message, producing a result such

as:

Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, and order pul-
monary care to treat the compound rib fracture of the left chest. Remember
to check for medication allergies before you get the IVP.

Scheduling messages may also combine with multiple omission messages if the

arguments of the scheduling message are equal to the arguments of either the pre-list, mid-

list, or post-list of the combined omission messages. Consider the example in Figure 2.20,

and the text plan trees for this example in Figure 2.21. The first step in this example is
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( Recommend U {A0})

(Bel User (Part-of {A0} {G1}))

(Inform User (Part-of {A0} {G1}))

N S

N

N

N

(Goal U (Do U {A0}))

as part of G2.

Do A0
(Persuaded U (Do U {A0}))

(Motivation {A2} {G1})

(Goal U (Do U {A0,A2}))
N

(Goal U (Know U (In-Order {A0}{A1}))

(Bel User (Part-of {A0,A2} {G1}))

(Inform User (Part-of {A0,A2} {G1}))

(Bel User (Reason (In-Order{A0}{A1}) R1))

S

N

N

N

N S

(Recommend U {A0,A2})
Do A0 and A2

(because R1).

N

N

N
(Inform User (Reason (In-Order{A0}{A1}) R1))

as part of G1.

(Persuaded U (Do U {A0,A2}))

(Motivation {A0,A2} {G1})

(Persuaded U (In-Order {A0}{A1})) 

(Evidence (In-Order {A0}{A1}) R1))

(Inform U (In-Order{A0}{A1})
Do A0 before A1

Figure 2.21: Input to RTPI (see Figure 2.23).

the creation of a combined-goal-sequence tree, using the rule from Figure 2.11, to in-

tegrate the first two trees shown in Figure 2.21 by aggregating the communicative goal

(GOAL USER (DO USER A0:check_med_allergies))
5 that exists in both text plans. Once those

two trees are integrated, the rule shown in Figure 2.22 can be applied to add the third tree

to the structure. The rule in Figure 2.22 looks for overlap between the communicative

goal of getting the user to do a series of actions (from previously integrated trees) and the

goal of having the user recognize a temporal constraint on some of the actions. In this

rule specification the expression (second %a) refers to the mid-list of the structure

bound to %a (similar rules exist which can attach scheduling information to the pre- and

5 In this paragraph action labels from Figure 2.21 are concatenated with action names
from Figure 2.20 for clarity.
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(multi-part-agg-sched
;Append scheduling messages to combined-goal-sequence tree,
;this rule applies to middle segment of sequence only.
;Use of %a guarantees middle segment exists.
(;effects

() ;empty substitution list
((append-sched-to-sub-tree ?n2 ?tree1 ?tree2) ;post-code

(t-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*)
)

(length (second %a))) ;score function

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (

((or (null (first %a)) (null (third %a))))
(?n1 (COMBINED-GOAL-SEQUENCE %a))
(?n2 (MOTIVATION %a ?goal ))
(?n3 (BEL USER (?relation (second %a) ?goal)))))

(?tree2 . (
((rootp ?n4))
(?n4 (GOAL USER (KNOW USER (IN-ORDER (second %a) ?d)))))))

)

1

Figure 2.22: This rule integrates two different kinds of messages: a previously inte-
grated message about actions that have not yet been ordered by the physi-
cian (?tree1, omission errors) and a reminder message about temporal con-
straints on those actions (?tree2).

Then

( Recommend U {A2})

(Bel User (Part-of {A2} {G1}))

(Inform User (Part-of {A2} {G1}))

N S

N

N

N

(Goal U (Do U {A2}))

to complete G2.

do A2
(Persuaded U (Do U {A2}))

(Motivation {A2} {G1})

(Goal U (Do U {A0}))
N

(Goal U (Know U (In-Order {A0}{A1}))

(Goals U {(Do U {A0}),(Know U...)})

NN

(Bel User (Part-of {A0} {G1,G2}))

(Inform User (Part-of {A0} {G1,G2}))

(Bel User (Reason (In-Order{A0}{A1}) R1))

SEQS

N

N

N

N S

(Recommend U {A0})

SEQ

Do A0

and

(because R1).

N

N

N
(Inform User (Reason (In-Order{A0}{A1}) R1))

as part of G1 and G2

(Persuaded U (Do U {A0}))

(Motivation {A0} {G1,G2})

(Persuaded U (In-Order {A0}{A1})) 

(Evidence (In-Order {A0}{A1}) R1))

(Inform U (In-Order{A0}{A1})
do it before A1

(Goals U {(Do U {A0}),(Know U (In-Order {A0}{A1})),(Do U {A2})})

1 3

2

Figure 2.23: Result of two rules applied to input shown in Fig. 2.21. First, a complex
aggregation rule integrates two trees from Fig. 2.21 to make a tree with the
two subtrees labeled (1) and (2). Next, a rule that places scheduling trees
with related goals inserts a third subtree (3).
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
* Caution: do a peritoneal lavage immediately as part of ruling out abdominal bleeding.

* Do not reassess the patient in 6 to 24 hours until after doing a peritoneal lavage. The
outcome of the latter may affect the need to do the former.

RTPI integrated message:
Do a peritoneal lavage immediately as part of ruling out abdominal bleeding. Use the
results of the peritoneal lavage to decide whether to reassess the patient in 6 to 24 hours.

Figure 2.24: Two inter-dependent messages from TraumaTiq, and the integrated mes-
sage that exploits the relationship between their communicative goals by
making the relationship explicit. This example was produced by the rule in
Figure 2.25.

post-lists). The third tree in Figure 2.21 is present because A1:give_antibiotics is already

in the physician plan, but A0:check_med_allergies is not. In this example the mid-list of

the combined-goal-sequence tree consists of (A0:check_med_allergies), and the rule asso-

ciates the temporal constraint information with the action(s) in the mid-list. The resulting

integrated text plan is shown in Figure 2.23.

For additional implementation information on scheduling message integration, see

Appendix A.

2.6.6 Exploiting Related Goals

Occasionally two text plans may exhibit no conflict, yet the relationships between

their communicative goals can be exploited to produce more coherent text. This kind

of plan integration is more complex than the aggregations shown in the previous two

sections. For example, consider the two individual messages produced by TraumaTiq

shown in Figure 2.24. While the two messages do not conflict, RTPI’s rules exploit the

relation between the communicative goals in their respective text plans to produce a more

concise and coherent message. In particular, the rule shown in Figure 2.25 recognizes the
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(omit-dependency
;omission and scheduling-depend aggregation
;Do A to achieve C.
;Don’t do B until after A. A’s outcome may affect the need to do B.
;=>
;Do A to achieve C, and use the results of A to decide whether to
;perform B.
(;effects

() ;empty substitution list
( ;post-code

(push (make-sequence-tree (list ?tree1 ?tree2) ’os-sequence)
*CURRENT-TREES*)

(t-remove ?tree1 *CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?tree2 *CURRENT-TREES*))

1 ;score function
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?tree1 . (;omission

((rootp ?n1))
(?n1 (GOAL USER ( DO USER ?a)))))

(?tree2 . (;scheduling dependency
((rootp ?n2))
(?n2 (GOAL USER ( KNOW USER ( IN-ORDER ?a ?b))))
(?n3 (EVIDENCE USER ( IN-ORDER ?a ?b)

(DECISION-DEPENDENCY ?b (RESULT ?a)))))))
)

1

Figure 2.25: A rule that exploits the relationship between an omission error and a
scheduling dependency. This rule produced the example in Figure 2.24.

interaction between an initial plan to get the user to perform an action As, and a second

plan that gets the user to recognize a temporal dependency between As and another action.

The first specification is for a tree that persuades the user to do some action ?a. The

second specification says roughly “To achieve the goal of getting the user to know (and

believe) that ?a and ?bmust be performed in order, explain to the user that the decision to

perform ?b is dependent on the information that will be gained by performing ?a.” This

rule creates a text plan that results in the message shown in the lower half of Figure 2.24.

The new text makes the relationship between the performance of the lavage, on the one

hand, and the need to use the results of the lavage, on the other, explicit.
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2.7 Summary

Integration of multiple text plans is a task that will become increasingly necessary

as independent modules of sophisticated systems are required to communicate with a

user. RTPI is a rule-based system that draws on rhetorical structure and discourse theory

to produce integrated messages from individual ones, each of which is designed to achieve

its own communicative goal.

Messages about errors of omission and commission, scheduling, and procedure

choice will be common to other systems that support a user in an environment where

sets of actions are motivated by certain goals. While only applied within the trauma

decision support domain, RTPI’s rules were designed to handle general cases of the kinds

of messages produced by TraumaTiq, not simply the exact messages shown here. The

design of rules for plan integration performed between specific categories of messages

will be a useful resource for other system developers in decision support.

RTPI’s algorithm applies ordered sets of rules to a set of text plans. A score func-

tion associated with each rule determines the plan trees to which the rule is applied. After

each rule application the text plans are a viable set of messages; improvement continues

until no rules are applicable or no rule application has an acceptable score.

This chapter introduced the method by which RTPI integrates text plan trees to

form more complex text plans. Chapter 3 will present the last category of rules in RTPI,

the rules that re-order other related messages so they may be presented together. The

chapter also explains the means for realizing RTPI’s plans as English text, and presents

the results of an evaluation of RTPI’s output.
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Chapter 3

TRAILING COMMENTS, REALIZATION, AND EVALUATION

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter introduced RTPI’s rule-based text plan integration. Sec-

tion 3.2 will present the final class of rules in RTPI, which enable re-ordering of messages

to place related messages in close proximity. Section 3.3 gives examples demonstrating

the need for careful realization of integrated text plans, and explains more features of

RTPI’s realization method as they apply to text plans in general, as well as to specific

kinds of text plans. Section 3.4 describes the results of two evaluations of the output of

RTPI: a simple numeric comparison of various message attributes before and after RTPI

operates on actual message sets, and an evaluation by human subjects of the integrated

messages produced by RTPI. The chapter concludes with a summary in Section 3.5.

3.2 Trailing Comments

Trailing comments are messages that are related to previous messages in a set, but

not closely enough to allow them to be fully integrated with those messages. Thus while

they are found and manipulated by rules similar to those in the previous chapter, the rules

are coarser in their operation, simply re-ordering messages where necessary. Also, there

are many realization issues surrounding the expression of trailing comments, and so they

are presented in this chapter with other realization information.

Occasionally when several text plans (T1, T2, ...) are integrated into a single text

plan Tnew, another text plan Tout that overlaps with the integrated plan will remain outside
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(trailing-comment-01
;works for standalone omits or for combined-goal-sequence trees
(;effects

() ;substitution list
( ;post-code

(push (make-sequence-tree (list ?t1 ?t2) ’TRAILING-SEQUENCE)
*CURRENT-TREES*)

(t-remove ?t1 *CURRENT-TREES*)
(t-remove ?t2 *CURRENT-TREES*)
)

1 ;score function
)

(;tree pattern specifications
(?t1 . (

() ;preconditions about tree
(?n2 (goal USER ( DO USER ?b)))))

(?t2 . (
((rootp ?n3)) ;standalone tree
(?n3 (goal USER ( DO USER *b))))))

)

1

Figure 3.1: A rule for adding a text plan to another to create a trailing comment. The ∗b
matches any sub-list of ?b.

the new plan because the scoring function for the applicable rule was too low to allow it

to combine. This is typically because an effort to integrate such a text plan would create a

message so complex that the heuristic deemed it inappropriate. In the original TraumaTiq

output such a message would stand alone; while RTPI chooses not to integrate Tout into

Tnew, it is still important to acknowledge Tout’s relationship to Tnew. This is because once

concepts have been introduced in the integrated text plan, focusing heuristics [McK85b]

suggest that other text plans containing these concepts be included in the integrated plan

as well. Rather than restructure the result of our transformation Tnew (against the advice

of the heuristic), RTPI appends all instances of Tout to the end of the message. They are

then referred to as trailing comments.

Focus [Gro77, McK85a] has been the subject of much discourse research, and it

plays several roles in RTPI’s generation of messages. Focus theory suggests that when a

user’s attention is focused on a certain topic, there are a limited number of other topics
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
* Caution: check for hemoptysis and persistent wheeze to assess the possibility of a
left broncheal injury.
* Caution: check for hemoptysis and persistent wheeze to assess the possibility of a
right broncheal injury.
*Caution: check for hemoptysis and stridor to assess the possibility of a tracheal injury.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: check for hemoptysis and persistent wheeze to assess the possibility of a left
or right broncheal injury. Moreover, checking for hemoptysis is also indicated, along
with stridor, to assess the possibility of a tracheal injury.

Figure 3.2: An integrated message using the cue word “moreover”.

which are “easy” for the user to shift his attention to next. These topics include closely re-

lated topics and recently mentioned topics. It is the second set, recent topics, which are of

interest here. McKeown posits that previously mentioned topics are pushed onto a stack,

with the most recent items at the top, and the most coherent focus (topic) shifts will be

to items nearest the top. Therefore focus is used to order multiple trailing comments, and

they appear in order of the most recently introduced action, thus representing successive

pops of a focus stack.

A trailing comment rule, such as the one shown in Figure 3.1, is only loosely

specified so that it finds all messages that share topics. In the example shown in Fig-

ure 3.2, the first two messages are integrated as described in the previous chapter. The

mid-list of the two integrated messages then consists of the actions (AND Check_Hemoptysis

Check_Persistent_Wheeze). Thus the third message, which does not share both actions, can-

not be integrated into the same structure. However, in the example rule ?b becomes bound

to both actions, and then Check_Hemoptysis can bind to *b (which designates a sublist of

?b) so that the third message becomes a trailing comment.
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
*Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, set up the auto-transfuser for
the left chest tube, insert a left chest tube, and get a post chest tube x-ray immediately
to treat the simple left hemothorax.
* Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, and do a laparotomy imme-
diately to treat the intra-abdominal injury.
* Consider checking for medication allergies and giving antibiotics now to treat a pos-
sible GI tract injury.
* Please insert a left chest tube and get a post chest tube x-ray before getting a urinalysis
because it has a higher priority.
* Caution: do a laparotomy and repair the left diaphragm immediately to treat the
lacerated left diaphragm.

RTPI integrated message:
Caution: check for medication allergies and give antibiotics to treat the simple left
hemothorax, the intra-abdominal injury, and a possible GI tract injury. Then set up
the auto-transfuser for the left chest tube, insert a left chest tube, and get a post chest
tube x-ray to complete treating the simple left hemothorax, and do a laparotomy to
complete treating the intra-abdominal injury. Moreover, doing the laparotomy is also
indicated, along with repairing the left diaphragm, to treat the lacerated left diaphragm.
In addition, insert the left chest tube and get the post chest tube x-ray before getting a
urinalysis because they have a higher priority.

Figure 3.3: Five original TraumaTiq critiques and the integrated RTPI message. The first
three TraumaTiq critiques form a two part intersection (mid and post) and the
remaining two are realized as trailing comments (cue words underlined for
this example).

3.3 Realization in RTPI

The use of a cue word, such as “moreover” in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, can have a

significant impact on the coherence of a paragraph. While most of RTPI’s improvements

to a set of messages are due to the integration of text plans into a new rhetorical structure,

the exact wording of the actual text produced from the tree is also important. This will be

demonstrated by the examples in the remainder of this chapter. Word selection, both for

cue words and reference, is used to help indicate the structure of RTPI’s text plan trees
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to a reader. RTPI also uses other realization techniques to ensure that messages are as

unambiguous as possible. In particular, the ordering of message components and the use

of definite versus indefinite reference are used to enhance readability, though realization is

not a research focus of RTPI. These techniques are applied across message types, but there

are also techniques that are specific to realizing certain kinds of plan trees (Sections 3.3.2,

3.3.4, and 3.3.5).

A sentence template is a pattern for a sentence that has some open slots for words.

Filling the slots correctly will result in a correct sentence, and templates can be efficient

when the number of desired sentence patterns is small. Here is an example of a simple

sentence template for an omission message, used by both TraumaTiq and RTPI:

“Caution: #V P immediately as part of #GER.”

where #V P and #GER can be replaced by a verb phrase and a gerund, respectively.

RTPI currently uses templates for sentence realization for two reasons. First, they are suf-

ficient for this task, and thus the ease of implementation justifies this approach. If RTPI is

applied in other domains, the need for full syntactic realization can be re-examined in light

of the degree of congruency between the domains. Second, the current implementation

was designed for real time trauma care, where speed is essential. While templates are an

old technology, they are still widely used for these and other reasons [Rei95, Rei99]. Fu-

ture applications may have different requirements where highly flexible output outweighs

the considerations of fast real-time response and rapid development.

3.3.1 Trailing comment realization

The rules that create trailing comments place related text plans in close proximity.

However, after this is done, the combined text plans still have repetition of the actions that

the trailing comments shared with the rest of the plan. Thus trailing comments that refer

to shared actions have the potential to erroneously suggest new instances of actions.

A solution to this problem is implemented in the text realization templates for

trailing comments, where the tree structure allows templates to:
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1. make the focused action the subject of the sentence, reflecting its given status in the

discourse;

2. utilize cue words to call attention to its occurrence earlier in the message and to the

new information being conveyed; and

3. subordinate other concepts presented with the focused concept by placing them in

a phrase introduced by the cue words “along with”.

In one such example from the trauma domain (see Figure 3.3), the main text plan

contains the communicative goal of getting the user to perform a number of actions, in-

cluding a laparotomy. A SEQUENCE relation is used to adjoin an overlapping text plan

that contains a reference to a laparotomy as a trailing comment, and the reader is encour-

aged to relate this instance of the laparotomy to the previous one by proximity (the trailing

comment has been moved to a position adjacent to the larger message) and by cue words

such as “moreover” or “in addition”. The cue phrase “is also indicated” is used to remind

the reader that the laparotomy has been mentioned before, and does not refer to a new

or second instance of an action. That idea is further reinforced with the use of definite

reference (further explained in Section 3.3.3).

3.3.2 Scheduling constraint ordering

As noted earlier, trailing comments capture communicative goals that relate to

previously mentioned actions, and both trailing comment order and cue words are used to

help smoothly shift focus back to the earlier actions. Focus also affects the way in which

some communicative goals are realized in messages. For example, if a goal of getting the

user to recognize several scheduling constraints is the sole content of a message, it would

be realized with the subordinate clause first to call attention to the ordering constraint, as

in the following:

Before getting the urinalysis, insert the left chest tube and get the post chest

tube x-ray because they have a higher priority.
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If this were not done, a long list of preceding actions could obscure the crucial “before”

clause. Placing the emphasis on the nature of the message, i.e. that it is about ordering, is

accomplished by placing the ordering information first.

However, if the physician has omitted some of the actions and the scheduling con-

straint is incorporated into the text plan for getting the physician to do the omitted actions,

then focus considerations dictate that the main clause appear first since it continues the

actions in focus. The following is such an example produced by RTPI:

Check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, set up the auto-

transfuser for the left chest tube, insert a left chest tube, and

get a post chest tube x-ray to treat the simple left hemothorax.

Insert the left chest tube and get the post chest tube x-ray before doing the

peritoneal lavage because they have a higher priority.

3.3.3 Definite and indefinite reference

Messages from the system should be phrased in terms of what is shared knowledge

in the emergency room. For RTPI, shared knowledge is assumed to be the current state of

the case, as it has been entered into the computer-based medical record. When a procedure

is ordered by the physician, it thus becomes part of this shared knowledge. Consequently,

RTPI uses definite articles to refer both to procedures and actions already introduced into

the treatment plan by one of the system’s messages and to entities introduced via the

scribe nurse’s entry of a procedure or action into the record. For example, even though

a peritoneal lavage does not appear in any of the system’s earlier messages, a message

about a related scheduling precondition will be realized as:

Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before you do

the peritoneal lavage.

However, the system may disagree with the physician about whether a procedure is ap-

propriate. Since the use of the definite article suggests an action’s acceptance into the
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TraumaTiq messages:
* Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred
over doing a peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury.

* Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before you do a peritoneal
lavage.

Message from RTPI integrated plan:
Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred
over doing a peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury. However, if you do a peritoneal lavage, then remember to first check
for laparotomy scars.

Figure 3.4: An example of a the role of realization in removing the appearance of conflict
without violating the social role of the system. This is a repeat of Figure 2.7.

treatment plan, indefinite expressions are used when referring to procedures about which

there is conflict. For example, if the physician has ordered a peritoneal lavage and the

system believes that the need for it is dependent on the results of a chest x-ray, RTPI

generates the message

Do not do a peritoneal lavage until after getting a chest x-ray since the out-

come of the latter may affect the need to do the former.

Articles in trailing comments are also adjusted to reflect the prior introduction of

an action. Note that while “insert a left chest tube” is used in the fourth original critique

in Figure 3.3 on page 54, the trailing comment is worded “insert the left chest tube” to

emphasize that this is another reference to a chest tube already mentioned. Similarly, the

trailing comment that refers to “laparotomy” uses a definite reference.

3.3.4 Resolving conflict

Section 2.6.4 explains the use of the CONCESSION relation to structurally resolve

the appearance of conflict while respecting the system’s relationship to the physician,
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Caution: check for distended neck veins as part of assessing the possibility of a peri-
cardial tamponade. Next, check for muffled heart sounds to address this goal and also
to assess the possibility of a pericardial injury. Then check for continued shock and
continued neck vein distention to complete assessing the possibility of a pericardial
tamponade.

Figure 3.5: An integrated message with three segments (pre-list, mid-list, and post-list).
The mid-list is introduced by “next” in this example.

i.e. that of an expert advisor without final responsibility for the outcome of the case.

It is important for the realized message to be framed in light of this social role of the

system. Consequently, concession relations are realized with the cue word “however” to

explicitly convey the CONCESSION relation to the user, i.e. to confirm to the user that

the system is aware that what precedes “however” appears somehow inconsistent with

what follows. To resolve the apparent inconsistency, the words “if you do < action >”

are used so that the system’s intended relation between the two parts is again explicit.

An example of such realization is shown in Figure 3.4. Here the phrase “However, if

you do a peritoneal lavage” uses the cue word “however” to explicitly convey that what

follows (a peritoneal lavage reference) somehow does not agree with what went before (a

local visual exploration reference). The words “if you do” explicitly inform the user that

the system recognizes that the user may choose to ignore the system recommendation,

at the same time reinforcing the information that what follows (peritoneal lavage) is not

the system’s first choice of actions. In short, the message is realized to convey that the

system recognizes that the final authority and responsibility for care decisions rests with

the physician.

3.3.5 Realization of multi-segment plans

The template realization of a three segment intersection (as in Figure 3.5) is gov-

erned by the sequences of actions in the segments. If an intersection has two parts (pre-list
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Initial integrated message before clause aggregation:

Caution: check for medication allergies as part of treating the left pulmonary
parenchymal injury, treating the compound rib fracture of the left chest, and
treating a possible GI tract injury. Then order pulmonary care to complete
treating the left pulmonary parenchymal injury, and order pulmonary care to
complete treating the compound rib fracture of the left chest.

Result with aggregation in the post-list:

Caution: check for medication allergies as part of treating the left pulmonary
parenchymal injury, treating the compound rib fracture of the left chest, and
treating a possible GI tract injury. Then order pulmonary care to complete
treating the left pulmonary parenchymal injury and treating the compound
rib fracture of the left chest.

Figure 3.6: An example of simple clause aggregation of “order pulmonary care” within
an integrated message.

and mid-list, or mid-list and post-list) the second part is prefaced with the word “Then”.

If it has three parts, the second is prefaced with “Next” and the third with “Then” as

in Figure 3.5. The use of the cue words “then” and “next” in association with the SE-

QUENCE relation dates to Hovy’s early system [Hov88, Hov93]. While RST does not

specify cue words to use when realizing discourse relations, generation systems often use

such prototypical associations to simplify the realization process [KD96].

If the pre-list or post-list of an intersection includes parts of two or more mes-

sages in it, the system looks for opportunities for aggregation within that part. This kind

of aggregation does not require a rule, and so is included here as a realization feature.

This is simple clause aggregation, similar to that performed by REVISOR and other sys-

tems [CL97, WH96]. Figure 3.6 shows an example of a message where the phrase “order

pulmonary care” was repeated unnecessarily. RTPI finds the repetition in the plan tree

structure and performs aggregation with the result shown. RTPI’s search for aggregation

possibilities (clause aggregations) within intersections is limited to aggregations that do
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A segment that will not be aggregated:

“Do A and B to address X, and do A to address Y”

would become

“Do A to address X and Y, and do B to further address Y”

A segment that will be aggregated:

“Do A to address X and do A to address Y”

would become

“Do A to address X and Y”

Figure 3.7: An example of why aggregation is only performed when the text plan meets
certain conditions.

not further complicate the text, since some structures are very awkward to realize. For

example, within a three segment intersection (one that has pre, mid and post segments),

clause aggregations are allowed only if the clause aggregations affect all items in that seg-

ment. To demonstrate the reason, an example of aggregation that RTPI does not perform

is shown in the top of Figure 3.7. Here one segment of an intersection contains a possible

aggregation, since A has goals X and Y . However, the aggregation would not affect B.

The result of this aggregation would reduce the repetition of actions, but would also re-

quire that one of the objectives (Y ) be mentioned twice, and so it is approaching the form

of an action recipe, organized around actions, instead of staying organized around the ob-

jectives X and Y . RTPI rules emphasize organization by objectives, which is appropriate

in the trauma decision-support environment [Cla98], and so this aggregation would not

be performed. On the other hand, when the aggregation can affect all of the actions in

the segment, as shown in the bottom of Figure 3.7, then text can be aggregated without
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: pad and position the left leg as appropriate and get a neurosurgical
consultation immediately to treat the neuropathy to the left leg.

Caution: check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, immobilize the
patient, and get a neurosurgical consultation immediately to treat the com-
pound fracture of the vertebra.

Integrated RTPI message:
Pad and position the left leg as appropriate as part of treating the neuropathy
to the left leg and check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, and immo-
bilize the patient as part of treating the compound fracture of the vertebra.
Then get a neurosurgical consultation to complete both of these goals.

Figure 3.8: An example with a reference phrase (italicized for this example) that prevents
the restatement of two treatment goals.

having to restate an objective.

When one or more actions can be associated with multiple goals, it may be pos-

sible to replace the names of the goals with a reference. While the reference phrase in

Figure 3.8 prevents having to restate the complicated names of the treatment goals “treat-

ing the neuropathy to the left leg” and “treating the compound fracture of the vertebra”,

the length of text that follows the mention of the first goal is substantial, and may push

the first goal well down the focus stack, i.e. it may be hard to remember what the first

goal was when the user gets to “both of these goals”. This example is a borderline case

– it reduces the total number of times that “neurosurgical consultation” is mentioned by

one, but it could be argued that the new text is no easier to read and assimilate than the

original. Such cases will have to be tested in situ to determine their value, since small

changes in presentation could favor one text plan or realization over another.

3.4 Evaluation of RTPI

While multiple evaluations have confirmed the correctness and effectiveness of

various parts of TraumAid, the system has never been actually deployed in an emergency
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room, due largely to issues related to the requirement for rapid and correct entry of a

large quantity of information about the case at hand into a computer-based medical record

[WCC+98]. Thus the integrated messages of RTPI have also never been tried in a real

trauma setting. While the final evaluation of RTPI’s effectiveness can only be measured

by deploying it in a trauma bay and evaluating the degree to which its messages change

physician behavior, an evaluation of its output can be used to determine its potential

benefits and limitations and to identify where further work is needed.

For the evaluation of RTPI’s messages, I used actual data originally collected for

the evaluation of TraumAid’s medical decision-making process. This data was based on

48 collected cases of actual trauma care under a scenario in which messages were pro-

duced after each physician order. This scenario arises from a hypothetical implementation

where TraumaTiq’s messages are being displayed on a large screen in the trauma bay, with

the messages changing each time the scribe nurse enters new relevant data. Thus for each

case there were multiple sets of messages produced, one set of TraumAid’s messages pro-

duced for each separate physician order. I extracted one set of messages from the middle

of each of the 48 cases and used them in my analysis. 1

Each message set was used as input to RTPI, and messages resulting from a

template-based realization of RTPI’s text plans were analyzed for conciseness and co-

herence. There was an 18 percent reduction in the average number of individual text

plans in the 48 sets examined. The results for individual sets ranged from no integration

in cases where all of the text plans were independent of one another, to a 60 percent reduc-

tion in sets that were heavily inter-related. More concise messages also resulted from a

12 percent reduction in the number of references to the diagnostic and therapeutic actions

and objectives that are the subject of the trauma domain. The new text plans also allowed

1 I used a set of messages from the middle of each case since there is nothing to critique
at the very beginning of a case and little to critique at the end. It is generally the
middle of a case where messages appear in sufficient number to consider the effect
of RTPI.
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some treatment goal names to be replaced by references during realization, making the

messages shorter and more natural in appearance. This numeric analysis confirms my

hypothesis that a rule-based system can effectively make a set of messages more concise

and less repetitive.

While the numeric analysis shows that the rules are clearly effective at accom-

plishing my intentions with regards to conciseness and coherence, this numeric analysis

is not sufficient to show that the rules would produce text preferred by human readers. In

other words, a coherence rule may be applied to improve coherence in some theoretical

model without improving coherence from the perspective of a reader. Thus it was also

necessary to present the text produced by the system to human readers.

To evaluate coherence, results from twelve cases were presented to three human

subjects not affiliated with our project. The evaluation examples consisted of the first

eleven instances from the test set where RTPI produced new text plans, plus the first

example of conflict that appeared in the test set. Results were presented as randomly or-

dered blind pairs of RTPI’s message and TraumaTiq’s message set that was used as input

to RTPI. The written instructions given to the subjects instructed them to note whether

one set of messages was more comprehensible, and if so, to note why. Two subjects pre-

ferred the new messages in 11 of 12 cases, and one subject preferred them in all cases.

All subjects strongly preferred the messages produced from the integrated text plan 69%

of the time. In general, the larger the original message set, the more the subjects preferred

the integrated message.

The two subjects who each preferred the original message set for a single case did

not choose the same case. In one case, the original and integrated messages each made

reference to both “rule out a pericardial tamponade” and “rule out a pericardial tampon-

ade urgently”. The appearance of both of these treatment goals in one set is an artifact

of the TraumAid system’s representation of treatment goals. In the original messages,

the subject simply crossed out the similar message and noted “repeat” next to it. In the
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Caution: check for distended neck veins, muffled heart sounds, continued
shock, and continued neck vein distension to assess the possibility of a peri-
cardial tamponade.

Consider checking for muffled heart sounds to assess the possibility of a
pericardial injury.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: check for distended neck veins as part of assessing the possibility
of a pericardial tamponade. Next, check for muffled heart sounds to address
this goal and also to assess the possibility of a pericardial injury. Then
check for continued shock and continued neck vein distension to complete
assessing the possibility of a pericardial tamponade.

Figure 3.9: An example from the evaluation in which the RTPI message was not pre-
ferred by a subject.

integrated set, however, the text put the two treatment goals in the same sentence, and

the combination “rule out a pericardial tamponade and rule out a pericardial tamponade

urgently” was noted, and marked by the user as “bad”. A later version of RTPI was able

to detect such problems and correct them.

Figure 3.9 shows the second case where the original message set was preferred by

one subject. In this example two relatively short original messages are presented together,

and the integrated message was marked by the subject as “muddled”. Because the original

message set is straightforward and not long, the complexity of the three part message is

not seen as beneficial. From a medical perspective, this message is suboptimal because a

physician making a critique would not refer separately to a pericardial tamponade and a

pericardial injury[Cla98]. The fact that both appear here is an artifact of TraumAid’s rep-

resentation of treatment goals. Of the two subjects who preferred the integrated message,

one noted the original set’s repetition of “muffled heart sounds” and said that the two

“pericardial tamponade” references should be related, and marked the integrated message
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“better”; the other subject noted the repetition in the original messages, and marked the

integrated message as “better, though not terribly much” since the original was “fairly

good”.

This human evaluation, while small in scale, shows clearly that the texts produced

by RTPI are preferred by human readers. This result confirms the function of the rules in

RTPI by showing that when the rules are applied to remove conflict, improve conciseness,

and enhance coherence, the resulting texts are preferable to the original message sets.

3.5 Summary

The last class of text plan integration rules are those that re-order messages to

place related messages in close proximity. This enables the system to perform realization

in a manner that facilitates correct interpretation of the message set as a whole.

While realization is not a research focus of RTPI, correct realization of integrated

text plans is essential to realizing the potential of RTPI’s plans. Re-ordering to facilitate

focus shifts, and the choice of definite/indefinite reference are both used to reduce am-

biguity and emphasize the intent of the plans. Other techniques are designed to improve

the realization of particular kinds of text plan trees, especially the use of cue words and

phrases to convey text plan structure.

Evaluations to date2 indicate that RTPI’s integrated messages are preferred by

human readers and a significant improvement over the original messages. These in-

cluded a numeric analysis of RTPI’s messages compared to the original message sets

from TraumaTiq, as well as an evaluation by human readers to confirm that the applica-

tion of RTPI’s rules did in fact produce output preferable to the original messages.

Thus I conclude that the implemented system described in Chapters 2 and 3 con-

firms my hypotheses described at Chapter 2’s beginning. In particular, RTPI:

2 A full evaluation must wait for deployment of TraumAid in a live trauma bay, which
is not pending.
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• made a set of text plans more concise by reducing repetition, thus producing mes-

sages that were preferred by test subjects;

• took sets of text plans that appeared to be in conflict and re-organized the text plans

by exploiting relations between them so that test subjects agreed the new messages

are preferred, while respecting the social role of the system; and

• demonstrated that these improvements were computationally feasible in a rule-

based system.

RTPI is an obvious precursor to the system introduced in Chapter 4. MADSUM

operates in a domain where there are no sets of actions associated with goals, but a single

go/no-go action choice. While very few of RTPI’s rules are applicable in such a domain,

the algorithm and the domain independent text plan integration show MADSUM’s roots

in RTPI.
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Chapter 4

ADAPTIVE RESPONSE GENERATION FOR DECISION

SUPPORT IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

The previous chapters focused on the problem of generating effective messages

in real-time decision support. I presented my solution, RTPI, a text generation system

that takes into account an arbitrary and often inter-related set of communicative goals and

produces a message that realizes the entire set in a concise and coherent manner. RTPI

takes into account the purpose of the messages, the situation in which the messages will

be received, and the social role of the system.

However, these abilities are not sufficient for some domains. Consider a decision

support system that provides texts about financial choices, such as stock purchases, to

agents of an investment advisement firm, the ABC Corporation. ABC’s financial advisors

use the generated texts as information for themselves and for clients. They want to be

able to request a report generated at low cost, using generally available information, to be

included in a letter mailed tomorrow, or a high cost report using guaranteed-accurate, up-

to-the-minute data to be delivered in a meeting that starts in ten minutes. All reports must

be tailored to the specific information needs of the application at hand. Having requested

a report, an advisor may wish to modify any of the specifications of the request without

having to restart the information gathering process. The sources of the information may

be internal or external agents (websites, human experts, financial reports), may be dis-

tributed across a wide communication network, and can provide a variety of responses

to an information request that vary in topic, length, quality, cost, and time to delivery.
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Sources that are contacted for information may fail to respond, may promise to deliver

information and then fail to do so, or may produce information that fails to meet the

original specifications. Furthermore, for reasons of information privacy, computational

efficiency, and system redundancy, computation of parts of the integrated result message

is distributed.

This task requires the integration of information from a variety of sources, as in

RTPI, but now the information available from the decision support environment is more

dynamic and more varied. While RTPI provided support regarding the performance of

a fixed set of possible medical procedures within a specified protocol for an prototypical

user with known preferences (the expert physician), this task requires the representation

of both changing user preferences about the content and attributes of the final message,

and a means of representing the trade-offs required when user requirements are in con-

flict. For example, the decision support system must be able to represent and manage

a user’s preferences for low cost, high quality, and immediate delivery when no single

result can provide all three. Given such a representation of user preferences and message

attributes, operation in a dynamic information environment requires a dynamic system

that can facilitate the construction of a response that uses such a representation, while

flexibly responding to the changing environment.

To be successful in this domain, a decision support system must be adaptable

to a wide variety of users in different situations. The kinds of information that will be

most useful for decision-making will vary depending on the individual. For example,

in the financial domain, some users might be most concerned about the riskiness of an

investment while others are more interested in an investment’s prospects for financial

gain. In addition, constraints or priorities on resource usage will differ. For example,

some users would be willing to pay substantially for an expert opinion, while others would

prefer to spend less money even though their information will come from a generic news

source. Different individuals will have different priorities, and those priorities will change
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over time.

To understand why user priorities are essential to decision support, consider a

system that does not take them into account. For example, a system that does not vary its

responses to reflect user constraints on length may provide the user with a message that

the user does not have time to read, memory to store, or room to display for viewing. A

system that ignores the monetary cost of a response might arrive at a message that the

user cannot afford (or, conversely, a message so cheap that the user will not value it). And

a system that does not consider time may provide a message whose usefulness expired

before its delivery (e.g. a message about a stock purchase that gets delivered after the

close of the market).

The situation is complicated when the decision support environment is not static.

A user’s status may change, or the environment could change in a way that affects a

user’s priorities. Suppose, for example, that a user sends a request for decision support

from a desktop computer with a large screen, indicating a preference that the resulting

message not require more than one page (about 300 words) to display. Just after sending

the request, the user’s schedule changes and he learns that he will be on the road and will

have to read the response on his BlackberryTM. In this way environmental change (the

user’s physical location, and thus the size of the display device available) has affected the

user’s priorities: the user now strongly desires a more concise message.

Similarly, the environment may change in such a way that it is difficult to predict

the outcome of the information gathering results that are central to performing decision

support. For example, in the financial domain, an online financial report may rely on a

daily survey of stock brokers. However, if there is sudden market volatility (e.g. a crash),

the brokers may be too busy to answer the daily survey, and the information gathering

task fails (alternatively, the price of that information could rise substantially, making the

outcome change in a different way).
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In addition to information outcomes that are difficult to predict, the resources con-

sumed by information gathering tasks can also be difficult to predict. Consider space as

a resource, e.g. the number of words that will fit on a screen. In the financial domain, a

report that usually allocates approximately 40 words for a sentence about a stable stock

might have to change that allocation if the stock is suddenly the focus of a corporate

acquisition battle.

Thus the problem is to

1. develop a response generation methodology that takes into account information

about the user, the user’s resource constraints, and the user’s priorities (with regard

to information content and resource usage); and

2. make the methodology responsive to internal (user) and external (environmental)

dynamic factors.

My hypothesis is that a computational methodology can be developed to generate and in-

tegrate communicative plans for decision support in an environment that has the following

dynamic characteristics:

• user priorities can change over time;

• it is difficult to predict the resources consumed by an information gathering action;

and

• it is difficult to predict the attributes of information gathering results.

Furthermore, such a methodology should be designed to perform quickly in the pres-

ence of such dynamism so that computational decision support in such an environment is

shown to be a realistic goal.

More specifically, I hypothesize that the user information, constraints, and prior-

ities can be captured in a user model that includes a decision-theoretic utility function.

The function can then be applied to evaluate candidate decision support messages under
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conditions of changing user information. Furthermore, I hypothesize that a distributed,

multi-agent approach will provide the flexibility and responsiveness required to gener-

ate support under these dynamic conditions. The remainder of this chapter outlines my

approach: a decision-theoretic agent-based approach to response generation for decision

support that ranks different possible full responses according to their value to the user, and

takes into account both resource and content attributes in doing so. The system assumes

a dynamic environment and weak predictive models of ultimate information utility, and

thus requires dynamic organizational management in response to run-time results, neces-

sitating a distributed, adaptive system. This methodology has been implemented in the

system MADSUM (Multi-Agent Decision Support via User Modeling).

4.1 A Brief Overview of MADSUM

MADSUM is the result of my investigations into the design of a decision support

system that can adapt to a user’s resource constraints, resource priorities, and content

priorities in a dynamic environment. MADSUM is currently implemented in the financial

investment domain, where it produces messages that support a user considering a specific

investment. The system design combines approaches from both user-modeling and agent

architecture. The implemented system consists of a hierarchy of cooperative agents that

use a negotiation process to solicit and organize other agents to produce information,

and a presentation assembly process to coherently assemble the information into text for

decision support. At each stage the decisions of the agent consider the preferences and

constraints represented in the user model.

4.1.1 Multi-Attribute Utility Function

The user model includes a multi-attribute utility function. Attributes are chosen for

a particular domain, though many domains share attributes such as dollar cost. Constraints

are hard limits on the possible values of attributes; they are set by the user to prevent

the system from generating unacceptable results. Constraints are employed to determine
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if a particular result is acceptable, but provide no guidance to the system about which

acceptable decisions are preferred over others.

In contrast, the utility function allows the agent to weigh the benefit of different

decisions about resource usage and information selection that do not violate constraints.

In other words, utility provides a means to evaluate decisions about the message, while

constraints limit the decision space. The user of the system can tailor the utility function

to affect:

• the information content of the result (which kinds of information are included, and

how much);

• attributes of the resulting message itself (such as text length and cost); and

• attributes of the planning process (e.g. time).

This approach provides a structure in which the priorities of the user can be explicitly

represented and considered in light of the environment (information currently available,

the cost of getting the information, etc.).

4.1.2 Agent Architecture

An agent architecture is appropriate for this problem for several reasons. First, the

nature of the information gathering problem is distributed. For example, multiple sources

of the low-level information required for investment decision-making (e.g. numeric fi-

nancial information about companies) are freely available on the web, but rarely is all

the required information available from a single source. A distributed architecture can

solve this class of problems utilizing parallelization, distributed expertise, and fail-soft

performance[Jen95a, SV00].

Second, MADSUM is intended to be easily adapted to new domains. The dis-

tributed approach is an ideal way to decompose a decision support task so that previously

designed MADSUM agents can be re-used without modification in domains that require
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expertise which overlaps with previously implemented domains. Also, new agents can be

easily added to existing domain implementations as new sources or new areas of content

expertise are added (this can facilitate the incorporation of legacy code).

Third, in agents as in business, distributed decision-making is ideal for rapid re-

action to a dynamic environment[WP82], since decisions can be made by the part of an

organization closest to the issue being considered, without extensive communication and

negotiation along hierarchical lines. In the case of decision support, the dynamic aspects

of the agent environment can be thought of as consisting of both the external world of

information and information sources, and also the internally-modeled user preferences

regarding constraints and priorities. The problem is therefore dynamic in both external

and internal dimensions, increasing the importance of a distributed decision-making pro-

cess.

Finally, the use of a hierarchy of independent agents avoids the information bot-

tleneck associated with having all information processed by a single agent. Reducing the

size of the problem makes individual decision makers simpler and more reliable[Jen95a]

and can facilitate parallelization.

4.2 The Financial Investment Domain

I have applied the MADSUM architecture to decision-support in a financial invest-

ment domain. MADSUM provides investment information to a user making a buy/don’t-

buy decision on a single investment, i.e. a specific amount of a certain instrument at

a certain price. The MADSUM decision making algorithms and the agent hierarchy,

communications, and interaction are domain-independent (see Chapter 6). Extending

MADSUM to a new domain requires three steps. First, the set of attributes in the user

utility function must be altered to reflect the kinds of user preferences that are relevant

in the new domain. For example, decision-support in a restaurant domain might require

utility function attributes regarding decor and food quality[MFLW04].
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The second step is the implementation of a set of domain-dependent information

agents. For example, tailored decision-support in an investment domain requires domain-

dependent agents that can estimate how significant a particular piece of information will

be to the current user, given her current personal and financial status. In MADSUM

these are “wrapper” agents that act as interfaces between the actual information source

(possibly a website, a database, or an external agent) and the MADSUM system.

The last domain-dependent step is the mapping of the domain information into

text plan templates (see 5.5.2.3) so that the wrapper agents can produce text plan trees for

the task agents above (and eventually the Presentation Agent) to integrate.

As noted earlier, MADSUM is implemented in a financial investment domain. I

chose this domain for the following reasons:

• While full-scale investment advisement involves developing a financial plan, the

plan eventually decomposes into binary buy/don’t buy decisions that reduce the

complexity of the decision support problem.

• Financial domain decision-making typically includes a large numeric component,

which is composed of the computable answers to multiple, independent questions

about a particular investment or investment strategy. This facilitates the design

of agents with financial expertise, since there exists an accepted body of standard

methods of numeric analysis. (Contrast this with decision support for buying art,

or adopting a child.)

• The financial investment domain has a huge web presence (typing “investment ad-

vice” into Google recently retrieved 21 paid listings and over 17 million results),

thus providing many examples of actual information sources available and their

products.
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• Many people are interested in making investment decisions to some degree due

to the prevalence of 401K accounts and similar vehicles that encourage market

investments.

• It is a domain with which I am familiar, due to my experiences in the banking

industry and contacts with people in the field.

The financial investment domain information can be viewed from many perspec-

tives, resulting in a wide variety of classifications. For the purpose of implementing

MADSUM, I chose three broad content areas for which information would be generated:

investment risk (hereinafter RISK), potential for increased value (VALUE), and the impact

of the investment on the user’s financial goals (GOAL) as stated or hypothesized from the

user model. Within those three areas, I selected standard financial analysis measures

(all available from free financial websites) to be the information provided by MADSUM

source agents.

4.3 The User Interface

A user employs MADSUM via a graphical user interface, and the system responds

with a text message in English (see Figure 4.1). To minimize the complexity that the user

sees at any given point in the interaction, the interface has three distinct parts, each a

separate screen. The first screen is for entering user data (e.g. portfolio allocation goals)

that will become part of the user model. The second screen allows the user to enter basic

preferences and constraints, and then send a request for decision-support to the system.

The third screen is a more detailed interaction screen for advanced users. Once the first

screen has been used to enter initial data, most user interactions will involve only the

second screen.

The “Basic” screen of the interface is the heart of the user-MADSUM interaction.

Figure 4.2 shows the graphical sliders employed by the user to indicate relative priorities
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Presentation AgentPresentation Agent

Other MADSUM
task and source agents

Text response
sent to user

FIPA message sent to MADSUM

Figure 4.1: Using MADSUM– the user enters information, preferences, and constraints
on a screen, which are sent to the Presentation Agent (PA). The PA returns
the decision support message to the user’s screen.

for the attributes in the utility function (these are similar to the meta-sliders used by Wag-

ner et al [WGL97]). The user can also enter fixed numeric high and low constraints for

the attributes, though these come with preset defaults.

This screen also presents the user with windows for proposing a particular invest-

ment for which they desire decision support. The user enters a stock symbol, a number of

shares, and a price per share. Clicking the “Send” key forms a message1 which is sent to

the MADSUM Presentation Agent to begin the process. At the conclusion of the process

a new screen shows the resulting text message from MADSUM.

More advanced features of the MADSUM interface are accessed via the third

1 see Chapter 6 for information about the messages used by DECAF agents.
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Figure 4.2: The basic MADSUM interface for user input.

screen (Figure 4.3). Here the user can modify the separate functions that control how

utility is derived from each attribute term (see section 5.4.4). This allows utility for dif-

ferent attributes to have soft constraints or various other behaviors over the range of the

attribute.

4.4 Summary

Individuals differ not only in the resources they have available to expend on in-

formation, but also in the priorities they place on different kinds of information. My hy-

pothesis is that effective decision support can be provided by representing these differing
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Figure 4.3: The advanced MADSUM interface for user input.

priorities and related constraints in a user model, and then using that model to allocate re-

sources for an unseen task across multiple agents in a dynamic environment. MADSUM

is my implementation of this proposed methodology; it is a distributed adaptive system

that uses a negotiation process to solicit and organize agent responses to produce infor-

mation, and a presentation assembly process to coherently assemble the information into

text for decision support. Chapter 5 explains how a user model, including preferences

and constraints on both content and the resulting message, informs both processes. An

evaluation demonstrates that the influence of the user model on content selection and

presentation improves system output. Chapter 6 then describes the aspects of the agent
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architecture that allow MADSUM to dynamically adapt to the runtime environment, and

includes experimental data showing that the architecture responds appropriately and pre-

dictably in the presence of inevitable information failures.
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Chapter 5

A DECISION-THEORETIC APPROACH TO RESPONSE

GENERATION

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, an effective decision-support system should

produce responses that are tailored to the individual user. In producing such responses,

the system must not only take into account a user’s preferences for different kinds of

information but also a user’s priorities and constraints on the usage of different resources.

This chapter presents my solution to adaptive response generation, which takes the form

of a decision-theoretic approach that utilizes a formal utility function to rank different

possible full responses according to their value to the user and that takes into account

both resource and content attributes.

I first discuss work in areas related to the generation of responses that are adapted

to a user’s preferences. I then explain how MADSUM models user preferences regarding

types of information content included in a response and attributes and constraints of the

response itself. Finally I present evaluations of two aspects of MADSUM’s output, show-

ing that subjects presented with a user’s preferences agreed with MADSUM’s decisions

regarding both content selection and ordering.

5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 Early Work on Adaptive Response Generation

MADSUM follows work in other systems that adapt their responses to an individ-

ual user. The ADVISOR system [MWM85] operated in a domain of student advisement,
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giving information about what courses a student should or could take to satisfy a particu-

lar goal. The system inferred a student’s goal from a discourse segment, ranking the goals

as either definite, likely, or plausible based on whether they were explicitly noted or could

be inferred. One of several information hierarchies was selected based on the detected

topic of the last question and the current relevant user goal, and the different contents of

the hierarchies triggered different rules, which determined the output.

Paris [Par88] modeled a user’s level of expertise, and varied a response not only by

modifying the content, but also by choosing a process-based or object-based description.

MADSUM does not make any high-level decisions about how to present information,

but leaves that determination to agents that create a text plan about a specific piece of

information at a low level. In principle, at least, style choices could be made at that level

in a manner similar to Paris’.

McCoy [McC88] used a detailed, pre-existing user model to design a response

when the system detects that the user has a misconception. This work addressed the “over-

lay assumption” issue, i.e. it considered the possibility that the user’s knowledge/beliefs

are not a subset of the system’s knowledge, but may simply intersect.

All of these early systems modified the system’s response based on a user model,

either pre-existing or acquired. Section 5.2.2 considers work that specifically models the

preferences of a user (as opposed to e.g. a user’s goals, knowledge, beliefs, or attention

state) and work that uses those preferences affect results in a decision theoretic manner.

5.2.2 Decision Theoretic Response Generation

Decision theory posits that in complex systems, any outcome preferred by a user is

preferred for more than one reason. In a “decision theoretic” system the utility of a good

or service can be calculated by considering the attributes of a good or service in light

of a mathematical representation of a collection of preferences. Formal utility functions

capture this idea in an equation with multiple terms, where each term represents one

attribute about which a user has preferences. Adaptive systems have used concepts of
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utility theory, either informally or formally, to make decisions that take into account the

user’s preferences.

In Section 5.2.2.1 I note two systems that used models of user preferences to

affect the system’s communications to the user. More recently, researchers have begun

to design their responses to incorporate user preferences by using formal multi-attribute

utility functions. Section 5.2.2.2 reports on work in this area.

5.2.2.1 Modeling User Preferences

A very early system using a model of user preferences, GRUNDY [Ric79a, Ric79b]

employed stereotypes to instantiate individual user models to make book recommenda-

tions. A design goal of GRUNDY was to be able to make a recommendation without

asking an exhaustive list of questions. Individual facts, such as gender, would map an

individual reader to a stereotype to imply preferences for or against books that were ro-

mantic, violent, intellectual, etc. The system could then make assumptions about whether

a reader would enjoy a book based on the preferences in the stereotype. By using the

stereotyped preferences, the system could make a recommendation after asking fewer

questions than would be required if the system did not employ a stereotype.

Elzer et al [ECCC94] focused on identifying user preferences about university

courses dynamically during a dialogue. Her system could identify preferences stated by a

user, or infer them by examining a selection of candidate options rejected by a user. Once

the system was confident that it had a sufficient model of the user’s preferences, it was

capable of suggesting an action (taking a particular course) that better fit those preferences

than the user’s proposed action.

5.2.2.2 Tailored Response Generation

Utility functions offer a simple means to apply information about a user’s prefer-

ences to a situation. Formal utility functions and Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)
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date to the 18th century[Bal08] and are commonly used in game and decision theory.

MADSUM uses a typical form of utility function

Utility =
n∑

i=1

weightifunctioni(attributevaluei
) (5.1)

in which different attributes (such as size or cost) of a situation or problem are each given

weights that characterize their worth (or utility) to an entity. The function in each term

usually maps the attribute value into some predefined numeric range, such as zero to one.

Chu-Carroll [CCC94] has dialogue agents collaborating in a recursive Propose–

Evaluate–Modify cycle to form a plan. Chu-Carroll did not use the term “utility”, but in

fact her method for evaluating plan alternatives is a summation of attribute preferences

multiplied by a value (a distance from a target), or what is now called a utility function.

Lesh[LHL97] uses a similar model in ranking candidate flights in a travel domain.

One difficulty associated with using utility theory in practice is determining the

user’s preferences, i.e. the weights and functions to associate with each term in the utility

function. MADSUM facilitates user input by employing graphical sliders, but if a system

had a very large number of utility function terms this would become unwieldy. GRUNDY

[Ric79a] reduced the number of questions a system needed to ask before performing, but

recent work in this area has focused on reducing information acquisition or requirements

in provably optimal ways.

One recent effort at identifying and ranking user preferences re-examined the

problem of asking the user questions to determine preferences. The Iona system [CP01]

uses utility theory to make travel choices for a user. The system starts by finding the user’s

absolute preferences, i.e. opinions held by the user which are not subject to change (e.g.

“a window seat is always better than an aisle seat.”). In each consecutive step in the de-

cision process, the system chooses the next question based on a calculation of maximum

information gain (in this case, the best reduction in utility uncertainty). The questions

about which the user feels most strongly will distinguish among choices more rapidly and

clearly than questions for which the user does not have immediate or strong preferences.
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Thus the Iona system uses utility in two ways (neither of which is the way MADSUM

uses utility): to evaluate a possible travel choice, and to evaluate the “usefulness” of the

system’s next query to the user.

The MAUT Machine [SDB03] (for Multi-Attribute Utility Theory) is not a com-

plete decision support architecture, but rather is designed as a component that provides

utility-related services to a “recommender system” that helps a user make choices from

a product catalog. The first service is an expert interface that allows the implementation

designer to design the utility function and the individual functions that compute the value

of each term, and then to “mark up” the products in the catalog with the information re-

quired to calculate an item’s utility to the user. The second service is the application of the

Analytic Hierarchy Process [Saa80] which organizes utility terms hierarchically, enabling

the system to minimize the number of questions required to elicit user preferences. Fi-

nally, the MAUT machine calculates the utility of a product to a single user, or to a group

of users. Again, this design as currently implemented does not calculate the utility of the

information provided to the user, but rather the utility of the product being considered for

purchase.

These two systems implement technologies that could offer a different way for

users to express preferences. This could be valuable if MADSUM were required to use a

vocal or keyboard interface instead of a graphical one. Integration of work of this kind

could conceivably enable the elicitation of more preferences, resulting in a more complete

representation of user utility.

A slightly different approach to determining the weights in the utility function is

used by MATCH [WWS+04, JBV+, SWWM02]. In this work, instead of directly setting

numeric weights for each term in the function, a user’s preferences are represented in

a tree with attributes as leaves. The term weight for an attribute is then the product of

the weighted arcs on the path from the root to the relevant attribute leaf[CM00]. Once
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the weight is calculated from the tree the function has the standard form shown in Equa-

tion 5.1.

MATCH consists of a sophisticated user interface on specialized hardware for

restaurant choice based on user preferences captured in a utility function. The architecture

is intended for use in other domains as well; however, several design choices limit the

kinds of domains for which MATCH would be suitable. In particular:

1. Mapping of attribute values is uni-directional, e.g. increased cost is always bad;

while this makes some sense in the restaurant domain, it is not suitable for attributes

in other domains. In contrast, MADSUM allows a user to express that increased

length is good up to a point, then bad beyond that point.

2. MATCH employs the SMARTER [EB94] procedure for eliciting multi-attribute de-

cision models, which uses ordinal assignment of weights. Since weights must be

ordered, a user cannot express e.g. that risk and value information are both of equal

high value (because two equal weights are not ordered with respect to one another),

or that risk information is highly valued relative to value information (since ordinal

data does not include magnitude). Both of these relationships can be expressed in

MADSUM. While this is not a critical issue in a domain like restaurant choice, it

could be unsatisfactory to a user making critical decisions about money or health

options. The SMARTER procedure has the advantage that it results in the user’s

preferences being coded in a “value” tree with weighted arcs, and weight of an in-

ternal node can be used to represent the user’s attitude about the children of that

node. However, this advantage also results in the need to correctly design the orig-

inal hierarchy so that internal nodes are meaningful. For example, in the restaurant

domain, MATCH originally grouped decor, neighborhood, and service together un-

der a node called “ambience”; however, this grouping was not considered intuitive

by early users.
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3. The MATCH utility function computes the utility of each decision outcome (i.e. the

utility of a particular choice) to the user, not the utility of the system’s message to

the user. MATCH selects the highest utility choices (e.g. restaurants) for discus-

sion, limiting the number of propositions expressed based on a user-set conciseness

constant (k). Once the choices that will be discussed are determined, the proposi-

tions about each choice are then selected based on how compelling[KS94] they are.

An attribute value’s compellingness is based on the difference between the utility,

to the user, of the actual attribute value and the mean attribute value for all choices

in the restaurant population being considered. If an attribute value’s compelling-

ness exceeds kσ + compellingnessmean, where σ is the standard deviation of the

compellingness of the population, then the proposition about that attribute will be

expressed. Note that choices with poor utility will have low compellingness, so that

if k is sufficiently high that some propositions are excluded, it will be propositions

about choices with low utility. Thus the system cannot reliably deliver messages

that warn of particularly poor choices, even if such a message would be of high

value to the user, since such propositions may be excluded from all but the most

verbose responses.

4. MATCH “agents” are not independent decision makers, and thus not autonomous

agents in the sense of [WJK99]. Rather, they appear to be separate program func-

tions that can run on different parts of a network if necessary, passing information

via XML structures to achieve a traditional pipeline architecture. For example, the

text planning module can run on a different machine than other modules, making

the system distributable, but it does not perform its task in parallel with other mod-

ules, even if they are running on separate machines.

MATCH is principally an argumentative system, making a choice and attempting

to convince the user that the choice is correct. Since persuading, not informing, the user

is the primary goal, the system always argues (says something evaluative) about values
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that are supportive of the system’s choice, but only expresses a value when mentioning

arguments that do not support the system’s recommendation [CM00]; thus the user could

be deprived of information that could help the user make an informed choice. This would

not be acceptable in a system where the user bears responsibility for critical outcomes, as

in RTPI or MADSUM, but works well in the restaurant selection domain.

To enhance effectiveness, early versions of MATCH [CM01, CM99] used con-

tent ordering strategies suggested by argument theorists such as [MG96]. However, these

strategies are not quantitatively derived or experimentally validated, but are descriptions

of strategies the authors believe to be effective. Later versions [WWS+04] arranged para-

graphs comparing restaurant choices by presenting them in order of utility, and the details

about each choice were presented with the choice, and ordered to maximize succinctness

after aggregation.

MATCH was tested in two separate domains, real estate (house selection) and

restaurant choice. While the content ordering strategies of the systems varied slightly, the

content selection strategies were the same, and both systems showed that the output tai-

lored to user preferences was better than non-tailored output. The first system’s evaluation

showed that tailored output affected user attitudes, while the second system’s evaluation

showed that subjects preferred the tailored output when viewing a hypothetical dialogue

where the system’s responses were tailored to the subject’s preferences.

FLIGHTS ([MFLW04]) uses a multi-attribute utility function in a user-model

to influence the spoken language generation of airline flight recommendations. It first

chooses flights of interest to a user by utility order, but does not necessarily include all

of these high utility choices in its message. Once the highest utility choice is mentioned,

other high utility choices will only be mentioned if they have a compelling[KS94] at-

tribute that has a value different from that of the highest utility choice. Thus if the system

considers a flight very similar to a previously mentioned option, it will not be mentioned,
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even if the utility of that flight to the user is higher than another flight that will be men-

tioned. For example, the high utility choices in order might be flights A, B, and C; but

if B has no compelling attributes that are different from A’s, B will not be mentioned.

While this strategy is appropriate for the flight choice domain, it may be inappropriate

for a domain where the user was ultimately responsible for a critical outcome, such as

medical care decision support, and would like to be made aware of all options.

After flights are chosen to appear in the message, a content planner selects schemata

which then determine how the attribute information will be presented. The output is in

the form of RST-style trees, which are passed to a domain-specific sentence planner that

uses templates. The output of the sentence planner is realized for speech and text using a

Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)[Ste00].

Like MADSUM, FLIGHTS applies the influence of the user-model at multiple

stages of the process. But in FLIGHTS, as in MATCH, the user-specific weights are

strictly for domain information, such as whether a business class seat is preferred. In

contrast, MADSUM allows the user to establish preferences about the attributes of the

message itself.

The utility functions used by MATCH and FLIGHTS both include functions in

each term of the utility function that map the values of each attribute to a [0..1] space.

Unlike MADSUM, however, the individual term functions are not selected by the user,

but instead are chosen by the program designer.

While each of these systems makes use of a utility function, they each use the

function to compute the utility of the expected result of a choice by the user - the utility of

a certain train ride, or a particular airline flight. In contrast, MADSUM’s utility function

allows the user to influence attributes of the system’s output, in terms of cost, length, and

time, as well as domain-specific preferences such as topic. Thus MADSUM is concerned

with the total utility of the message to the user, including the utility of the information

provided as well as the the utility of the attributes of the presentation.
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Placing the focus on the message allows MADSUM to represent that the utility

of the message is not the same as the desirability of some result. For example, if a user

proposes a very poor investment choice, MADSUM can represent that a message advising

against that choice has very high utility, even though the utility of the investment to the

user might be low. Conversely, telling a user that an excellent investment is an excellent

investment may have low utility, if the information is not novel to the user. Of course,

there are many other circumstances which could be taken into account (the degree of

confidence of the user, the degree to which the user expects novel information, etc.) but

these examples are sufficient to show that decision support message utility is distinct from

the utility of the result of a decision.

5.3 Modeling User Preferences and Priorities in MADSUM

A user affects MADSUM’s message output by specifying preferences and pri-

orities with respect to a set of predetermined message attributes. This specification is

performed in the user interface (see Section 4.3). MADSUM is designed to utilize an

arbitrary number of attribute preferences, since the number of attributes will vary for dif-

ferent domains. For my implementation I selected the attributes of text LENGTH, dollar

COST, and execution TIME, and three domain specific attributes, one for each of three

topics in the financial investment domain (see 4.2). These topics are RISK (the riskiness

of an investment), VALUE (the prospects for the investment gaining in value), and GOAL

(how the investment relates to the individual’s portfolio allocation goals). Agents catego-

rize all information as belonging to at least one of these topics, and lower level agents are

grouped by topic area (see 5.6).

All information about user preferences from the user interface becomes part of the

user model. The next section explains the user model and its components, and the ways

in which these components affect MADSUM’s message output.
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5.3.1 The User Model

Adaptive response generation requires a model of the individual user. User models

can have both long-term and short-term components [KF88]. Long-term components are

assumed constant during a single decision support task, and include data such as user

age and portfolio allocation goals. Short-term components may vary during the user-

MADSUM interaction, and include preferences like length and cost.

MADSUM was designed to exploit a user model in the context of multi-agent

decision support. The user model has three components: User Attributes (long-term),

Constraints (short-term), and a Utility Function (short-term). User Attributes are captured

in a long-term user model that is constructed once (but could be revised over time), while

the Constraints and the Utility Function will vary with different user interactions and

perhaps even change during an interaction. All three of these are initially constructed,

and any modifications made, via the user interface (see Section 4.3).

5.3.2 User Attributes

The User Attributes component of the user model captures characteristics of the

user, including appropriate domain-specific information. For the financial investment

domain, this component of the user model includes the user’s:

• age

• salary

• expected number of years to retirement

• approximate annual expenditures

• existing investment portfolio

• portfolio allocation goals (Portfolio allocation goals refer to an individual’s desired

distribution of investment categories, such as stocks, bonds, or cash equivalents.)
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If not expressly given, portfolio allocation goals can be hypothesized based on a simple

stereotype ([Ric79a]) derived from an individual’s personal characteristics such as age,

salary, and years to retirement. For example, investment advisors typically recommend

that people close to retirement age maintain a progressively smaller percentage of their

portfolios in stocks.

The User Attributes are used by agents to estimate the significance of certain

pieces of information (see 5.4.4). For example, if a proposed investment would cause

one’s investment portfolio to deviate from one’s portfolio allocation goals, information

about the deviation becomes more significant as the deviation grows.

5.3.3 Constraints

The Constraints component of the user model offers the user the option of setting

hard constraints for a given attribute. Hard constraints are values that an attribute must

not exceed in a response, and are used to pare the search space before utility is calculated.

For example, if the user sets 75 words as the hard constraint for length of the response

(perhaps because he is using a handheld device with a miniature viewing facility), then

longer responses will not be considered by the system.

The user also has the option to set soft constraints for certain attributes. Soft

constraints are attribute values that the user would prefer not be exceeded in constructing

a response. If the user sets 75 words as a soft constraint rather than as a hard constraint,

then the estimated utility of the response will depend in part on how much the length

of the proposed response exceeds the soft constraint. Thus soft constraints are a kind

of preference on resource use, and exceeding them decreases utility (as in “I’d rather

the answer didn’t exceed 75 words, but if all of the information is really important it’s

ok”), whereas hard constraints prevent an option from being considered (as in “Under no

circumstances will I wish to see a message longer than 75 words”). Soft constraints must

be implemented as part of the utility function to operate in this manner, and are further

discussed in 5.4.3.
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The MADSUM system is subject to misunderstandings if the user is not familiar

with the concept of relative preferences. All preferences within the utility function are rel-

ative to one another, and so setting all sliders high, for instance, does not give the system

any guidance. Also, setting improper constraints can prevent the system from responding

as a naive user might expect. For example, setting a hard constraint for LENGTH of ten

words and then setting high sliders for all three topics will not result in a ten word answer

with three topics, since most single topic phrases are longer than ten words.

5.4 Multi-Attribute Utility-Based Evaluation

The intent of every decision support system is to be effective, but effectiveness

is in the eye of the beholder. Specifically, the needs of the user in the context of a par-

ticular environment determine whether certain information will be deemed supportive or

of little worth. Utility is a number calculated for use during planning to approximate

effectiveness, given (necessarily) incomplete models of the user and the environment.

MADSUM’s utility function contains n attribute terms, each consisting of a weight

wi giving the importance of that attribute to the user, a parameter avaluei
that is related to

the value of the attribute, and a function fi. These are briefly defined here, then further

explained in Sections 5.4.1–5.4.4.

Utility =
n∑

i=1

wifi(avaluei
) (5.2)

wi Weights wi, giving the importance of each attribute to the user, are calculated from

the positions of sliders that are manipulated by the user in a graphical user interface.

avaluei
For resource attributes such as length of response or processing time, avaluei

is

the actual value of the attribute, but for topic attributes avaluei
captures a numeric

representation of significance to the decision at hand.

fi Each of the functions fi that appear in the utility function map their parameter

avaluei
into a utility value between 0 and 1. The particular function fi that is used
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function for this term

Attribute term currently 
being modified by this
screen
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chosen function
(i.e. soft constraint)

Role of entered value in 
the selected function

Hard constraints
Apply these changes 
to the user’s utility 
function

Weight of selected
attribute term

Figure 5.1: The advanced MADSUM interface, with the left column showing five avail-
able pre-defined functions (fi) that can affect one term of the utility function.

determines whether an increasing parameter value increases or decreases utility

(and at what rate). The ability to choose this function is one feature that distin-

guishes MADSUM from other decision-theoretic decision support systems, such

as FLIGHTS[MFLW04] and MATCH[JBV+], in which each avaluei
is treated in a

fixed, system-determined manner.

5.4.1 The attribute weights wi

An attribute weight is associated with each term of the user’s utility function.

Each weight can be set by the user via the sliders in the user interface (see Section 4.3)
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to indicate the relative preference the user has for that attribute. For example, a user can

set the RISK slider high to indicate that, other things being equal, they would prefer the

final message to contain more information about risk. Note that this is very different from

having the user state how they feel about risk as an investment parameter. By stating an

interest in risk information, the user is not making any statement about how risky they

want their investments to be.

The slider for each preference covers a one to ten continuum. The output of the

slider is included in a message to the Presentation Agent (see 5.6) that starts the decision

support process. MADSUM uses the attribute weight calculated from the slider via the

formula

weighti = sliderOutput ∗ 100∑n
k=1 weightk

as a coefficient for that attribute term.

5.4.2 The functions fi

Figure 5.1 illustrates the currently implemented functions in MADSUM’s prede-

fined library of utility functions. All functions map an attribute value into a 0..1 valued

space. Each function takes an attribute value as argument, but can also take an additional

argument, which the user can set in the user interface. It is called “target value” on the

basic screen, but is more accurately described in the advanced screen where the user can

choose among different functions. The effect of the additional argument value varies ac-

cording to the function, and is noted in the function descriptions below. If the user does

not choose a value for the additional argument, it has a default value appropriate for the

term (explained in the following section, Section 5.4.3). The functions are listed in the

order that they are pictured under “Select functions” in Figure 5.1.

1. fNormal approximates utility as a normal distribution of the possible values of its

parameter. The optional additional parameter specifies the center of the distribution

and the spread. This function would be appropriate if the user wanted to identify
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a target value (e.g. LENGTH = 75) and have utility decrease slightly if the actual

value were slightly different (e.g. 72 or 78) in either direction. The shape of the

curve causes values that deviate significantly from the target to have significantly

lower utility. The calculation is as follows:

f(avaluei
, target) = e

−
(avaluei

−target)2

2(target/5)2

where target/5 affects the spread of the distribution in place of the standard devi-

ation that would usually appear in the equation.

2. fEndP lateauNorm captures instances in which utility rises along a normal distribution

curve for increasing values of its parameter until the parameter reaches the argu-

ment value, after which point the utility remains constant. The additional argument

locates the starting point (left end) of the plateau and specifies the spread of the

remaining curve. This function allows the user to declare a preference that utility

rise until the argument value is reached, and be close to full utility when values are

close to the value specified. For example, a user who believes that messages costing

less than about 5 units are inaccurate might wish this behavior, or a user who wants

a message longer than 100 words (e.g. to fill column space) but doesn’t want to rule

out a shorter message that is otherwise attractive.

3. fStartP lateauNorm captures instances in which utility remains high over a plateau

and then decreases for increasing values of its parameter; the additional argument

locates the rightmost endpoint of the plateau and specifies the spread of the remain-

ing curve. This is the default function for resource attributes COST, LENGTH, and

TIME, reflecting the idea that if a user specifies a cost, then costs which are lower

should not be penalized, while costs that exceed the specified value should have

utility decrease for increasing distance.

4. fEndP lateauLinear captures instances in which utility increases linearly for increasing

values of its parameter until a plateau is reached at the change point specified by
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the additional argument. This is the default function for information attributes (in-

formation significance values for RISK, VALUE, and GOAL). The function is linear

to reflect the idea that the difference between values 1 and 2 is about the same as

the difference between values 2 and 3, or 4 and 5. It reaches a plateau to indicate

that values exceeding the optional argument are approximately equivalent.

5. fStartP lateauLinear is as above, except with the plateau at the beginning. The change

point specifies the break between the plateau and the decreasing linear function; the

linear portion meets the X-axis at x = 2 ∗ changePoint. This would be useful if

the user wanted to express that cost up to a change point was all of equal utility (for

example, if an expense account would pay up to $10) but that additional cost was

linearly undesirable.

My financial investment domain by default uses fEndP lateauLinear for information at-

tributes, and fStartP lateauNorm for resource attributes.

5.4.3 Setting soft constraints

After selecting the appropriate fi the user specifies soft constraints by using the

additional argument to determine where the fi changes shape. When an fi is selected,

the user interface displays text that explains how the additional argument relates to the fi

in question. In Figure 5.1 the selected function fStartP lateauNorm shows the text “change

point (end of plateau)”. The function fStartP lateauNorm is used by default for the resource

attribute of processing TIME; the soft limit determines where the plateau ends and also the

rate of fall in utility after the plateau (the falling portion resembles a normal distribution

whose spread is 1/5 the soft limit). This captures the notions that 1) the soft limit on

processing time set by the user is the point at which the utility of the response will begin

to decrease and 2) the larger the soft limit on processing time, the less severe will be the

loss of utility for each second of increased processing time.
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Alternatively, instead of having the utility of length remain the same until the soft

limit is reached, the user might want to say that utility increases with the length of the

response until the soft limit is reached, and then decreases beyond that point; such a user

might select the base function fNormal to evaluate the contribution of length to the overall

utility of the response. MADSUM’s library of base utility functions is easily extendable

should additional behaviors be desired.

If the user does not specify a value for the additional argument (soft constraint) to

the utility function term’s fi, the system uses default values. For information attributes,

the default value is 10. This value must be communicated to agent programmers so that

they design agents whose information attribute values will all have the same range, mak-

ing the values from different agents comparable. Resource attribute value defaults are as

follows: for the length attribute, the default is 100 (words); for time, 60 (seconds); and

for cost, 10 (units). These values are close to the system’s current limits for resource con-

sumption, and are chosen to allow the system to present a complex message by default.

5.4.4 Attribute values avaluei

MADSUM is designed to accept an arbitrary number of attribute preferences, but

for my implementation I selected the meta-attributes of text length (LENGTH), dollar cost

(COST), and processing time (TIME), and three domain specific information attributes,

one for each of three topics in the financial investment domain (see 4.2). These topics

are RISK, VALUE, and GOAL. With these topic attributes the user can indicate his or her

preference for information of a certain kind within the broader category of information

about the investment under consideration. Together these six dimensions (the descriptive

attributes LENGTH, COST, and TIME, and the information attributes RISK, VALUE, and

GOAL) are referred to as message attributes. Each is captured by a separate term in the

utility function, and so the user can indicate a preferences about each by modifying the

term weight, function, and soft constraints as described above.
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An attribute value avaluei
in the utility function is either a hard data value, as for

LENGTH, COST, and TIME, or a number representing significance for the information

attributes. Attributes capture characteristics of propositions that might be presented to

the user, and for information significance the value captures the significance of a set of

propositions in the environment of the user’s personal characteristics and the application

domain. I have termed this approximation Decision Specificity or DS. Determining DS is

a domain-specific task, and thus in the MADSUM architecture, the functions that compute

DS are provided by the application designer as part of the domain-specific information

agents that propose propositions for inclusion in the response to the user.

In the financial investment domain I have implemented such domain-specific in-

formation agents within three categories of information: RISK, VALUE, and GOAL. The

associated decision specificity functions produce estimates of significance that are re-

ferred to as DSr, DSv, and DSg respectively. It is important to note that DS corresponds

not with the precise attribute value but instead with the significance of the information.

In the financial investment domain, for example, the significance of a company’s debt-

to-equity ratio depends on its absolute debt-to-equity ratio (heavy debt is bad) and also

possibly on the company’s industry classification (high debt is more acceptable in utili-

ties than in manufacturing). Thus a .8 debt-to-equity ratio would be noteworthy in some

instances but not in others. (MADSUM source agents offer two-tier pricing for informa-

tion, with the absolute data at low cost and the data in context of the industry at slightly

higher cost.) For example, suppose a source agent, DebtEquity, obtains 0.6 as the debt-to-

equity ratio for company XYZ, and 0.8 as the industry average debt-to-equity ratio, and

sends it to the task agent (its wrapper) DebtRisk. DebtRisk uses a domain-specific and

ratio-specific formula1 to calculate how good or bad XYZ’s ratio is in light of the industry

1 The particular equations used by each domain agent to determine DS are not impor-
tant to my work. Financial analysis texts I examined only associated specific ratio
values with verbal descriptions of their import, so I extrapolated numeric formulas
from textual descriptions in [Bra02].
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ratio. In this case, the value of 0.6 means that for a company of its size2 XYZ has sub-

stantially lower debt than is average in its industry. DebtRisk expresses the significance

of the result of this comparison by assigning a DS of 4.83. This is a very significant level

of DS, indicating that the information (about the relative value of XYZ’s debt-to-equity

ratio and the industry average ratio) is likely to be of significant value to the user in mak-

ing a decision about an investment in XYZ. Similarly, the significance of a proposition

from the Portfolio Agent that addresses the relationship of a proposed investment to the

user’s portfolio allocation goals depends on the extent that the investment would cause

the user’s portfolio allocation to deviate from his goals, while the DS of a proposition

that addresses the appropriateness of the investment from an age perspective may depend

on how close the user is to retirement. The DS value reported by a domain expert agent

reflects the thinking of the designer of that agent; thus agent designers must be careful

to agree on consistent meanings for DS values to ensure that values can be meaningfully

compared across topics.

For content selection in MADSUM, the DS of a set of propositions in a particular

category (RISK, VALUE, or GOAL) is computed as the sum of the DS values for the

individual propositions; this has worked well in my application for content selection but

further experimentation is needed to fully validate the decision.

DS is similar to the s-compellingness measure adapted by [WWS+04, MFLW04]

from [KS94] to estimate the significance of a single attribute value to a user (i.e. how

compelling it would be as an argument supporting the system’s recommendation). S-

compellingness is the weight given to an attribute in the utility function times the maxi-

mum of the two numeric “distances”: the distance between the attribute value and the best

possible value it could have, and the distance between the attribute value and the worst

possible value. Intuitively, attributes that are close to the extremes of their value range are

more likely to make persuasive arguments, either for or against a recommendation.

2 Actually, for a company of its level of capitalization...
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DS differs from s-compellingness in two ways. First, DS is assigned to a propo-

sition by a domain expert agent. Thus the decision-specificity of a particular value of the

Debt-Equity ratio is determined by the Debt-Equity Agent. This enables expert agents to

change what they consider significant over time. Second, DS does not include the user

weight applied to the attribute; instead the weight is applied when utility is calculated.

This is essential since the user is allowed to change their utility function during execu-

tion. The recorded DS numbers of a proposition or text plan tree remain stable while the

weights in the utility function can fluctuate.

5.4.5 The complete utility function

Thus the magnitude of a single term in the complete utility function is affected

by the value of the attribute in the environment (either its actual value in the case of

resource attributes or the DS value computed from propositions in the case of information

attributes), the base utility function fi which is typically selected by MADSUM but which

can be selected by expert users (under the advanced features of the user interface), and

two user-selected modifiers (the weight wi that gives the importance of this attribute to

the user, and the additional argument that adapts the function fi to reflect soft constraints).

Allowing the user flexibility in designing each term’s contribution to utility ensures that

the resulting utility function reflects not only the attribute value, but also the user’s opinion

of how the attribute contributes to utility.

5.5 Assembling Text Plans

Chapter 6 discusses the agent-based architecture in which my system collects and

integrates information from distributed sources. In this section, I discuss the rules that

are used to organize individual pieces of text into a coherent framework, ignoring for

the moment the agent architecture. The coherence rules are based upon work by other

researchers in natural language generation and are not the focus of my work.
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5.5.1 Related work

Like RTPI described in Section 2.6, the theory that underlies MADSUM’s text

plan assembly is Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)[MT83, MT87]. However, the text

plan assembly rules in MADSUM do not modify and rearrange the internal structures

of the subtrees to the same degree as those in RTPI (see 5.5.2). This is the result of

a fundamental difference in the systems. RTPI was part of a system in which it had

full knowledge of the semantics underlying each part of every text plan, and so it could

have rules that used that knowledge to safely rearrange the subtrees it received as input.

In contrast, MADSUM must integrate text plan trees without detailed knowledge of the

contents, by superimposing structure rather than changing it.

The MADSUM system can be viewed as a bottom-up text planning process dis-

tributed across multiple agents, where small text plans created by wrapper agents near

the bottom of the hierarchy are combined by the agents above them until a single plan is

created/selected at the top. ILEX [MOOK98] is a bottom-up, opportunistic RST-based

planner implemented in a single program. ILEX and MADSUM are similar in that both

superimpose connecting relations on pairs of subtrees; however, because ILEX is not dis-

tributed it can consider all the possible combinations of all possible subtrees at once. In

fact, ILEX employs various heuristics and a genetic algorithm to manage the complex-

ity involved. MADSUM, having the sources of the subtrees distributed, avoids the same

level of complexity (but also cannot consider as many possible different combinations).

Both ILEX and MADSUM return result trees that may not be optimal. Like MADSUM,

ILEX can achieve a certain text length; however, it does not do so during planning, but by

pruning a completed plan at the end of the planning stage.

Marcu’s bottom-up approach to text planning [Mar97a] was the first to be designed

to express all of the content about a given topic that was present in the knowledge base.

Similarly, a MADSUM agent presented with a set of text plan trees must design a new tree

incorporating all of them. However, Marcu’s system is incorporating content propositions
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(with a known set of RST relations existing between them), not separate text plan trees.

5.5.2 Generating Multi-Sentence Text

MADSUM is currently implemented with three simple rules for combining pairs

of text plan trees. Text plan trees in MADSUM consist of nodes that represent RST-style

relations that hold between the children (see [Moo95] for a thorough explanation). For

example, a tree with a PERSUADE node at its root might have an INFORM leaf node and

a MOTIVATE node as children; the interpretation of the tree is that the system wants the

user to do/believe what is in the INFORM node, and intends to persuade the user by using

the strategy contained in the tree rooted at the MOTIVATE node.

Each tree structure also contains a numeric representation of DS, or decision speci-

ficity. The DS value of a text plan tree is stored as two sets of three numbers, as in:

[[2, 2, 1][2.5, 4, 2]]

The first triplet represents the DS of parts of the text plan that support the buyer’s purchase

of the investment, while the second triplet refers to parts of the plan that do not support

the purchase. For convenience, “positive” DS will refer to the left triplet and “negative”

DS will refer to the right triplet. Within each triplet the first number represents the the

highest (or “peak”) DS of any individual proposition in the text plan; the second number

represents the sum of DS for all the parts of the text plan; and the third (an integer)

represents the number of parts in the plan. Storing these numbers allows the system to

consider peak or sum DS in either direction3. Peak DS is used when computing utility

for text plan ordering, thus reducing the likelihood that a large number of insignificant

propositions would have precedence over a single highly significant proposition.

3 Currently the system only uses the parts count to identify singleton trees (which have
a count of one in exactly one direction), though the count could be used if later
research showed that tree size or average DS were somehow useful in integration or
realization.
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When text plan trees are integrated, DS requires a special accumulation function

(a sound way of putting two DS representations together). Almost all systems that use

utility functions assume that the information in all terms is additive[KS94, WWS+04].

For example, LENGTH is additive in MADSUM, so that if two propositions of length 20

and 30 words, respectively, are joined, then the utility of the combination will be based

on a length of 20 + 30 = 50. However, this is not true for the MADSUM attribute TIME.

If two results are expected to take 20 and 30 seconds, respectively, then the combined

result is expected to take 30 seconds, since MADSUM assumes its agents are operating on

different machines. Thus the accumulation function for TIME is the max function. Since

DS for a proposition or tree is represented as a pair of triplets, it is clearly not additive.

Instead, DS has a special accumulation function (shown as ⊕) that operates on the triplet

pairs as described above, such that

[[x+
max x+

sum x+
count][x

−
max x−sum x−count]] ⊕ (5.3)

[[y+
max y+

sum y+
count][y

−
max y−sum y−count]] =

[[max(x+
max, y+

max) sum(x+
sum, y+

sum) sum(x+
count, y

+
count)]

[max(x−max, y−max) sum(x−sum, y−sum) sum(x−count, y
−
count)]]

as demonstrated in these examples:

[[1 1 1][0 0 0]]⊕ [[2.99 2.99 1][0 0 0]] = [[2.99 3.99 2][0 0 0]] (5.4)

and

[[2.99 3.99 2][0 0 0]]⊕ [[0 0 0][0.5 0.5 1]] = [[2.99 3.99 2][0.5 0.5 1]]

thus preserving peak, sum, and count values for both positive and negative DS.

5.5.2.1 Combining text plan trees

MADSUM uses a set of domain-independent rules for combining all component

trees into one. I will describe how the rules are applied, and then review the rules them-

selves.
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Once a set of text plans is presented to an agent from agents below, the agent is re-

quired to design a text plan tree incorporating all of the received component trees. The set

is first ordered by a reduced version of the utility function. Since resources such as overall

text LENGTH, COST, TIME are not affected by the final order of the text parts, and since

the users’ preferences about these resources cannot be construed to prefer pieces of text

over one another, the altered utility function excludes the resources length, cost, and time,

and is calculated on the information attributes (peak DS for RISK, VALUE, and GOAL).

Individual integration rules order components in the resulting tree according to the same

reduced version of the utility function, again emphasizing peak DS (the highest DS in

any subtree), with the highest peak-DS-utility subtree always placed on the left side of

the tree; this ensures that highly significant information will appear before a large subtree

containing many pieces of low significance information, other features being equal. Since

rules are applied to combinations of trees from the bottom up, the resulting tree and text

will have the highest (reduced feature) utility text fragment first. If the user’s coefficients

for information attributes are all the same, then the highest peak DS text fragment will be

first.

This seems counter-intuitive at first; the component trees were chosen based on

the total utility they provide, so why not order them the same way? The answer lies in the

diverse nature of the utility components. Utility for a very uninteresting component tree

tlong may only be high because the associated text will be very long and the user placed

a high priority (coefficient) on LENGTH. Another component tree, tshort, has a very high

DS (and so will be significant to the user) but a lower overall utility than tlong because the

user emphasized LENGTH. I hypothesized that even when a user wanted a long overall

response, there was nothing about the length of a single component that should cause it

to appear before another, and so the shorter, more significant component should appear

first in the resulting message. This was confirmed by limited testing and should be further

explored.
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Yet another option would be to order the subtrees according to a utility function

using sum DS instead of peak DS. Consider combining two trees, t1 and t2. Tree t1 has

three subtrees, each with a sum DS of 4; thus the sum DS of t1 is 12. In contrast, t2 is a

singleton tree and has a peak and sum DS of 10. If the trees are ordered by sum DS, the

most significant single piece of information (in t2) would be far to the right side of the

tree, to be realized last, which violates my ordering hypothesis.

Note that MADSUM is not ordering sentences, but text plans submitted by agents.

Since an agent submitting a plan to the Presentation Agent may have contracted with

many layers of agents, the text plan it submits could be multi-sentential. The ordering

of information within that plan is done by the submitting agent, and the information is

not re-ordered by the Presentation Agent (or any other agent in the hierarchy). Thus all

the text sub-plans regarding the topic of risk are ordered by the RISK agent, so that all

risk-related information will be together in the final plan.

Barzilay et al [BEM01] performed experiments in sentence ordering within a para-

graph when a system has multiple sources of information. The multiple sources are not

supplying discrete information like the agents of MADSUM, but rather produce dupli-

cate, or almost duplicate information. Barzilay et al show sub-optimal results for two

kinds of ordering: majority rule, where the information duplicated by the most sources

(and therefore possibly the most significant or most reliable) comes first; and temporal,

where ordering reflects some time value intrinsic in the information (such as a sequence

of events). But their best result was obtained when they used information theme (similar

to topic) to group sentences (as done in MADSUM).

5.5.2.2 Text plan integration rules in MADSUM

The three rules are applied in the order below to each pair of trees. These rules

happen to be exclusive in their application, i.e. only one of them will apply to any given

pair of trees, but the system does not rely on this property. As new trees are created they

are added to the set, and the component trees are not removed, so that the set consists of
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(GOAL USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))

(PERSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(MOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) “strong current ratio”)

(INFORM USER “strong current ratio”)

DS: [[2.99 2.99 1][0 0 0]]

(GOAL USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))

(PERSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(MOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) "low debt-equity ratio")

(INFORM USER "low debt-equity ratio")

DS: [[1 1 1][0 0 0]]

(GOAL USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))

(PERSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(MOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) ELABORATE-01)

(JOINT-NEQ-01 INFORM-01 INFORM-02)

(INFORM-02 USER "low debt-equity ratio")(INFORM-01 USER “strong current ratio”)

DS: [[2.99 3.99 2][0 0 0]]t1

t2

t3

Figure 5.2: Two simple text plans (t1 and t2), and the result (dotted lines) of applying
the Joint-Under-NEQ rule (t3).

both small component trees and partially or fully assembled trees. Leaving the component

trees in the set allows the components to be assembled using different rules, as well as the

comparison of trees built by rules applied in different orders.

1. The Joint-Under rule (Figure 5.2) is designed to aggregate the supporting clauses

of two trees that are trying to accomplish the same purpose (this is determined by

comparing the structure of the trees over the clauses under consideration). It is only

appropriate if the two trees are of the same topic and DS orientation. When the two

supporting clauses are of the same or similar DS, the relation is labeled “Joint”.

However, if one supporting clause is substantially more significant (higher DS by

one or more) than the other, the relation is labeled Joint-Under-NEQ. The NEQ
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in the name stands for “not equal” and refers to the difference in the DS, while

“under” refers to the fact that the effect of the rule is to create a new tree with the

same superstructure and modify what is “under”it, as opposed to superimposing a

new superstructure over two trees.

In Figure 5.2 both t1 and t2 have the same DS orientation, and the difference

is 2.99− 1 = 1.99, which is greater than one, so the Joint-Under-NEQ may apply.

Now the structures of the trees are compared. When the trees are found to share the

same GOAL-PERSUADE-MOTIVATE sequence, but with two different propositions

(“strong current ratio” vs. “low debt-equity ratio”), the rule fires. It creates a copy

of the top of the first tree, and creates a new JOINT-NEQ node with both propositions

underneath. The new DS structure in t3 reflects that peak DS is 2.99, sum is 3.99,

and t3 contains two original subtrees.

(GOAL USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))

(PERSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(MOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) ELABORATE-01)

(JOINT-NEQ-01 INFORM-01 INFORM-02)

(INFORM-02 USER "low debt-equity ratio")(INFORM-01 USER “strong current ratio”)

DS: [[2.99 3.99 2][0 0 0]]
(GOAL USER (NOT (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (NOT (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(DISSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(DEMOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) "tech industry somewhat risky")

(INFORM USER "tech industry somewhat risky")

DS: [[0 0 0][0.5 0.5 1]]

t5

t4

t3

(CONCESSION (GOAL USER (DO ...)) (GOAL USER (NOT (DO ...))))
DS: [[2.99 3.99 2][0.5 0.5 1]]

Figure 5.3: Two plans (t3 from Figure 5.2 and a new tree t4 shown here as a subtree),
and the result (dotted lines) of applying the Contrast rule (t5).
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2. When two trees do not agree on an investment (i.e. the DS orientations are differ-

ent) then the Contrast rule can be applied, even if the trees are not of the same topic

(Figure 5.3). If the peak DS of the two trees is similar, they will be joined under a

Contrast relation. Trees with dissimilar peak DS values will be joined under Con-

cession relations, since a concession implies that one tree is more significant to the

message than the other. However, all the DS values of each tree must be in exactly

one direction, i.e. one tree must have all positive DS and the other all negative;

thus a Contrast will not be superimposed over another Contrast or Concession rela-

tion. This is because it is very difficult (even for humans) to unambiguously express

nested contrasts or concessions.

Figure 5.3 shows that trees t3 and t4 have opposite DS orientation, so this

rule applies. Because |2.99− 0.5| = 2.49, which is greater than 1, the rule will fire

and create a CONCESSION node to superimpose over copies of the two subtrees.

3. Finally, when two trees cannot be joined any other way, a Joint relation can be

superimposed over them (this is in contrast to the “joint” rules above where joints

are used to aggregate information under a common tree structure). This is avoided

if possible since a Joint contains no useful semantic content to aid realization (or

reader understanding).

More than one rule may apply to any pair of subtrees, resulting in multiple inte-

grated trees from the same set of subtrees. As various integrated trees are generated by

applying rules, they are maintained in a list ordered by utility, calculated under the cur-

rent utility function. If the agent reaches a timeout, it simply returns the highest utility

tree found so far. If the agent does not run out of time, it will eventually construct all

possible combinations of the available subtrees using the rules available. For example,

two subtrees with different DS orientations may be combined using both a Contrast rule

and a Joint rule. Given sufficient time, constructing both trees allows the consideration

of other ways to combine the integrated tree with yet other sub-trees. When trees differ
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in the relations used to integrate them, trees assembled with Contrast or Concession re-

lations are preferred over trees that are assembled with Joint-Under rules, which in turn

are preferred over simple Joint relations. Using a hierarchy to value one kind of relation

over another has been done by other bottom-up text planners [Mar97a, MOOK98]. If two

trees still appear identical, then one is chosen randomly as the high utility tree.

5.5.2.3 Generating Natural Language Via Templates

MADSUM generates text in a three stage process:

1. Domain specific agents provide the template-based text for the leaf nodes of each

tree fragment they create, and insert the text into a text plan tree template.

2. Text plan trees are propagated up the agent hierarchy, and as trees are assem-

bled/integrated, rule applications can modify the tree structure to affect realization

(e.g. the aggregation performed by the Joint-Under-NEQ rule).

3. When the Presentation agent finishes creating a single tree from the trees it receives

from below, the agent provides domain independent connectives and punctuation

based on the full tree structure.

Templates offer many advantages: rapid development, simplicity, and the abil-

ity to include some complex grammatical structures without deep analysis of the text

plan trees and domain concepts. [Rei95]. There is also substantial development cost in-

volved in using an existing syntactic realizer [Rei99]. Some recent systems also use tem-

plates [WWS+04], while other adaptive systems employ full syntactic realizers [JBV+,

MFLW04], but working with templates allowed me to focus on the issues of content

selection, limited aggregation, and ordering. MADSUMS’s use of RST-style trees will

facilitate a transition to a full syntactic realizer should that be desirable in the future.
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5.6 Implementation

I have implemented and tested the MADSUM architecture for adaptive response

generation in a financial investment domain. MADSUM is implemented in Java(tm), and

has been tested on Sun workstations and Apple G4 desktops and laptops. For details on

system performance, see Section 6.7.

MADSUM has agent “wrappers” whose task is to make text trees out of the data

returned by information source agents. The source agents can derive their information

from external data sources (e.g. websites or other agents), internal stored data from pre-

vious external acquisitions, or analysis of data. Currently all source agents access local

data files to acquire information, to reduce the vagaries associated with dynamic infor-

mation gathering (this allows my testing to focus on the dynamics of the data gathered,

agent interactions, and user preferences). Work devoted to information gathering includes

agents designed for a specific data gathering task and also automatically generated agents

for simple data gathering [KAH94, Kus00].

5.7 Examples of Adaptive Responses

Consider a user who proposes the purchase of 100 shares of stock in IBM. The

user model contains personal characteristics of the user, including her current investment

portfolio and her portfolio allocation goals. In addition, before proposing the stock pur-

chase, the user has set soft constraints on the length of the response, the cost in dollars

of any purchased information, and processing time. She has also adjusted sliders on the

graphical user interface to indicate the importance she assigns to usage of different re-

sources (length of response, cost, and processing time) and her interest in information

that addresses each of the different content categories (investment risk, value, and impact

on portfolio allocation).

Figure 5.4 displays MADSUM’s response under different soft constraint and pri-

ority settings. In Figure 5.4a, the soft constraint on length was 75 words and the user

placed a higher priority on risk information than on value and portfolio information. For
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5.4a: Risk metrics indicate IBM has a low debt-equity ratio, sug-
gesting the ability to weather an economic downturn; further, the
company has a strong current ratio, indicating good short-term liq-
uidity. In addition, IBM has historically maintained a moderate debt
policy, and the stock has maintained a moderate risk profile. On the
other hand, from a portfolio perspective you have already exceeded
your allocation goal for equities. Value metrics indicate IBM has a
price earnings ratio similar to the tech industry average.

5.4b: Risk metrics indicate IBM has a low debt-equity ratio, sug-
gesting the ability to weather an economic downturn; further, the
company has a strong current ratio, indicating good short-term liq-
uidity. On the other hand, from a portfolio perspective you have
already exceeded your allocation goal for equities.

5.4c: Value metrics indicate the stock has a price earnings ratio sim-
ilar to the tech industry average; on the other hand, from a portfolio
perspective you have already exceeded your allocation goal for eq-
uities.

Figure 5.4: Three responses, derived from different soft constraints and priority settings.

the responses in Figure 5.4b and Figure 5.4c, the soft constraint on length was lowered

to 35 words, resulting in the exclusion of some available propositions. In addition, the

relative priorities on risk, value, and portfolio information were kept the same in Fig-

ures 5.4a and 5.4b, but were altered in Figure 5.4c to place a much higher priority on value

information than on risk or portfolio information. Due to the 35 word soft constraint on

length that was set for the response in Figure 5.4b, propositions had to be excluded. Since

risk was given highest priority, much (but not all) of the risk information was included.

However, the high significance of the proposition about the impact of the proposed in-

vestment on the user’s portfolio allocation goals (she had already exceeded her goals for

equities such as IBM) caused that proposition to increase the estimated overall utility of a

response containing this proposition, and thus it was included despite the length of the re-

sulting response slightly exceeding the soft constraint on length. In Figure 5.4c, the user’s
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much higher priority for value information resulted in selection of the value proposition,

even though it was of lesser significance than other available propositions. In addition,

the highly significant proposition about portfolio allocation goals was included in the re-

sponse. These examples illustrate the system’s ability to vary its responses depending on

the user’s resource constraints, the significance of information, and the priority that the

user assigns to different resources and kinds of information content.

5.8 Evaluation

I have implemented and tested the MADSUM architecture for adaptive response

generation in a financial investment domain. The examples in Figure 5.4 are actual re-

sponses produced by the system under the conditions described in Section 5.7. Experi-

ments have demonstrated the system’s success at varying its responses to adapt to differ-

ent resource constraints and different priorities for resource and content attributes. This

section explains my choice of evaluation methodologies and presents a summary of the

results of human subject evaluations.

Mellish and Dale [MD98], having investigated the subject of evaluating NLG sys-

tems, recommend 1) that the components of a system be evaluated separately to distin-

guish their individual performance, and 2) that evaluations by humans use ranking when

possible, instead of open questions, to help unify the continuum of responses. They report

that many systems that ask seemingly simple open questions end up with a lack of human

agreement that is very hard to statistically overcome .

In keeping with those strategies, the response generation aspect of my research

can be viewed as having two components, content selection and content expression. Of

these two, content selection is fundamental to and inherent in the design of MADSUM,

insofar as it is the product of the user’s utility function and the agent negotiation process.

It was critical, therefore, to evaluate MADSUM’s content selection choices. With respect

to content expression, I evaluated MADSUM’s ordering of chosen content. While this

aspect of MADSUM’s response generation is not intrinsic to the system’s design, it is
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nevertheless an important implementation decision that will influence any future exten-

sions of the system. Evaluation of MADSUM messages beyond content selection and

ordering (e.g. keywords, phrasing, punctuation) should take place after a full syntactic

realizer is in place.

5.8.1 Content selection testing

I tested content selection by having subjects indicate which of two sets of propo-

sitions they thought would best fit the user’s information preferences, as indicated by a

picture showing the sliders set by the user. The purpose of the experiment was to validate

MADSUM’s content selection based on the value of a utility function that includes user

preferences about both message attributes and information significance (DS). The actual

questionnaire is in Appendix C.

In the experiment, twenty-one subjects were presented with seven scenarios con-

sisting of 1) a graphic depiction of sliders representing user priorities for the three kinds

of content (RISK, VALUE, and GOAL), and 2) two sets of propositions, one of which had

been produced by the system. The alternative was generated by hand using the strategy

not used by the system, i.e. if the system response content appeared to reflect user pref-

erence4, then the alternative content was selected based on significance (DS). In some

pairs, the significance (DS) of propositions and the priority that the user placed on that

kind of information were congruent (each proposition was either both significant and high

priority, or both of lesser significance and lesser priority). Propositions in both sets were

ordered by significance. The system’s response was listed first in some pairs and second

in others.

There were four content selection questions (not placed consecutively) in which

information significance (DS) and user priority were congruent. Twenty-one people ex-

amined four pairs of this kind, for a total of 84 tests, and the scores for these questions

4 The system does not choose to reflect either user preference or information signifi-
cance (DS), but considers both in a utility function.
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were as follows:

scenario 1 2 3 4
number correct 19 20 21 18 total: 78/84

A one-tailed binomial test shows that this result is highly significant (p << .01).

In three scenarios the user’s priorities and information significance conflicted. For

example, the user might indicate a strong preference for RISK information, but the propo-

sition for VALUE appeared to be more significant than the proposition for RISK. In such

a case, the user might decide that:

1. the system should select information only based on apparent significance; or

2. the system should base content selection only on what information preferences are

indicated by the user’s sliders; or

3. some balance of significance and user priority should be used to affect content

selection.

MADSUM implements the third option, by using a utility function that includes both

information significance (DS) and user preferences. Subjects were given the opportunity

to choose between responses that favored priority in content selection, responses that

favored significance, and responses that balanced priority and significance.

An example scenario from the content selection evaluation is presented in Fig-

ure 5.5. In this example the user’s priorities and information significance were in conflict.

The user has set the sliders to show a preference for RISK information. However, in the

two content sets shown (these sets both contain only a single proposition) the information

about RISK appears much more significant to a reader than the VALUE information. The

reader can distinguish which topics these ratios belong to because they have an instruction

sheet (see Appendix B) that lists the financial ratios which correspond to each topic.
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2. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has historically maintained a moderate debt policy

(b) company has a very poor price earnings ratio, suggesting it may be over-

valued

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?

192

Figure 5.5: A sample content selection evaluation scenario.

Twenty-one subjects were asked three questions for which significance was not

congruent with user priority, for a total of 62 tests, and the results were:

scenario 1 2 3

number correct 19 11 19 total: 49/62
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A one-tailed binomial test shows that this result is highly significant (p << .01).

The significance of the results for the content selection scenarios indicates that the

subjects did, indeed, think that the system should take into account both information sig-

nificance (DS) and user preferences, and further, that the subjects agreed (to a significant

degree) with the particular content selection choices made by MADSUM for the examples

provided.

5.8.2 Content order testing

As discussed in Section 5.5.2, MADSUM places the highest utility propositions at

the “beginning” (to the left) of each integrated text plan tree, but only after the length,

cost, and time terms have been removed from the utility function. This was done because

I hypothesized that once content was selected, the user’s preferences about the message’s

entire length, cost and time should not affect the ordering of text within the message.

Thus utility for ordering consists of the DS terms, with a user specified coefficient and

peak DS as determined by the agent that generated that portion of the text plan. As trees

are recursively integrated this results in the subtree that contains the proposition with

the highest peak-DS utility being placed to the left, where it will be realized first. To

test the system’s ordering of propositions in its presentation to the user, I performed an

experiment in which 16 subjects were each presented with 9 scenarios. Each scenario

again included a graphic depiction of sliders representing user priorities for the three

kinds of content. The subjects were presented with two different orders of presentation

of the same propositions (i.e. the content was the same in both sets). In each case, most

cue phrases and connectives were removed in an attempt to prevent subjects from being

influenced by phrasing.

Four of the nine scenarios (not presented consecutively) had propositions where

the most important proposition was of the same topic that the user had indicated was the

highest priority, i.e. the significance and user priority were congruent. For these scenarios

the results were as follows:
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scenario 1 2 3 4
number correct 15 14 15 15 total: 59/64

A one-tailed binomial test shows that this result is highly significant (p << .01).

The remaining five scenarios consisted of sets where the most significant proposi-

tion was not congruent with the user’s information preferences. Thus the subjects had to

decide whether the system should order information:

• based only on apparent significance; or

• based only on what information preferences are indicated by the user’s sliders; or

• according to some balance of significance and user priority.

The results for the 16 subjects on five non-congruent ordering questions (not presented

consecutively) were:

scenario 1 2 3 4 5
number correct 6 10 12 10 9 total: 47/80

A one-tailed binomial test showed that this result was significant (p < .05).

All ordering tests combined yielded results of 106 correct (i.e. subject chose the

system result) out of 144 tests. A one-tailed binomial test shows that this result is highly

significant (p << .01). This result supports MADSUM’s method of ordering propositions

by showing that subjects agree with selection and ordering choices made by MADSUM.

The results for individual questions also suggest that system ordering performance may

have room for improvement when user priorities and significance are not congruent.

One must note that full evaluation of a decision support system requires that sub-

jects interact with the system on a real decision that they want to make. Only then is

the user in the “frame of mind” such that he or she can make a reliable judgement about

the system’s performance. Nonetheless, these evaluation experiments support the content
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selection and ordering strategies used by MADSUM and suggest that they will contribute

to producing quality response generation in decision support.

5.9 Summary

MADSUM produces responses that are tailored to a particular user. The user can

explicitly influence the system behavior by setting preferences on attributes of the re-

sponse, including topic priorities and response COST, LENGTH, and processing TIME.

The user can also constrain the system’s use of available resources in a hard or soft man-

ner. I have demonstrated that even under a consistent data environment, MADSUM re-

sponds differently under different user preferences. Furthermore, my evaluations show

that subjects strongly concur with MADSUM’s choice of content, and concur to a lesser

(but still significant) degree with MADSUM’s ordering of content.

Chapter 6 details the contribution of the architecture to the response, as well as the

features that allow MADSUM to operate successfully in a dynamic environment.
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Chapter 6

AN AGENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE

Information of all kinds is increasingly available from distributed sources. Decision-

support systems typically use information from a broad range of sources; such a system

might have access to a variety of expert information providers as well as generic news

sources. The number and variety of sources currently available freely on the Web cre-

ates tremendous opportunities for a system that can exploit them to the advantage of a

particular user. (MADSUM agents can take advantage of free information sources, but

MADSUM is designed to weigh cost as part of its utility calculation.)

However, the availability of multiple sources provides computational challenges

in addition to opportunities. Problems that arise for the system include determining:

1. which sources to use: MADSUM sources will differ in the type of information they

provide, the quality of the information, and pricing. Other source considerations

could include communication quality, consistency, discounting, collaborative be-

havior, etc.

2. how to allocate finite resources across sources: in the investment domain, MADSUM

considers the resources of COST (dollar cost), LENGTH (text length in words), and

TIME (seconds from initial request to presentation of a message).

3. how to integrate results from different sources: The results in MADSUM will be

text plan trees, which MADSUM integrates.
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4. what to do when sources don’t perform as agreed or results do not meet expecta-

tions; and

5. how to react when the environment changes (including resources, other agents, or

the user).

To be a successful decision-support system, MADSUM has to address all of these is-

sues to some degree. Multi-agent systems are commonly used as a means of address-

ing the problems and opportunities presented by a dynamic, heterogeneous information

environment[Klu01], and so I chose to implement MADSUM as a system of multiple

software agents.

In the previous chapter, I presented a multi-attribute decision-theoretic approach

to generating responses in a decision support system. I have implemented this approach

within an agent-based architecture that addresses the above issues and enables flexible,

fail-soft behavior. This chapter presents the agent-based framework. Section 6.1 dis-

cusses related architecture research, and Section 6.2 outlines the DECAF agent archi-

tecture which underlies MADSUM. Section 6.3 describes the MADSUM architecture.

The agent negotiation process is presented in Section 6.4, and the resulting execution

is presented in Section 6.5. MADSUM’s failure handling protocol is described in Sec-

tion 6.6, and Section 6.7 presents empirical results supporting earlier claims made about

MADSUM’s performance. The chapter is summarized in Section 6.8.

6.1 Related work

Research related to the MADSUM architecture has been done in the areas of de-

cision support, agents using utility theory, resource allocation and negotiation. The de-

cision support system BIG [LHK+98] has an architecture which shares many of the fea-

tures of MADSUM, as well as having many features MADSUM does not have. BIG lo-

cates/discovers, retrieves, and processes information to help a user make a decision about
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purchasing a software package. BIG was designed as a next-generation information sys-

tem that would integrate numerous artificial intelligence technologies: scheduling, plan-

ning, text processing, information retrieval and extraction, and limited problem solving.

There are also many differences between the systems. First, while MADSUM

is composed of multiple software agents, BIG is a single, highly complex information

gathering agent. Second, BIG displays results as a series of product feature name/value

pairs organized in a form, while MADSUM produces text. Third, MADSUM allocates

resources based on a decision-theoretic measure of various user preferences, while BIG

does not, as explained below.

Important characteristics shared by MADSUM and BIG are that both are designed

to use the TÆMS formalism (see Section 6.2) to express the trade-offs between cost, qual-

ity, and duration that are required for intelligent scheduling. While MADSUM explicitly

represents the information required by TÆMS, MADSUM has not fully implemented the

TÆMS interface in its underlying architecture, DECAF (see Section 6.2), while BIG im-

plements it and is investigating design issues. In particular, BIG uses TÆMS to reason

about uncertainty, and opportunistically plans to address uncertainty. This would be very

applicable to the problem MADSUM addresses if the uncertainty were related to the in-

formation that BIG gathers; however, the uncertainty in question is not about information,

but rather the end-to-end performance of the system.

As in MADSUM, the user can also place hard constraints on the amount of time

and money BIG will spend in developing an answer. BIG does allow the user to specify

one meta-preference about the information result it produces (as opposed to the prefer-

ences the user expresses about the software under consideration). The user can indicate a

preference for information precision (increased detail) versus breadth of coverage (num-

ber of sources explored), which will influence how BIG chooses to allocate resources. A

number representing the precision/coverage trade-off is used directly as the quality met-

ric by the scheduler. This is in contrast to MADSUM’s arbitrarily-sized vector of user
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preference attributes, each associated with a weight, which can then be combined to form

a single overall utility measure. Thus MADSUM uses a decision theoretic means to al-

locate resources based on multiple user preferences about the message, while BIG uses

multiple uses preferences about the software product being considered, and a single user

preference about the message in conjunction with cost and time constraints.

Like MADSUM, BIG must make choices about how to integrate information from

different sources. In the case of BIG, the sources are not different agents within the sys-

tem, but actual web or database information found by BIG. In the BIG system, the process

is called “information fusion”, and it assigns an ordinal information quality number to

each piece of information it discovers or calculates, based on some confidence assigned

to the information type or source. The actual information is then weighted according to

the assigned quality. The disadvantage of this approach is that information about a high

product rating from a high-quality site, combined with information about a low prod-

uct rating from a different high quality site, will result in a neutral combined rating. In

contrast, MADSUM would present both pieces of information in a CONTRAST relation,

thus indicating to the user not that the product is of middling quality, but rather that two

sources disagree dramatically about the quality of the product.

BIG is decision theoretic in the same way as FLIGHTS [WWS+04] and MATCH

[MFLW04], namely that BIG builds a model of each product that it discovers, based

on a list of user-specified software features (not message attributes, but attributes of the

product under investigation), and then calculates the utility of the model to the user - not

the utility of the system’s response to the user. As explained in Section 5.2.2.2, MADSUM

pays attention to the utility of the message to the user, not the utility of a model outcome.

BIG is a highly complex agent focused on gathering and interpreting information.

Typical run times for the full system are approximately thirty minutes. Since BIG gathers

information and processes it into a form, it would be a simple matter to map the form

into RST-style templates and use BIG as a powerful source agent for MADSUM. Thus
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multiple BIG agents could focus on gathering and interpreting information on a single

topic, and MADSUM could form a network of such agents and integrate their messages

in a decision theoretic manner.

6.1.1 Resource allocation

Whenever multiple agents are involved in a task, the question of how resources

should be allocated to individual agents arises. Other multi-agent systems have explored a

variety of ways to allocate resources across agents contracting to perform subtasks. Tech-

niques explored recently include reinforcement learning [GCL04], extensive communi-

cation until a time limit is reached [ZLP05], and swarm behavior [dOJB04]. MADSUM

uses a simple auction technique (see 6.4) in which all interested parties submit a basket

of bids representing a range of resource consumption and result possibilities. Because the

MADSUM agents are cooperative and working within the same system, this disclosure of

information is not problematic. Wrapper agents that deal with truly external agents (in

future implementations) will need to have their own separate protocols for doing business.

There is also work on quickly finding optimal allocations across multiple re-

sources/attributes without having all the bidding agents’ preferences disclosed [JR04,

PS04](e.g. submitting only one bid in a progressive auction, instead of all possible bids).

This is especially interesting since most environments are not collaborative, and such an

implementation could expand the domains in which MADSUM could operate. However,

the failure mechanism that allows MADSUM to perform well in a dynamic information

environment relies on the availability of secondary bid information, and this would some-

how have to be taken into account1.

Auctions can also be dynamically structured based on a set of formal specifications

[LW04]. This allows a system to have a selection of auction types available and then

1 MADSUM agents submit a basket of bids (i.e. a finite subset of their preferences)
and so could probably work with such optimal allocation algorithms, but at a cost in
speed.
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choose the appropriate structure for the conditions at hand, as in [WWW98]. For example,

if all agents are internal, collaborative agents, MADSUM’s existing style of full disclosure

would be appropriate and efficient. But if outside task agents were included, then a partial-

or minimal-disclosure auction could be substituted.

Shen et al [SZL04] classify agents on a continuum from “completely self-directed”

to “completely externally directed”. Self-directed agents do not take into account the

ability of other agents to produce utility (whether for themselves or for the system as

a whole). Externally directed agents value another agent’s gain in utility as their own.

This continuum represents how an agent approaches achieving its goals. On a separate

continuum, self-interested agents have goals that only reflect their own utility, while co-

operative agents have goals that reflect global, or “social” utility. MADSUM agents are

designed to be a combination of self-directed and cooperative. Their individual goals are

the system goals (which in turn are the user’s goals), making them cooperative, but the

way they go about achieving those goals is to consider only the utility they can derive

locally (e.g. by allocating resources to children and assembling the results) which makes

them self-directed.

6.2 DECAF

The MADSUM decision support architecture uses the services of a separate agent

architecture, DECAF, to provide the basic functionality of individual agents in the com-

munity. This section outlines features of DECAF and why I chose it for MADSUM.

DECAF (Distributed, Environment-Centered Agent Framework) is a toolkit which

allows a well-defined software engineering approach to building multi-agent systems.

The toolkit provides a stable platform to design, rapidly develop, and execute intelligent

agents to achieve solutions in complex software systems. DECAF provides the neces-

sary architectural services of a large-grained intelligent agent [DS97, SDP+96]: com-

munication, scheduling, execution monitoring, coordination, and eventually learning and
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Figure 6.1: DECAF Architecture Overview

self-diagnosis. This is essentially the internal “operating system” of a software agent, to

which application programmers have strictly limited access.

DECAF provides an environment that allows the basic building block of agent

programming to be an agent action, or a pre-specified subtask (collection of agent ac-

tions). This paradigm differs from most of the well-known agent toolkits, which instead

use the API approach to agent construction (e.g., [Pet96]) where programmers are pro-

vided classes and functions with which to design agents. Functionally, DECAF is based

on RETSINA [SDP+96] and TÆMS [DL93].

The TÆMS formalism provides a way for agents to explicitly represent trade-offs

inherent in scheduling decisions by quantifying a task’s expected cost, quality, and dura-

tion. This representation allows a task scheduler to make “intelligent” runtime decisions

about how to best organize its workload given the computational resources available. For

example, TÆMS can represent that the execution of one task in a plan can facilitate the

execution of a different one. While MADSUM’s text plans include the information nec-

essary to allow the detection of TÆMS-style facilitation, the addition of facilitation links
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between plan nodes would fall outside the RST formalism (see Section 2.3).

The control or programming of DECAF agents can be provided via a graphical

user interface called the Plan-Editor. The Plan-Editor can be used to construct hand-

coded hierarchical task networks to be merged into larger, more complete plans, or to

view or edit plans. MADSUM task agents consist of six task networks created in the

Plan-Editor, each containing a number of subtask networks, which in turn eventually

decompose into actions to be scheduled by DECAF and performed by the agent.

Figure 6.1 represents the high level structure of a single DECAF agent. Structures

inside the heavy black line are internal to the agent architecture and the items outside the

line are user-written or provided from some other outside source (such as incoming FIPA2

messages).

As shown in Figure 6.1, there are five internal execution modules (square boxes)

in the current implementation, and seven associated data structure queues (oval boxes).

DECAF is multi-threaded, and thus all modules execute concurrently, and continuously

(except for agent initialization).

The Planner monitors the Objectives Queue and plans for new goals, based on the

action and task network specifications stored in the Plan Library. A copy of the instanti-

ated plan, in the form of a hierarchical task network corresponding to that goal is placed

in the Task Queue area, along with a unique identifier and any provisions that were passed

to the agent via the incoming message. The Task Queue at any given moment will con-

tain the instantiated plans/task structures (including all actions and subgoals) that should

be completed in response to all incoming requests and local maintenance or achievement

goals.

2 FIPA is the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, and has written the proposed
IEEE standards for agent message protocols.
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6.2.1 Why DECAF?

I chose DECAF as MADSUM’s underlying agent architecture for four reasons.

First, programming agents in DECAF is facilitated by the Plan-Editor. This feature makes

the development process easier by allowing agents to be designed by simply assembling

graphically designed task structures. Second, I wanted MADSUM to take advantage of

parallel computation on multiple systems, and DECAF has built-in features to facilitate

communication between agents on different systems. Finally, previous work[DWS96] in

DECAF has resulted in the development of a Matchmaker agent that allows agents to enter

and exit an agent “marketplace.” A Matchmaker, as the name implies, allows agents to

match their needs with the services provided by other agents (or vice versa). This feature

could facilitate the expansion of MADSUM into a domain that has existing information

source agents, and could also increase the existing implemented system’s ability to handle

agent failures (by allowing agents to select, at run time, among duplicates of existing

source or task agents).

6.3 The MADSUM Architecture

To address the issues of collecting and integrating information from distributed

sources into a single text plan, MADSUM is implemented as a hierarchical network of

independent agents (see Figure 6.2), currently consisting of thirteen DECAF software

agents. At the lowest level are seven information providers, or “source” agents, that

can access information, sometimes from remote sources. Above these sources in the

hierarchy are task agents, or “wrappers” that have source agents as children. They are

called wrappers because part of their task is to “wrap” the information from the source

agents in a package readable by the other agents in the system: in this system, a text plan.

At the top of the hierarchy is a Presentation Agent which receives the initial request for

decision support from the user and interacts with the task agents (who interact with other

task agents and source agents) to produce a message.
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Figure 6.2: The MADSUM agent hierarchy

6.3.1 Information source agents

Many of the information providers, or source agents, report the value of a specific

financial ratio for a company. A financial ratio3 is simply a formula involving two or

more numbers taken from a company’s financial reports. For example, the Current Ratio is

found by dividing a company’s current assets by current liabilities; these are both numbers

found on a financial statement called a balance sheet.

The implemented source agents are:

1. Current Ratio: this agent returns the Current Ratio for a given company. The

Current Ratio is a financial ratio that indicates the ability of a company to cover

short-term obligations.

3 The financial ratios used here are widely used and described. For a thorough analysis
of the import of each ratio used here (and many others) see [Bra02].
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2. Debt-to-Equity: a financial ratio agent. This ratio is an indication of how highly

leveraged a given company is (i.e. how much debt they have relative to the value of

the company).

3. Industry Risk4: an agent that returns a broad assessment of the degree of risk in-

volved in the company’s primary industry, where risk here is taken to mean volatil-

ity as reported by Barron’s [Bar].

4. Price-Earnings: a financial ratio agent. The Price/Earnings ratio gives an indica-

tion of how expensive a stock is relative to its recent earnings performance.

5. Return-on-Equity: a financial ratio agent. This ratio is an indication of the yield

an investor would have derived in a recent period. Note that the yield (return) does

not consider capital appreciation.

6. Portfolio Goal: an agent that considers a potential investment’s impact on the user’s

portfolio allocation goals. In particular, the user model includes the user’s intended

balance between equities (stocks, or ownership in another organization) and secu-

rities (bonds, i.e. debt of another organization). The agent reports on whether the

investment under consideration moves the user closer to or further from their stated

goals, and may also note if a purchase would concentrate the user’s assets too highly

in a single investment.

7. Retirement Goal: an agent that considers an investment and the user’s portfolio in

light of the user’s number of years to retirement. The agent compares a percentage

of the user’s annual consumption to the user’s cash equivalent (securities) balance.

This is motivated by the philosophy that as retirement approaches, investments that

4 This agent was not part of the original set of financial source agents, but was added
to MADSUM later as an exercise to test the ease of including a new agent and its
information. Adding the agent and its wrapper (see IR Parent) took about four hours
from starting the PlanEditor to running successful test data.
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will be consumed within five years should be moved out of the more volatile equi-

ties and into securities. The agent comments if insufficient securities are available

to cover near-future retirement needs. Note that there are no near-future retirement

needs if the user is more than five years from retirement.

The agents above that report financial ratios have a two tier price system. For the

low price they simply report a ratio. This is useful, since many ratios have values with

meanings that hold across companies and even industries. For example, a Current Ra-

tio over two is considered a sign of (short-term) strength in any industry. For a higher

price the agent will report on this company’s ratio relative to that of the company’s pri-

mary industry classification (e.g. DCX (Daimler-Chrysler’s) industry classification is auto

manufacturing). This is more valuable information since it takes into account informa-

tion specific to an industry. For example, firms in the contracting business are expected to

have relatively high debt loads, so their Debt-to-Equity ratios will look high in an absolute

sense, but not when compared to other contractors.

6.3.2 Internal task agents

Task agents are internal to the hierarchy, i.e. they are neither leaves (those would

be source agents) or at the root (the top, which is the Presentation Agent). Task agents

may serve as “wrappers”, using domain knowledge to convert the information from their

children that are source agents into simple text plan trees via templates. Wrappers are a

research topic on their own. Of particular relevance is work in automatically generating

wrappers for simple web sources like the financial ratios described here [CHJ02, Kus00,

AK97, KWD97, Sod97]. (The existence of these automatic and semi-automatic wrapper

generators is a further argument for the development of systems such as MADSUM, that

can integrate the results provided by multiple, wrapped sources.) Task agents also nego-

tiate about the contents of messages, and if they have multiple children they integrate the

text plan trees of their children into a single plan tree.
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The three highest-level task agents are RISK, VALUE, and GOAL, and their tasks

correspond with three common ways to analyze the suitability of an investment for a par-

ticular investor. Risk analysis examines how volatile an investment may be, based on

certain relevant financial characteristics. Similarly, value analysis looks at attributes of

a company’s financial record that may give insight into differences between an invest-

ment’s market value and its price. Finally, users make investments to achieve goals, and

thus investments can be evaluated in terms of their contributions to different user goals

(e.g. reaching certain portfolio benchmarks). These three task agents communicate with

the Presentation Agent above (see Figure 6.2), and either with task agents below (fur-

ther dividing topics into specialties, e.g. risk is divided into debt risk and industry risk)

or with source agents below (e.g. GOAL communicates directly with the source agents

PORTFOLIO GOAL and RETIREMENT GOAL). For simplicity of design, task agents have

as children either other task agents or source agents, but not both. The task agents are as

follows:

1. Risk: This task agent is responsible for messages about risk information. The task

is further divided into subtasks for task agents DEBT RISK and INDUSTRY RISK.

2. Debt Risk: This agent handles source agents that report information on debt-related

aspects of a company’s financial picture. The source agents that fit this description

are Current Ratio and Debt-to-Equity, so this agent is parent to both. This agent’s

parent is the task agent RISK.

3. IR Parent: This agent is solely a wrapper for Industry Risk. Since task agents

communicate either with other task agents or with source agents, but not both,

INDUSTRY RISK cannot communicate directly with RISK, thus requiring this in-

termediary task agent. All source agents need wrappers to convert their data to text

plans, but because there are no other source agents reporting this type of informa-

tion, INDUSTRY RISK is an only child (see footnote for INDUSTRY RISK on page
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130). This task agent’s parent is the task agent RISK.

4. Goal: parent to Portfolio Goal and Retirement Goal, this agent wraps sources that

consider the user’s explicit or implied financial goals. The parent of GOAL is the

Presentation Agent.

5. Value: parent to Price-Earnings and Return-on-Equity, this agent wraps sources

that provide information that can be useful in evaluating a company’s recent perfor-

mance relative to its share price. The parent of VALUE is the Presentation Agent.

The internal task agents of the hierarchy each have the capacity to make indepen-

dent decisions about which information to acquire from their children, and how to recover

when information from agents below fails to meet expectations (see Section 6.6). This dis-

tributed structure facilitates quick development, incorporation, and maintenance of source

“wrappers” and agents with expertise in different areas; the incorporation of agents man-

aged by other organizations; rapid movement in and out of the system by agents; and some

benefits of parallelization and fail-soft behavior due to process distribution[Jen95b]. See

Section 6.7.

The final agent is the Presentation Agent: parent to RISK, VALUE, and GOAL,

this agent receives the initial task message from the user via the GUI interface, and re-

sponds with the text realized from the final text plan tree. Otherwise, it behaves like

the other task agents, except that it has no parent. This agent has no domain specific

knowledge, since it does not wrap any sources.

6.4 The Negotiation Process

The negotiation process consists of four parts based on the common FIPA Contract

Net Interaction Protocol[fIPA02, OVDPB01] (see Figure 6.3). In the simplest version of

the protocol, an agent A requests that agent B make a proposal (bid) to execute a task that

has certain specifications. B either rejects the invitation or responds with a proposal. In

the third stage, A either accepts or rejects B’s proposal, and if A accepts, the fourth stage
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Figure 6.3: The FIPA Contract Net Interaction Protocol Specification[fIPA02,
OVDPB01]. A generic, standardized recipe of messages and responses that
allows agents to contract with other agents for services/goods, with time
starting at the top of the diagram (call for proposal) and failure or result
reported at the bottom.

is B fulfilling the proposal, and returning results to A, if any. This protocol provides the

outline for the behavior of agents in MADSUM.

The form that the protocol takes in MADSUM is as follows:

1. A decision-support task (e.g. consider a stock purchase being considered by the

user), a utility function, and a set of soft and hard constraints are passed to the

agent at the top of the MADSUM hierarchy, the Presentation Agent.

2. The Presentation Agent then forwards this information to its children (the high level
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task agents RISK, VALUE, and GOAL) as a solicitation for bids, and the solicitation

is propagated down the agent tree to the source agents.

3. Starting at the source agents (leaves), agents bid by submitting multiple estimates

for results they expect to be able to provide, expressed as a series of utility at-

tribute/value pairs.

4. Agents propagate bids back up the tree; at each level, agents select among the bids

from their child agents, and then submit a single bid to their parent agent.

5. Starting with the Presentation agent, agents commit to specific bids from their chil-

dren; and finally

6. Gathering, integration, and propagation of results occurs.

At each point decisions are made based on the utility function and other aspects of the

user model. The next three sections will describe the protocol in more detail.

6.4.1 Passing Request Information Down the Hierarchy

First, the top-level Presentation Agent receives a request from the user (via the

graphical user interface) to provide information that will help in a decision about a pro-

posed investment; this triggers a bidding process. Each agent in the hierarchy distributes

the request, along with hard constraints and the utility function, to its children. The re-

quest is seen by each agent as a solicitation for “bids”. The request progresses down to the

information agents at the leaves of the agent hierarchy. To estimate the potential signifi-

cance (Decision Specificity or DS, see 5.4.4) to the user of the information that they might

provide, the lowest level agents use knowledge of the domain as well as the user model.

The agents will estimate the value they can deliver for each term of the utility function and

submit it to their parent agent. Agents will provide multiple bids, representing different

trade-offs of overall utility provided and resource consumption.
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An important part of the MADSUM architecture/philosophy is implicit in this first

stage. Note that the agents in the hierarchy do not allocate separate quantities of informa-

tion or resources when passing the information to agents below them. Instead, all agents

know the full amount of resources available, and the original request for information.

While this practice presents challenges (see Section 6.6), it also makes it possible for a

low level agent to consider every means to contribute utility to the user. In particular, a

low-level agent can consider what utility it could provide if it consumed all of the allotted

resources itself. Under some circumstances, this would allow the agent to consider, for

example, purchasing high cost information that would be of very high value to the user.

6.4.2 Submission of bids by agents

Most agents will submit multiple bids representing a range of information with

a range of different resource consumptions and benefits provided. High utility bids are

submitted, but also alternative bids that vary widely from the high utility bid in terms of

the attribute values (thus providing options during later parts of the task). At each level

i, parent agents will consider various combinations of the bids submitted by children in

level i + 1. The parent agents evaluate the bids in terms of utility, select a “basket” of

combinations, and propagate new bids representing the basket up the tree. This occurs

recursively to the top of the tree. Though agents submit multiple bids, each combina-

tion includes at most one contribution from each child agent. Since each bid is a fully

formed text plan designed in response to the original request, including more than one

full response would probably result in duplicate information. Thus the complexity of the

problem may be constrained by limiting the number of children of an agent. More pre-

cisely, given a maximum number of m bids per child, and including the possibility that

the child will not have any bids included in the basket, then there are m + 1 ways for a

child to submit bids. For n children, and excluding the combination which includes no
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bids, the number of combinations considered by a task agent has an upper bound of:

(m + 1)n − 1 (6.1)

Though the hierarchical design of MADSUM can limit the combinatorial auction com-

plexity by restricting the number of children a given agent has, there is also work towards

making the general case of such auctions more tractable by imposing some minor restric-

tions on the process; see [WW00, CS04].

For any auction more complex than a single item at a monetary (or single resource)

price, the process of mapping agent bids into resource allocations is problematic. The

bid process in MADSUM, where agents suggest a probable utility payoff in exchange

for allocation of multiple resources, is more complex, especially when aspects of the

dynamic environment (incomplete information, possible failures) are considered. The

agents participating in each task agent’s “auction” constitute a “market game”:

Market games corresponding to even moderately complex scenarios are noto-
riously difficult to solve. That is, except for the simplest market mechanisms
(e.g., a oneshot auction for a single item, or a mechanism specially designed
to have dominant strategies), deriving a Bayes-Nash equilibrium is not ana-
lytically tractable.[WMMRS03]

The MADSUM process for allocating resources is not a standard auction process,

in which a single bidder will bid against other agents over time and eventually either re-

ceive all or none of the resources from the controlling agent (in MADSUM, a parent).

First, while all agents submit multiple bids, they submit the bids simultaneously, rather

than over time. Second, the parent agent controlling the auction is not considering which

single bid will afford the most utility within the available resources, but rather is consid-

ering combinations of bids (and the combinations considered will include combinations

of one, i.e. single bids.) Considering combinations changes the complexity of the process

to that of a combinatorial auction based on complementary resources. Complementary in

this sense means that the value of one resource is to some degree dependent on the avail-

ability of other resources[WMMRS03]. While this is taken into account to some degree
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by the utility function which takes multiple resources/attributes into consideration, the

MADSUM allocation process does not consider more complex complementary relations,

such as the facilitates5 relation in TÆMS[DL93].

Note that as the requests being passed down the hierarchy inform each agent of

the total resources available, it is possible for a single agent to submit a bid that would

consume all available resources. Similarly, it is possible for any combination of agents to

submit bids using resources in such a way that other agents are excluded. Both of these

cases must be possible so that one or more agents can offer the highest utility options

available. Consider an example where agent A has a very high cost, high utility result

available. If all other agents have low utility results, then the best solution may be for the

system to devote all resources to agent A. However, if agents can only submit one bid

(or a set of similar high-utility bids), then each agent above A will only submit A’s bid,

and it won’t be possible for agents further up in the hierarchy to consider combinations of

bids from other agents that may outperform A’s bid. The system’s fundamental strategy

for addressing this problem is the presence of alternative bids. Since alternatives are

generated and propagated at each level, parents will always be presented with a range of

widely varying bids when they are available.

6.4.3 Alternative bids

Alternative bids are chosen in such a way that they serve two functions in MADSUM.

First, when included in a set of bids submitted by an agent to its parent, they reduce the

likelihood that all the bids will look similar in their utility and their consumption of re-

sources (as they might if the n highest utility bids were submitted). This means that the

parent will have a broader range of choices with which to make basket combinations. Sec-

ond, the alternative bids provide a “back up” for the failure mechanism (see Section 6.6).

5 The facilitates relation takes into account that some agent A’s actions increase the
utility of the actions of a different agent B, even though they may not be required
by B.
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Should the agent’s first bid not perform as expected, the failure mechanism will examine

other bids submitted by the agent; the alternative bids are designed to provide flexibility

in the face of prior failures, as described below.

Alternative bids are bids that are chosen based on how different they are from the

high utility bid and from one another. In particular, they are not chosen based on utility,

but rather on how dissimilar the attribute values in the bids are from one another. The

purpose of alternative bids is to ensure some degree of diversity in the bid basket presented

to a parent. This diversity provides flexibility in a dynamic environment. For example,

if a user’s utility function changes during the message generation, bids that previously

had high utility may now be unattractive. If all the alternatives were chosen to maximize

utility, then all might well be unattractive. Bid diversity will also likely be valuable under

certain failure circumstances (e.g. a network failure), but that is not demonstrated in this

thesis.

Selecting alternative bids thus implies the ability to select bids dissimilar from the

high-utility bids. One possible approach would be to simply select low utility bids. This

faulty strategy assumes that if another utility function is used, it will be some kind of

inverse of the original utility function. Just because low cost and high DS are desirable

now does not imply that high cost and low DS will be attractive in dynamic circumstances.

Another possible approach would be to enumerate the terms of the utility function

and determine a priori which ones are most likely to change, and in what direction. This

approach assumes a great deal of predictability in the dynamic environment, which is

counter to the MADSUM assumption of an unpredictable environment. Also, MADSUM

is designed to take an arbitrary set of utility attributes, and even if such predictions were

plausible, they would have to constantly be updated as attributes were added.

My approach is to consider the bids themselves, absent any consideration of utility.

Bids are grouped by similarity, and the alternative bid selection tries to ensure that each

different group of bids has at least one representative in the basket of bids passed up
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Figure 6.4: An example showing three stages of Kruskal’s algorithm. The leftmost stage
has had two edges added. The shortest edge is added to the graph at each
step, growing a forest of minimum spanning trees. MADSUM stops the pro-
cess when enough edges have been added to reach the desired number of
trees (here three).

to the parent. (This approach contrasts with the decision-theoretic generation systems

FLIGHTS[MFLW04] and MATCH[WWS+04, JBV+]. In these systems, a user cannot

change his preferences about an attribute after setting them.)

To determine the degree of similarity between bids, the numeric values in a bid

(e.g. length, cost, DS) are treated as a vector projected onto a unit sphere, and then the

angles between the vectors are used to estimate difference as distance along the sphere’s

surface[Sal88]. Based on this measurement, Kruskal’s algorithm[CLR92] is used to grow

a forest of minimum spanning trees, gradually consolidating adjacent (similar) trees by

connecting the two trees with the shortest distance between them until the desired number

of trees is reached. (The system default is three alternatives, and would stop the process

at four trees. The extra one is for the tree that will contain the high utility bid.)(see

Figure 6.4). At this point, the intent is that all bids that are most similar to the high bid

will be in the same tree as the high bid; each other tree will have some set of closely
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Utility = 5∗EndP lateauLinear(DSr, 10)+5∗EndP lateauLinear(DSv, 10)+5∗Normal(length, 70)

1. Bids from child A:
lengthexpected = 40, DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]]
lengthexpected = 25, DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]]
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]]

Bids from child B:
lengthexpected = 40, DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]]
lengthexpected = 25, DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]]
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]]

2. Six highest utility bids representing combinations of children of A and B:
lengthexpected = 80, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U = 59.1
lengthexpected = 65, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U = 54.6
lengthexpected = 65, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]] U = 54.6
lengthexpected = 55, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U = 45.4
lengthexpected = 55, DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U = 45.4
lengthexpected = 50, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]] U = 25.3

3. Three dissimilar alternative Bids representing combinations of children of A and B:
lengthexpected = 30, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U = 20.5
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U = 10.0
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]] U = 10.0

Figure 1: Bids and dissimilar alternatives and their utility under the given function.

1

Figure 6.5: Bids and dissimilar alternatives and their utility under the given function.

related bids that are similar to one another, and dissimilar from the high bid (and its tree).

Alternative bids can then be chosen from the trees not already represented in the set of

high utility bids. Currently the highest utility bid from each tree is used.

The cost of using Kruskal’s algorithm for n bids is O(n2log(n)), derived as fol-

lows. Since Kruskal’s computes the distance between every pair of bids, for n bids it

computes n(n − 1)/2 distances (one distance, or edge, between each possible pair of

bids) which is order O(n2). Then the pairs must be sorted so that they can be added to the

existing trees in increasing order of distance; for n2 distances the sort costs O(n2log(n2)),

which simplifies to O(2 ∗n2log(n)), or O(n2log(n)). The sorted list is traversed at a cost
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lengthexpected = 80, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], U = 59.1
lengthexpected = 65, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], U = 54.6
lengthexpected = 65, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], U = 54.6
lengthexpected = 55, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], U = 45.4
lengthexpected = 55, DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], U = 45.4
lengthexpected = 50, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], U = 25.3
lengthexpected = 30, DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], U = 20.5
lengthexpected = 40, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], U = 20.0
lengthexpected = 40, DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], U = 20.0
lengthexpected = 40, DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], U = 20.0
lengthexpected = 40, DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], U = 20.0
lengthexpected = 15, DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], U = 10.0
lengthexpected = 15, DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], U = 10.0
lengthexpected = 25, DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], U = 6.8
lengthexpected = 25, DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], U = 6.8

1

Figure 6.6: Bids resulting from the fifteen possible combinations of child bids, ordered
by utility.

of O(n2), adding the pairs of bids to minimum spanning trees. Thus the dominant term in

the cost is the sort, or O(n2log(n)). To prevent the size and associated computation time

from getting out of hand, if the number of bid combinations being considered exceeds

one hundred, MADSUM selects a random sample of 100 bid combinations from which to

choose the alternatives. This keeps the alternative selection process under one second per

agent as implemented.

Consider a small example where an agent P has two children, A and B. Each child

agent submits three bids to their parent P : two bids representing single messages from

sources and one bid representing the combination of the first two bids. Thus P receives a

total of six bids from two sources (see Figure 6.5, part 1).

P must now determine what bids to send to her parent. P considers all possible

combinations, in this case fifteen combinations with either zero or one bid from each

child:

(A1) (A2) (A3) (A1, B1) (A2, B1) (A3, B1) (A1, B2) (A2, B2)
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New utility function:
Utility = 5∗EndP lateauLinear(DSr, 10)+5∗EndP lateauLinear(DSv, 10)+5∗Normal(length, 35)

1. Six previous highest utility bids under new utility function
DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 80, DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U=33.3
DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 65, DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]] U = 23.3
DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 65, DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U = 23.3
DSvexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 55, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U = 27.2
DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 55, DSrexpected = [[3 5 2][0 0 0]] U = 27.2
DSvexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]], lengthexpected = 50, DSrexpected = [[2 2 1][0 0 0]] U = 16.6

2. Three previously selected alternative Bids under new utility function:
lengthexpected = 30, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U=45.8
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]] U = 10.5
lengthexpected = 15, DSrexpected = [[3 3 1][0 0 0]], DSvexpected = [[0 0 0][0 0 0]] U = 10.5

1

Figure 6.7: Three responses, derived from different soft constraints and priority settings.

(A3, B2) (A1, B3) (A2, B3) (A3, B3) (B1) (B2) (B3)

These combinations are converted to single bids for comparison purposes; the fifteen

resulting bids are shown in Figure 6.6. If P chooses to submit the six highest utility bids,

then the six are as shown in Figure 6.5, part 2.

Now consider what happens if during the decision support process the user cuts

the desired length from 70 to 35. If the six highest bids were forwarded to the parent, then

the previous high-utility bid of length 80 remains the high-utility bid of those six. But

none of the old bids is now particularly desirable, since all of their utilities have dropped

substantially as shown in Figure 6.7, part 1. Furthermore, if the change in length had been

a hard constraint change instead of a preference, all six would have failed.

In contrast, if P submitted only the three highest utility bids and three dissimilar

alternates6 (see Figure 6.5, part 3) chosen using the algorithm described, the highest utility

bid would still be available, with two potential backups, to maximize utility under the

6 These are the system defaults.
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original function. In addition, under the new utility function one of the alternate bids

actually becomes the high utility bid (see Figure 6.7, part 2). (In this case it was the

highest of all possible bids, but the point here is merely that alternatives can become

preferable under alternate utility functions, even if they are not optimal.)

Of course, in practice it is not possible to know a priori how many alternative bids,

and hence tree groups, one may need. The presence of any n alternative bids is no guar-

antee that they will be a better fit for the environment at some time t. Still, having some

k highest utility bids and n alternative bids is demonstrably better in some circumstances

than having the k + n highest utility bids. Also, note that while in a stable environment

k = 1 would be sufficient for determining the highest possible utility bid from a particu-

lar agent, (since the utility function would not change, alternatives would not be helpful),

nevertheless alternative bids are needed to provide choice to this agent’s parent during the

negotiation process that allocates resources. (Note that the presence of alternatives does

nothing to ensure that the bid eventually selected will prove usable further up the deci-

sion hierarchy; alternatives reduce the performance penalty associated with such events,

as explained in Section 6.6).

Finally, note that the expected utility of an alternative bid set, under the original

utility function, must be less than or equal to the lowest of the high utility bid sets. To

show this, suppose that there are three high utility bid sets of equal or decreasing utility

Bh1, Bh2, Bh3, and three alternate utility bid sets of equal or decreasing utility Ba1, Ba2,

Ba3. All utilities are measured under some original utility function U1. Since all bid sets

are considered together when choosing the highest utility bid sets, then no alternative bid

set Bai
can have a utility higher than Bh3; otherwise Bai

would be one of the high utility

bid sets, not an alternate. It is conceivable that all the bid sets could have the same utility

under U1.
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6.4.4 Allocating Resources under Hard Constraints

Users are permitted to set constraints on the consumption of resources such as

length, cost, or time. These constraints are considered “hard”, i.e. agents’ results must

conform to these constraints or be considered failures. (This is in contrast to the “soft”

constraints that reflect aspects of user preferences in the utility function; when a result

exceeds a soft constraint there is not a failure, merely degraded utility.) MADSUM’s

preferred mode of operation is to avoid such constraints, since they place restrictions on

the ability of agents to respond to the dynamic environment, as described in Section 6.4.5.

If the user does specify a hard constraint for a resource (such as an absolute limit

of 100 words on length), then the system separately allocates the length resource across

the agents whose bids were accepted. Agents are not permitted to exceed an allocation

limited by a hard constraint. This avoids the possibility of peer agents in one level of the

hierarchy each (separately) deciding to exceed the resource use estimate specified in their

original bid, thus potentially exceeding the hard constraint when the peer agents’ text

plans are joined. In the case of length, this problem could be solved (at some non-zero

cost in time and/or money) via the failure protocol, but if the resource in question were

cost, then by the time the failure is detected, agents further down in the hierarchy would

have spent the money in question, and the failure protocol would not be able to reverse

the expenditure.

The complement of this problem is the reason that users should avoid specifying

hard constraints: when agents fail to use as much of a resource as they expected, there

is no simple way in a distributed system to make the unused resources available to other

agents that might use them to advantage.

To allocate a resource across agents when the resource is bounded by a hard con-

straint, the resource is first distributed according to the accepted set of bids. (Since the set

of bids was accepted, the set fit within constraints, and there is at least a sufficient amount

of the resource to cover all the accepted bids.) Any excess of a constrained resource is
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distributed according to the portion of the overall utility that an agent contributes, so that

the largest extra supply of a resource goes to the agent supplying the biggest portion of

utility, not to the agent using most of the resource.

6.4.5 Allocating Resources via Utility Envelopes

The topmost agent (the Presentation Agent) selects the highest utility bid and

propagates it back down the tree as a commitment of resources and an associated ex-

pectation of utility (in a utility envelope) that will be produced. This section describes

why this method of allocating resources is an effective approach to the problems created

by MADSUM’s dynamic environment.

MADSUM assumes that it is difficult to predict the utility of an information-

gathering task before the task is performed. This is a result of the dynamic environment

in which MADSUM operates, since not only does information change rapidly, but the user

can also modify the utility function at any time. Changing information results in changes

in the value of the information content (and thus its utility to the user), but also in the mes-

sage attributes of the information. A changing utility function directly affects the utility

calculation, and may be caused by changes in attribute terms such as new user preferences

regarding cost, time, or message length. Yet if resources such as cost, time, and length

are limited, an attempt must be made to distribute those resources across agents in a way

that maximizes utility.

Under certain circumstances, it would be possible for an agent to determine the

degree to which each attribute of a result contributes to overall utility and allocate re-

sources in a decision-theoretic manner. First, the utility function would have to be static

(which is not the case for MADSUM), so that allocation of individual resources could be

reasonably expected to deliver a certain utility. Second, attribute values would have to be

additive. Because the user chooses a separate function to be applied to each attribute term

of the utility function, it doesn’t make sense to talk about an individual result’s contribu-

tion to utility. For example, suppose the user selects the function StartP lateauNorm
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(see Section 5.4.3) for the LENGTH attribute such that a length of up to 50 provides a

utility of 1, but a length beyond 90 provides near zero utility. Now suppose two agents,

C1 and C2 expect to return texts of length 50. There is no straight-forward method for

the parent P to discover that if either or both agents reduce length, overall utility will

probably rise; instead, such a discovery would require sophisticated artificial intelligence.

Similarly, domain-specific processing might recognize that a result from one agent will

enhance (or diminish) the value of the result from another; but this cannot be determined

by a generic agent component examining the separate attributes of the results.

Since the system cannot determine an individual result’s contribution to utility,

or the contribution of one attribute across a set of results, it does not make sense to al-

locate specific resources to those individual results. Thus agents submit not one, but a

variety of bids, and the parent can then explore combinations of bids without needing to

“understand” why one combination provides higher utility than another.

MADSUM’s approach is to allocate expected utility instead of resources (except

in the case where a hard constraint has been placed on a resource, which is discussed in

Section 6.4.4). This design decision is consistent with the DECAF strategy of committing

to objectives, not to the plans that achieve them. Committing to objectives allows agents

to achieve the objectives with the strategy that best utilizes the environment at runtime.

For example, a contractor should be able to commit to building a house for a certain price,

and by a certain date, without having to specify where materials are going to be purchased

or exactly which subcontractors will be used. In MADSUM, the objective is the utility that

an agent is expected to deliver, given certain resources.

The Presentation agent always seeks maximum utility under the current utility

function. After the bidding process, when a specific utility objective for this decision

support task is determined, the agent sets a utility envelope for each child agent based on

the accepted bid from that child. A utility envelope is a number that tells the agent the
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lower limit of acceptable variation from the expected utility7. The purpose of an envelope

is to allow some flexibility in accepting responses that are not exactly as negotiated. This

strategy reflects an agent’s desire to avoid the real costs, in agent time, computation, and

communication, associated with rejecting a response and trying to find an alternative.

If an agent has bid an alternative in addition to its accepted bid, then the total cost

to the system of rejecting the result of the accepted bid is reduced, since finding that al-

ternative is trivial. Thus when an agent has an alternative bid, the alternative bid’s utility

becomes the minimum acceptable utility. The utility envelope is the difference between

the original bid’s expected utility and the next best alternative. Thus any variation in the

result utility returned by the agent is acceptable if it meets or exceeds the utility expected

from the next best alternative. Even if the next best alternative has the same utility ex-

pected from the original bid, there is a cost associated with abandoning the original and

communicating with the agent who submitted the alternative. Therefore a system default

minimum envelope percentage can be set so that the original bid will not be considered

a failure unless its result drops below the minimum envelope percentage or the utility

expected from the next best alternative, whichever is higher.

To clarify the envelope concept, consider a case where the only attribute of the

result that is changing is the cost, i.e. you have decided to buy a widget for $10.00.

When you get to the cash register, you find that the widget is actually a higher price.

Under what circumstances would this deter you from the purchase? If the cost was very

close, e.g. $10.02, you might decide that purchasing the widget at a higher price was

still your best course of action. However, if the widget was now $10.80 and you had

seen another widget in the same store marked $10.20, you might decide to reject the

higher priced widget and walk a few feet to get the lower priced alternative. In other

7 It is called the “envelope” rather than “lower limit” since the system has the ability
to represent both high and low limits for utility and utility attributes, resulting in
an acceptable range, or envelope for each one. Only the lower limit for utility is
currently used.
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words, your willingness to accept something other than what you expected depends on

your alternatives (as well as hard constraints such as how much cash you brought to the

widget store; hard constraints are examined separately from utility envelopes). In this

example, the original expected utility would have been based on a cost of $10.00, and the

utility envelope would have reflected the (lower) utility of the next best alternative (cost

$10.20) or a default percentage of the original utility (whichever was higher).

The exception to calculating the envelope based on the next best alternative oc-

curs when there is no alternative, or when the alternative has such low utility that the

agent would prefer to report failure and have alternatives investigated at a higher level.

In MADSUM the trigger level for reporting failure is currently 95 percent, i.e. if no al-

ternative bid has more than 95 percent of the original expected utility, then the envelope

is set at 95 percent. The default utility envelope setting of 95 percent was set arbitrarily

for our testing purposes to allow flexibility in the presence of minor changes of attributes,

thus preventing failure processing unless actual utility was below expected utility by more

than five percent. Clearly the setting could depend on the domain, total resource cost and

availability, or user preferences, and might even need to vary across attributes. Although

this coarse implementation of the default envelope concept could be improved upon, its

inclusion in the system is noteworthy as a part of the overall effort to address possible

failures.

One advantage to allocating utility is that it is simple and fast. The utility an agent

agrees to provide is expected from its children in proportion to the utility of their expected

contributions. If the utility of the whole is greater than the sum of the utilities of the parts,

then children are assigned an envelope with the utility of their original bid, and the parent

agent assumes that the combined results will again exhibit gestalt properties.

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that given only an expected utility, an agent

will consume resources in the same quantity it originally proposed. However, MADSUM

consists of cooperative agents which share a common (user-provided) utility function, so
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in the usual case they can be expected to approach their predicted consumption. For the

other cases, MADSUM agents monitor the results produced by their children and have an

elaborate but speedy protocol for addressing results that do not meet specifications (see

Section 6.6).

One problem faced when allowing independent branches of an agent tree to make

commitments is that two branches may both commit to the maximum consumption of

some resource. For example, in the text planning domain every source agent could sub-

mit a bid that would produce text that is the length of the entire desired result. This would

leave agents above with the option of allowing only a single source agent to contribute, or

forcing all bidders to re-bid; and in the latter case, nothing would stop the same problem

from occurring again, and being repeated at each level of the tree [YH95]. A system can

try to prevent combinations of agents from over-allocating resources in response to bids

(which would require a combinatorial number of communications among agents) or the

system can attempt to manage such situations when they occur. The MADSUM archi-

tecture addresses this issue by allowing an agent to make sub-optimal allocations which

result in the agent’s failure to deliver expected utility, and then focusing on recovering

from the resulting failures gracefully (see Section 6.6).

6.4.6 Summary of the MADSUM negotiation process and its benefits

There are several important features of the MADSUM negotiation process:

• Agents are presented with the user’s utility function and the total resources avail-

able, as well as overall constraints, so that they can contribute to the best of their

ability in all cases.

• Agents can present more than one bid, so that they can offer options for a range of

utility/cost tradeoffs. Agents present not just high utility options, but options that

differ widely in parameter space, to allow maximum flexibility should the utility

function change mid-process.
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• A utility envelope allows bidders some flexibility in the utility they ultimately pro-

vide, but that flexibility is partially dependent on the utility of the next best alterna-

tive.

• Agents bid with specific attributes, but commit to providing a certain overall utility.

This allows agents to choose alternative means of providing a result, so that the

process is more flexible and robust at runtime.

• The possible hazards of allocating utility and allowing result flexibility are miti-

gated later, during execution, by a failure handling protocol.

The MADSUM negotiation process is designed to reflect the dynamic, user-oriented en-

vironment into which it is deployed. Even if a negotiation protocol could be designed

that would promise full resource specification and an optimal combination of results, the

calculation-intensive solution could be rendered useless by a sudden change in the envi-

ronment, or an agent’s failure to deliver an expected result.

6.5 Execution: gathering, integrating and propagating results

When the commitment (utility envelope) has travelled down the hierarchy and

reaches the information agents, they match it to the bid they had made and produce the

intended information (consuming resources at the same time). This is the stage that in-

cludes transfer of funds to outside agents to cover the cost of any purchased information.

The information agents examine or query an external source (currently a data file, but

potentially a website or database) and retrieve information.

The raw information is passed from the lowest-level information source agents

at the leaves of the hierarchy to their parent task agents (wrappers), which examine the

information using domain specific expertise (e.g. a Current Ratio over two is a good

thing) and map the information into small text plan tree templates (see Figure 6.8). The

task agents integrate the trees from their children using coherence rules (see 5.5.2.1) for

combining text plan trees. In doing so, the task agents first order the text plan trees
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(GOAL USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

[implied] (RECOMMEND USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT))

(PERSUADE USER (DO USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT)))

(MOTIVATE USER (BUY USER INVESTMENT) REASON)

(INFORM USER REASON)

Figure 6.8: A simple text plan tree template.

according to the utility of their highest utility proposition, and the rules for combining

trees attempt to assemble larger trees with the higher ranked constituents on the left, so

that the higher ranked constituents will appear earlier in the response (subject to coherence

constraints). The integrated text plan trees are then recursively propagated up the agent

hierarchy. The final integration is performed by the Presentation Agent, resulting in a

single tree. That tree is resolved to text via templates, and the text is presented to the user.

It is important to note that MADSUM does not seek to provide an “optimal” solu-

tion that could be determined by simultaneously considering all possible assemblies of all

possible subtrees (see Section 5.5.1 for other approaches to optimality and alternatives).

Such an approach would not scale well. Instead, the system finds the best solution that

results from a series of utility-guided choices. Decisions made by agents at every level
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Utility: Results vs. Prediction
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Figure 6.9: Categorizing results that vary from expectations.

constrain the decision space of agents above, in theory possibly eliminating the best solu-

tions, but also rendering the communication and calculations practical in size and time.

6.6 Managing Failure

Failure is part of a dynamic world. Information that was valuable during a proposal

at time t may not be worth much at t + 1. Network problems, human errors, and disk

failures all cause problems that a distributed system must handle efficiently and with

minimal performance degradation. For MADSUM a “failure” is a result that does not

meet expectations. This does not imply that a failed result cannot be used. In many

domains a failed result may be better than no result; for example, in the financial decision

support domain a message that does not meet expected utility because it exceeds a soft

constraint on length may still be of more value to a user than no message at all. Also, a

partial result that has below expected utility when considered by itself may be acceptable
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in the context of other agent results with which it can be integrated..

While agents can predict the attributes of a result that they will provide, the re-

sponses of their sources change over time, and can change between the time attributes

are predicted (during the negotiation process) and the time that results are produced and

propagated up the hierarchy. Thus result attributes may in fact be very different from

predictions, and as a result the utility may be different as well, potentially resulting in

failure. The four possible combinations of possible utility and attribute8 results are shown

in Figure 6.9. The simple cases are those numbered 2 and 4, when utility is not similar

to expectation. Both of these cases require a MADSUM agent to manage the results as a

failure. However, case 3 is interesting because MADSUM focuses on expected utility, not

expected attribute values. In this case MADSUM can avoid, for now, attempting to correct

a result that has attributes that do not match the original bid. In circumstances where the

differing attribute values cause difficulties later, the protocol below describes how such

eventual failures are managed.

In addition to failures that can result from a dynamic environment, the resource al-

location issue described in Section 6.4.5 necessitates that “failure” will occur in MADSUM

any time agents consider a plan in which two branches want to use the same resources.

The decision to embrace the occurrence of failures as a means of addressing the resource

allocation problem means that the MADSUM design cannot avoid failure, but must in-

stead focus on being fault-tolerant and minimizing the performance penalties incurred.

Thus failure is a part of the normal operation of MADSUM, and the architecture has been

designed to minimize performance penalties incurred while handling failure.

MADSUM has four core strategies for minimizing failure penalties:

1. Task agents handle failures that occur below them whenever possible. This strategy

8 Attributes are referred to as a class here, but Figure 6.9 could also be applied to any
single attribute and its relation to utility.
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can prevent low-level failures from propagating up the agent hierarchy and over-

whelming the top level agent with failure-related computation.

2. Agents maintain records of all bids submitted by their children. When confronted

with a failed result from a child, a parent can consider the alternate bids from that

child, as well as bids from other children that may not have looked as attractive

as the failed bid. This strategy allows an agent to ask a child to fulfill an earlier

offer without resorting to a communication-intensive bidding process. Agents also

store all results received from children, even if those results were part of a bid set

that is no longer being considered. If the current bid set results in failure, results

from previous bid sets may be part of other bid sets considered, thus reducing the

marginal cost of those sets.

3. Agents don’t manage failures at the level where they first occur. Handling a failure

may become unimportant when viewed by an agent with greater perspective, either

because the result at the next higher level is not substantially adversely affected,

or because the failure gains significance in light of other failures and should be

propagated still higher. Also, this strategy reduces the possibility that an agent will

replace a failed result with one that consumes an inordinate share of resources, since

the agent above will be viewing the failed result in the context of other expenditures.

4. Failures that indicate substantial problems with a sub-agent’s performance, such

as a time-out or exceeding hard constraints, mean that the sub-agent’s other bids

will not be considered for failure recovery purposes. This strategy reflects the as-

sumption that an agent will not produce un-usable results or fail to respond unless

something substantial is wrong (such as a network failure). Thus once an agent A

fails to communicate or produce useful results, that agent’s parent should not plan

to make use of A’s capabilities (bids) for at least the duration of the current task.

These four strategies are implemented in the failure management protocol.
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Figure 6.10: The MADSUM protocol for handling failed results.

6.6.1 The failure management protocol

Figure 6.10 shows the procedure for handling failures caused by insufficient utility

being provided by the results from a child agent, as determined by applying the utility

function to the attributes of a result. The flow chart shows that low cost attempts to rectify

the situation are made early, while solutions that require additional communication or

propagation to a higher agent are last resorts. Low cost attempts are based on examining a

result’s existing attribute values, and thus do not require extensive calculation or extensive

domain knowledge (as described below).

Consider an agent A with parent P and child C. Of primary concern to an agent
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A is having its result RA meet the utility expected by its parent P , represented in the

utility envelope UEnvP→A. The numbered items below correspond with the numbered

diamond-shaped decision points in Figure 6.10.

1© The result from the child C, RC , has utility URC
and is compared to UEnvA→C (i.e.

the envelope that A had sent to C after the negotiation process) to see if it has

failed. If URC
does meet the minimum utility described in UEnvA→C then RC is a

successful result and the child sender C is removed from A’s list of pending results

(“yes” from decision point 1© in Figure 6.10).

If URC
does not meet the minimum utility described in UEnvA→C then RC fails

(“no” from decision point 1© ). However, it is possible that while this child’s result

does not meet the expectations of the envelope, the combination of all children’s

results9 may still meet the overall utility required by P , i.e. UEnvP→A.

2© The agent checks to see if URC
, though lower than expected, still allows all child

results (either actually received or expected) to be combined such that URA
meets or

exceeds UEnvP→A. If this is the case (“yes” from decision point 2© ), then no further

failure processing is necessary unless some other child result fails. The failed RC

may or may not become a part of this agent’s result RA, depending on whether it

increases total utility for the result.

If the failed result from C prevents the expected URA
from meeting UEnvP→A

(“no” from decision point 2© ), then agent A re-examines every set of bids Bi de-

rived by combining bids from children. For each Bi it is determined whether the set

contains a bid already in process, i.e. one to which A has already committed. If A

has already committed to some part of Bi, then the concept of marginal “cost” must

9 This is the utility of the combined results, not the sum of the utilities of the results,
since overall utility must be calculated on the separately combined attributes.
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be considered with respect to each of the resource attributes since previous com-

mitments to bids may reduce the amount of additional (marginal) resource outlay

required for a given Bi.

The marginal expenditure of a resource necessary to commit to the bids in some new

Bi depends on the resource in question. Consider dollar cost, one of the resource

attributes that must be considered in the search for an alternative bid set. Suppose

that A has committed to the bids in bid set Bold, of which bk is one bid. Once the

agent has committed to a bid bk, the source agent is entitled to dollar compensation

(having labored, or incurred expense), and so that money is already spent, and not

using the result will not gain a refund. Now suppose that some other bid bf in

Bold produced a failed result, and that A must abandon Bold because there is no

expectation that it will produce the desired utility. Three things are noteworthy at

this point:

– A has already paid for the result from bk (and the other bids in Bold), whether

or not that result has been delivered yet;

– A’s dollar resources for this task have been depleted by (at least) the cost of

bk, and so A has fewer resources now to consider alternative bid sets which

might produce sufficient utility;

– If A has an alternative bid set Bnew that includes bk, then because A has al-

ready paid for bk, the additional resource expenditure by A (i.e. the marginal

dollar cost) to secure Bnew is reduced by the dollar cost of bk.

Consideration of marginal resource expenditure makes bid sets that use previously

agreed upon bids more attractive. Note, however, that not all resources behave like

dollar cost. In particular, there is no point in viewing the resource attribute “length”

in this way, since simply not using a result avoids the length of that result. The

resource attribute “time” behaves in yet a third way, since the marginal cost of a
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previously chosen bid is the amount of time remaining to complete that bid, while

a newly chosen bid will take its full expected time.

After adjusting the expected resource outlays for each Bi based on the expected

marginal resource expenditures for each bid, A re-calculates utility for each Bi.

3© The agent examines the newly calculated utility of each bid set Bi and selects the

bid set with the highest calculated utility, Bhigh. UBhigh
is compared to the (now

lowered) expected utility of the bid set Bcurrent (which contains the bid for the

failed RC). If UBhigh
is lower than UBcurrent , then the best strategy is to continue the

present course (“no” from decision point 3© ). Otherwise, if UBhigh
is greater (“yes”

from decision point 3© ), then A will commit to the parts of Bhigh to which it has

not already done so.

4© The agent checks to see what results are still pending. The expectation of a result

is added to the wait-list when the agent commits to each bid in a bid set, and the

expectation stays on the list until the result is received, or a previously determined

deadline is reached (a “timeout” limit).

Finally, when all expected results are processed (the wait-list is empty) or the time-

out is reached, the highest utility combination of results is integrated to form a

single text plan. The results are then marked as either meeting UEnvP→A or failing.

Results are sent to the parent P even if they fail, so that P can make use of the

result if P finds that the result increases overall utility. The only circumstance in

which no result would be propagated to P would be if all available results violated

hard constraints (see Section 6.4.4).

Note that this marginal cost accounting greatly favors alternatives that include

parts that have already been “paid for”. Furthermore, because each commitment reduces

available resources, thus altering constraints, it is unlikely that the system can take a

radically different approach after failure unless resources are very plentiful.
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If every agent fails, but submits failed results, the Presentation agent will present

the highest utility message possible given the results available. Utility is a way for the

MADSUM system to estimate the worth of a message to a user; it is not directly related

to the user in any way. For example, the user does not specify some minimum utility for

a response.

If no agent submits a result (for example, if all results violate a hard constraint, or

there is a catastrophic network failure and all agents reach timeouts) then the Presentation

Agent reports that it was unable to construct a message for the user’s request.

6.6.2 Failure Protocol Complexity

Communication between agents is an expensive part of any multi-agent system.

After committing to a particular set of bids of size n, an agent expects n replies with

results. Next I examine how the number of agent responses can vary from n when a result

fails to meet the expected utility.

For any task agent A making choices about failure recovery, the number of options

that A has is finite under the failure protocol. Suppose A is currently considering a failed

result from child C. The result RC was to be part of a set of results delivered according to

the set of child bids BidSet1 of size n1 to which A has committed. A has the following

possible options (see Figure 6.10) in the failure protocol:

1. stay the current course and assume that the remaining utility derived from all results

of BidSet1 will be sufficient.

2. choose an alternate set of bids BidSetalt from children and communicate with chil-

dren about it; or

3. decide that A has failed and report a failure to A’s parent.

If the number of alternative sets of bids is salts, then option 2 can happen salts ways and

thus the total number of options is 2 + salts.
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Now suppose a result from a child is unsatisfactory or missing, i.e. it fails, and

agent A can respond with any of the three options. I will examine how many agent

communications result from each option.

If the agent decides to stay the course (option 1), then it could also do so once for

each other bid in the current BidSet1, for a maximum of |BidSet1| or n1 times, resulting

in the same number of messages originally expected.

If the agent chooses option 2 and pursues some BidSetalt of size nalt that would

meet expected utility, then the handling of this particular failure of RC is over, and the

number of alternative bid sets salts is decreased by one. Thus the maximum number of

times this strategy can be pursued is salts. In this case, the originally expected agent

communications are still expected, and additionally nalt commitments could be sent and

nalt results expected. However, the protocol favors choosing bid sets that overlap (due to

lower marginal cost), and so it will not be nalt communications going out and back, but

rather a marginal communication cost representing only the bids in the new bid set that

have not previously been attempted:

nmarginal = |BidSetalt| −
∣∣∣BidSet1

⋂
BidSetalt

∣∣∣
Finally, option 3, choosing to report failure to A’s parent can only be done once

and requires one message.

6.6.2.1 Worst case failure scenario

In the worst possible case, with all results failing and A not abandoning a bid set

until every result expected from it has failed, A will alternate between options 1 and 2

as follows. First, A will choose to stay the course for every bid in the current bid set

(option 1) until the last bid’s result fails (incurring a time penalty for waiting for results,

but no additional communication). Then after that bid set is exhausted, A will choose an

alternate bid set (option 2, incurring a communication cost the size of each bid set, since

in the worst case there will be no overlapping bids) and repeat. If this worst case were
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to occur, then from A’s perspective the protocol would have worst case communication

complexity of ∑
i

|BidSeti|

for all alternative bidsets.

However, this worst case is unlikely in practice, since MADSUM is designed to

avoid it. First, setting an appropriate time limit will stop the system from exploring all

possible options. If the time limit is not restrictive, then the system is free to pursue all

options and may eventually explore a worst case scenario. Second, exploring options has

resource costs other than time, and in MADSUM agents are also incurring dollar cost to

explore options. Since the user can place hard constraints on dollar cost as well as time,

this too can prevent worst case exploration. Ignoring the user’s important ability to limit

time and cost, I will consider the two possible cases, one where the user’s utility function

does not change, and one where it does, and show how the selection of a set of bid sets is

designed to avoid the worst case.

The worst case is unlikely because if the utility function Uoriginal stays the same,

then high utility sets are the most likely to provide utility within the envelope. Since high

utility bid sets are likely to share lots of bids (see Section 6.4.3), cost will be far less than

the sum of the size of the bidsets. Since Uoriginal stays the same, the alternative bid sets

are likely to be unattractive and will not be explored since they probably don’t provide

utility within the envelope. If Uoriginal is replaced by some Ualt, then the high utility

bidsets are either still the most attractive (in which case the previous reasoning applies) or

the alternative bid sets are now more attractive. Because alternative bid sets are chosen to

be not only distinct from high utility bid sets, but also from one another, it is unlikely that

many alternatives will be attractive (i.e. will provide utility within the envelope). Thus

even though alternative bid sets are more likely to have distinct bids in them, few bid sets

are likely to be explored.

Thus the circumstances under which the worst case would occur would be when
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• the time and cost limits are very high (indicating that the user doesn’t mind spending

large resources on exploring possible message space); and

• the utility of all the bid sets is approximately the same, so that any one of the high

or alternate bid sets meets the envelope;

• none of the bid sets share bids, despite the fact that they all have similar utility; and

• no task agent fails until every one of its children has failed.

6.6.2.2 A likely failure scenario

A likely failure scenario, if large numbers of child result failures are occurring,

is that A will run out of time and send a TIMEOUT message10, giving A’s parent the

opportunity to try to replace A’s result with results from other agents. Typically (see

Section 6.7) as failures occur, and before time runs out, A will go through the available

alternative bid sets, but at a marginal communication cost of only one message per bid

set. This is because all the top utility bid sets tend to differ by only one component bid,

i.e. if A chooses a bid set Bhigh containing C1bida, C2bida, and C3bida, then A’s next

highest utility bid set Balt, might contain C1bidb, C2bida, and C3bida. Thus the marginal

communication cost of changing to Balt will only require one new message to C1. (If the

bid sets differ by more than one bid, they are likely to be so dissimilar that they would not

all meet the required utility.)

Since the marginal communication cost of changing bid sets is likely one, the

cost to A of all of A’s children failing is likely linear in the number of bid sets A has

to choose from. Again, this probably does not include bid sets generated for alternate

utility circumstances, since they would not meet expected utility. But in any case, since

10 All agents in the hierarchy calculate how much time they have to work on a task when
they first receive a message allocating them resources for that task. If the time limit
is reached before the agent completes the task, the agent sends a TIMEOUT message
in lieu of results.
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the number of bid sets is relatively small (the system default is three high utility bid sets

and three alternate utility bid sets), a failure response that is linear for the number of bid

sets is very fast.

Still, even this linear complexity assumes that all children are failing to meet ex-

pected utility. A more expected circumstance will be some agents each experiencing some

children with some failed results. In the special case of an agent that has a child report a

single failure (after which the child would succeed), the expected marginal communica-

tion would be one (since the follow-up communication from the parent would succeed).

Therefore if multiple agents had children with single failures, the expected marginal com-

munication cost would be linear in the number of failures. This is shown experimentally

in Section 6.7, where the increase in total run time increases linearly whether the incre-

mental failure occurs under an agent already experiencing a failed child result (which is

expected to be linear as described above) or the incremental failure occurs under an agent

whose other children are successful (which is expected to add one communication, or be

linear across the system).

6.7 Evaluation

The system takes about 17 seconds for the two full rounds of communication and

text tree processing if all thirteen agents are running on a single G4 laptop. Processing

a complex problem with multiple information failures can take close to a minute. These

figures can be reduced substantially when the parallel nature of the architecture is lever-

aged, and when full Java runtime optimization is turned on. Optimization has been turned

off for MADSUM timing runs since the optimization effects are cumulative over a series

of runs, rendering consecutive runs incomparable.

I evaluated the performance of the architecture in three directions. First, I hypoth-

esized that while the execution time of the system was exponentially related to the degree

of the agent hierarchy (i.e. the maximum number of children an agent can have), that

within a given degree the addition and operation of new agents can be accomplished with
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Figure 6.11: Execution time vs. number of source agents, on three machines

only a linear penalty. The experiments to test this hypothesis are shown in Section 6.7.1.

My second hypothesis was that the system, when faced with failed results, would behave

as predicted in Section 6.6.2. This required the performance of controlled tests of the

failure protocol to observe its behavior (see Section 6.7.2). Third, I hypothesized that

the system was capable of taking advantage of operating in parallel by distributing work

across agents on different machines and so reducing overall execution time, and so I de-

vised testing to evaluate behavior when the system was deployed across three separate

machines. The results are described in Section 6.7.3.
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Figure 6.12: Execution time vs. Predicted Time, showing that increasing the number
of children per task agent increases runtime according to Equation 6.3.
The grouped data show, from left to right, one source child per task agent
through four source children per task agent.

6.7.1 System performance as agents are added

To confirm my first evaluation hypothesis, I must show that the system’s execu-

tion time is exponentially related to the degree of the agent hierarchy, and then must

demonstrate a linear penalty for agents added within a given degree (where degree is the

maximum number of children an agent can have).

(m + 1)n − 1 (6.2)
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Equation 6.2 (a repeat of Equation 6.1 from page 137 where m is the maximum number of

bids submitted by a child agent, and n the number of children) notes the relation between

the number of children of an agent and the complexity of the bid analysis. The graph in

Figure 6.11 shows the raw data generated by running between three and twelve source

agents under a constant three task agents and one Presentation Agent. First three sources

were run, one as a child for each of the three task agents, then two children per task

agent, etc., up to four children per task agent. Each of the three task agents was operating

on a different machine, i.e. in parallel, so that the execution time curve shown is not

representative of the work being done by all three task agents, but only of the work done

by (approximately) a single task agent. For this experiment between seven and sixteen

agents were evenly distributed across three Apple computers: an 867 MHz laptop with

512 Mb RAM, a 1.3 GHz laptop with 1.25 Gb RAM, and a 800 MHz desktop with 384

Mb RAM. The Presentation Agent was run on the 867 MHz laptop in addition to the task

agent being run there.

This data should fit Equation 6.2 on page 166. More specifically, in this case

where each task agent had n children and a total of eight bids (five high utility and three

alternative utility bids) per child, the number of combinations considered by a task agent

is

(8 + 1)n − 1 (6.3)

I then assumed that the number of combinations created and examined was closely

related to execution time, which will be true for large numbers of combinations. Figure

6.12 shows the actual time data correlated with the predicted time result from Equation

6.3. The horizonal line is the mean of the actual data projected across the graph for refer-

ence. The diagonal line is where all data points would be if they perfectly corresponded

with the predicted value. The f = 0.95 confidence curves on either side of the diagonal

line are there to show how well the actual data fit the mean, i.e. if the data were mostly

random and could be predicted by averaging, then the mean line should fall within the
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Figure 6.13: Runtime vs. sources count, 42 trials

confidence curves. Clearly the data here cannot be predicted by a simple mean, since

the mean line does not come close to fitting within the confidence curves, as numerically

shown by the value P < .0001. In fact, the data is not only not random, but highly corre-

lated to Equation 6.3. The R-squared for the correlation is 0.97, indicating that 97 percent

of the observed variance from the overall data mean can be explained by the predicting

formula.

Since multiple MADSUM agents are required to perform a decision support task,

it was my intent that the design should scale well. This would seem to conflict with the

data shown in Figure 6.11; however, MADSUM scales well as long as the degree of the

hierarchy is preserved. My hypothesis was that once the maximum number of children an

agent may have is fixed, adding agents to the system within that number results in only
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a linear performance penalty. My hypothesis is confirmed by the results shown in Figure

6.13, which shows that incremental additions of source agents to the system result in a

linear increase in time, provided the degree of the tree is not increased by this addition.

The graphed diagonal line is the best linear fit, and the dotted lines are drawn at α = .05

for the data points. The R-squared value is 0.95, indicating that 95 percent of the observed

variance from the data mean can be explained by the linear prediction shown. For this

experiment, between seven and thirteen agents ran on a single Apple 867MHz laptop

with 512 Mb RAM. Data are shown for an agent hierarchy of degree three (since the PA

has three children). All six task agents are active throughout the test (the Presentation

Agent, RISK, VALUE, GOAL, DEBT RISK, and INDUSTRY RISK), but the number of

source agents (the seven information agents at the leaves of the hierarchy, children of task

agents) varies from zero to seven.

6.7.2 Evaluating performance with failures

My second hypothesis was that the system would behave as predicted in Sec-

tion 6.6.2 if failing results were introduced. I performed controlled tests of the failure

protocol, varying the number of failures, to observe MADSUM’s behavior. As explained

in Section 6.6, it was my intent that the failure recovery mechanism be used by the sys-

tem to ameliorate poor choices made with good intent, but which then proved suboptimal

under dynamic conditions. This requires that the mechanism not be overly burdensome.

I chose to test the failure mechanism in two ways. First, I wanted to demonstrate

that within certain parameters described in Section 6.6.2, i.e. within MADSUM’s bid

protocol, that typical failures exact a time penalty that is essentially linear. Second, I

wished to demonstrate that the mechanism is indeed distributed and able to benefit from

parallelization, and that failures can be handled in parallel when task agents are operating

on more than one system.

Figure 6.14 shows the relationship between the number of agents returning a failed

result and execution time when running on a single machine. For this experiment fourteen
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Figure 6.14: Number of agents sending one failed result each vs. Execution Time. Lin-
ear fit shown with R-square of 0.94. Dotted lines are .95 confidence bound-
aries.

agents ran on a single 867MHz laptop with 512 Mb RAM. The experiment consisted of

60 trials with the thirteen agents previously described (six task agents and seven source

agents, see Figure 6.2 on page 129), plus one reporting agent. Of the seven source agents,

five11 were given data that would result in the source returning a failed result. Of the five,

11 The two source agents under GOAL were not selected to report failures since they
calculate initial bids dynamically from portfolio data, i.e. their bids are based on
their portfolio data, so to create a failure would have involved modifying a file of
portfolio data during execution so that the portfolio changed between bidding and
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Figure 6.15: Number of agents sending one failed result each vs. execution time, with
agents distributed across three machines. Line connects median values for
each data group. Two outliers were due to observed communication delays.

three were under RISK (CR, DE, IR) and two were under VALUE (PE and RE). These

five sources also had alternative data that would not result in a failure, so that when they

were contacted a second time during the failure protocol they would return a successful

result with utility close to that in the original bid. The experiment started with no source

agent using the “failure” data, then one source, then two, etc., until five sources were

all returning failed data (the horizontal axis of the graph). The vertical axis represents

the return of results.
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execution time from when the PA receives the first message to the final output of text.

The relationship between the number of agent failures and execution time is shown

to be linear with an R-square of 0.94, which confirms my second hypothesis. Note that

this is not the worst-case failure scenario described in Section 6.6, but instead just a bad

case scenario (since up to five of seven source agents are failing).

6.7.3 Evaluating parallel speed-up

Figure 6.16: Number of agents sending one failed result each vs. Execution Time. Lin-
ear fit shown with R-Square of 0.85; 2nd degree polynomial fit shown with
R-square 0.90. Two outliers were due to observed communication delays.

My third hypothesis was that the system was capable of taking advantage of op-

erating in parallel by distributing work across agents on different machines, resulting in

reduced execution time. To test this I performed the failure evaluation from Section 6.7.2

again, only with agents operating in parallel on multiple machines.
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Figure 6.15 shows results from an experiment similar to Figure 6.14, but this time

the agents are distributed across three machines (the same machines described in Sec-

tion 6.7.1). As one might expect, the linear increase in time is gone, since the time

penalty associated with handling an increasing number of failures can be hidden by the

process occurring in parallel (The three agents RISK, VALUE, and GOAL are operating on

different machines). Here a line connects the median points of each data group, showing

the decreasing penalty on overall time as the maximum number of failures on a single

machine, three, is reached at four fails, when CR, IR, and DE have all failed under RISK.

The two data outliers are real network communication errors, where a message sent by

one agent was not received by another, thus invoking a timeout penalty. Figure 6.16 shows

that a second degree polynomial (R-square 0.90) is in fact a better fit for the data than a

line (R-square 0.85), confirming that when the failure protocol is operating in parallel the

penalty is bounded by the agent with the most children.

6.8 Summary

MADSUM is an adaptive system that relies on a negotiation process to acquire and

integrate information from multiple sources. The architecture was designed for an envi-

ronment where information utility could not be easily predicted a priori. Thus a small

number of bids from each agent are presented to a parent agent, who selects multiple

baskets of bids from the child agents. Baskets represent different combinations of bids to

provide different utility to the user for varying resource commitments. If the user’s utility

function changes, or certain results are not as predicted, the variety of the baskets provides

alternatives without having to renegotiate. The bid selection process moves recursively

up to the Presentation Agent, where the highest utility basket (under the current utility

function) is chosen. Starting with the Presentation Agent, MADSUM agents recursively

allocate expected utility to sub-agents, allowing the sub-agents to determine precisely how

to derive that utility themselves (within optional constraints). This mechanism provides

agents with flexibility to operate in a dynamic environment. Changes in the environment
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or in the user’s utility function cause information results to fail to meet expected util-

ity, triggering a fast failure management protocol that utilizes stored information about

previous bids and pre-calculated alternatives.

All timing experiments support my hypotheses about MADSUM’s performance

and confirm the complexity analysis. In particular, while increasing the degree of the

agent hierarchy tree is exponentially expensive, testing shows that

• Adding new source agents only increases execution time linearly on a single pro-

cessor when the degree of the hierarchy tree does not change;

• The system benefits from parallelization, with the execution time penalty associated

with adding agents being sub-linear when the degree of the hierarchy tree does not

change;

• MADSUM’s efficient failure management protocol can handle certain failures in

linear time – in particular, those failures that are expected to arise as a result of a

dynamic information environment.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis is the result of two related investigations into areas of communication

in decision support. Both explored the communication planning problems found when

decision support information provided to a system comes from multiple, independent

sources. The first investigation resulted from a need to improve the quality of messages

designed for use by a physician in a trauma setting, and led to development of the imple-

mented system RTPI (Rule-based Text Plan Integrator). The second investigation was the

result of the application of some principles drawn from RTPI in a fully distributed, im-

plemented decision support system, MADSUM (Multi-Agent Decision Support via User

Modeling) designed to function in a dynamic information environment. This chapter

summarizes the research and suggests areas for future work.

7.1 RTPI

RTPI was developed in response to a need for improved output from the trauma

critiquing system, TraumaTIQ [WCC+98, GW96]. TraumaTIQ generates messages to aid

a trauma physician in making real-time decisions about a trauma case in an emergency

room setting. These messages were each coherent and concise when considered individ-

ually, but usually appeared in sets. When the message sets were viewed as a whole, they

appeared to be redundant, and occasionally incoherent. These characteristics are not de-

sirable in a setting where rapid assimilation by the physician is critical to success. RTPI

was designed to examine a set of message text plans and remove any inconsistencies
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that arose from the manner of presentation, and to increase set conciseness by removing

redundancies where possible.

RTPI draws on rhetorical structure and discourse theory to incrementally improve

a message set by successively integrating individual text plans when the plans share sub-

ject matter. RTPI uses transformational rules to aggregate and manipulate text plan trees

according to the communicative goals they achieve. The integrated messages that result

from application of the rules must retain all of the communicative goals of the original

messages, and arrange for the expression of these goals. In other words, RTPI does not

have the freedom to abandon a communicative goal to improve conciseness or coherence,

since every goal has been determined by TraumaTIQ to be important to the case at hand.

RTPI’s improved message sets were never tested in the environment for which

they were intended, due mostly to issues related to deploying TraumAID and TraumaTIQ.

(They both required rapid, real-time input of trauma case information, which proved elu-

sive [WCC+98].) However, it did prove possible to test aspects of the messages without

recreating the trauma environment (see Section 3.4). Comparison of the message sets

generated by RTPI and those generated by TraumaTIQ showed significant reduction in

the total number of messages in the sets, as well as reduction in the number of times that

the system had to mention various medical actions and goals. Comparing coherence is

more subjective; three human subjects making pairwise comparisons all preferred RTPI’s

messages over 90 percent of the time, and strongly preferred them 69 percent of the time.

The design and implementation of RTPI generated several significant research

results in the area of planning communication for decision support. In particular this

work has shown that:

• analyzing classes of messages in terms of their rhetorical structure allows the de-

velopment of integration rules that work on such structures;
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• these integration rules can be used to reorganize sets of messages to reduce repe-

tition and improve readability, while preserving all of the original messages’ com-

municative intent;

• when texts from independent sources are combined, the appearance of conflict can

be created by the structure of the messages, even when there is no real semantic

conflict in the underlying information, and integration rules can be designed to

exploit the relationships between messages and prevent the appearance of conflict.

7.2 MADSUM

Continuing my investigations into systems that integrate input from multiple, in-

dependent sources, MADSUM is a fully distributed system of software agents where each

source is a separate agent, potentially running on a separate computer system. MADSUM

is designed to provide decision support in a dynamic information environment, while

taking into account user preferences regarding resource use and message characteristics.

Decision-support is subject to many kinds of resource restrictions (e.g. dollar cost,

text length, execution time). Individual users differ not only in the resources they have

available to expend, but also in the priorities they place on different kinds of information.

While it is straightforward to represent these differing priorities and related constraints in

a user model, using that model to allocate resources for an unseen task across multiple

agents in a dynamic environment is not as simple. Before the information gathering pro-

cess begins, it is not known which agents will be able to usefully participate, or how much

utility they will ultimately be able to provide. MADSUM assumes poor predictive models

of ultimate information utility and thus requires dynamic organizational management in

response to run-time information failures.

To address these circumstances and requirements, MADSUM is a distributed adap-

tive system that uses a negotiation process to solicit and organize agents to produce infor-

mation, and a presentation assembly process to coherently assemble the information into
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text for decision support. A user model, including content preferences, deadlines, and

cost and length constraints, informs both processes. MADSUM must weigh the benefit of

different choices about resource usage and information selection. A multi-attribute utility

function provides a decision-theoretic structure in which the priorities of the user can be

explicitly represented and considered in light of the environment (information currently

available, the cost of getting the information, etc.). Furthermore, MADSUM considers

the priorities of the user with regards to the utility of the message, allowing MADSUM to

present high-utility messages about poor investment choices which have low utility to the

user.

The major research contribution of MADSUM to decision support communication

is that using the utility of a communication (instead of the utility of the contents) can

create messages with content and ordering that are preferred by human readers when

a hypothetical user has preferences about message presentation. MADSUM is the first

decision support system to focus decision theory on the result of message generation

about a choice, instead of on the choice itself. MADSUM also introduced new approaches

to certain communicative planning problems. In particular

• MADSUM allows agents to commit to providing a measure of utility, instead of

a list of specifications, thus allowing requesting agents to avoid costly resource

distribution algorithms and providing agents with flexibility in how they achieve

that utility.

• The development of an efficient failure protocol allows MADSUM to use result

failure as a mechanism for handling problems that arise from allocating resources

according to utility commitments.
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7.3 Future work

RTPI was developed in response to a need in the trauma domain, but was designed

to be domain-independent. Future work includes finding other domains like trauma deci-

sion support that involve an expert operating in real time and ordered actions to achieve

multiple goals (machinists? chefs?), and then developing critiquing systems for these

domains and investigating RTPI’s ability to function across domains.

While MADSUM’s content selection and ordering have been validated, the tem-

plate realization is not as fluid, nor as flexible, as current realization techniques allow.

Thus future work includes incorporating a full text/sentence planner into MADSUM to

improve the range and variety of texts that can be generated.

MADSUM’s responses have been evaluated in terms of ordering and selection. The

next step will be to evaluate them in terms of effectiveness and usefulness. This requires

that MADSUM be expanded into a fully operational web-based decision support system,

with source agents that mine raw information from existing web sites. Then MADSUM

could be incorporated into a stock game environment where players can use MADSUM to

help with decisions, and evaluations could be both subjective, from the perspective of the

user, and objective in terms of evaluated user portfolio performance.

A further goal is testing MADSUM’s reactions to dynamic environments by having

humans rank MADSUM’s responses to a series of questions in changed environments. My

hypothesis is that under limited time, removing alternative bid sets from MADSUM will

reduce the quality of responses by crippling the failure recovery mechanism. The pro-

posed web implementation could be used to document real cases of environment change

and calculate computational savings due to the presence of the failure mechanism and

alternative bid sets.

7.4 Summary

The two systems described in this dissertation are the result of investigations into

the development of decision support system communications. RTPI explores the issues
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surrounding integrating text from multiple independent sources in a real-time setting. In

particular, RTPI’s rules show that when communicative plans from multiple sources are

combined, careful integration strategies can reduce redundancy and improve conciseness,

while preserving all of the original messages’ communicative intent. Moreover, these

rules demonstrate that while presenting texts from different sources together can create

an appearance of conflict, application of well-designed integration rules can resolve such

conflict.

MADSUM also explores text integration issues when multiple sources are in-

volved, but focuses more on content selection and ordering when integrating (issues that

did not occur to a significant degree in RTPI). Both of these tasks led to the develop-

ment of a decision-theoretic user model that allows MADSUM to select and order content

based on the utility of the resulting message to the user. The need to operate in a dynamic

information environment also influenced the novel design choice to have agents commit

to utility, rather than specific resource allocations, and the design of an efficient failure

protocol to handle the information failures produced by this design decision. MADSUM

is unique in its measurement of the utility of the message presented to the user, rather than

simply measuring the utility of the recommendations contained in the message.
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Appendix A

SCHEDULING INTERSECTIONS

TraumaTiq generates six kinds of scheduling messages. Their names and forms

are as follows, where each ˜a represents text to be inserted, such as the name of an action:

scheduling-urgent: “Caution: ˜a before ˜a because it is very urgent.”

scheduling-priority: “Caution: ˜a before ˜a because it has a very high priority.”

scheduling-site: “Caution: ˜a before going to ˜a to ˜a.”

scheduling-precede: “Caution: ˜a before ˜a because the latter may affect the re-

sults of the former.”

scheduling-dependency: “Caution: do not ˜a until after ˜a. The outcome of the

latter may affect the need for the former.”

scheduling-precondition: “Caution: Remember to ˜a before ˜a.”

The following scheduling messages all form intersections with omission messages

and/or omission intersections in the 96 test cases:

• omission/scheduling-precondition

• omission/scheduling-urgent

• omission/scheduling-site
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• omission/scheduling-precede

• omission/scheduling-dependency

Each of these types is handled by RTPI. Only scheduling-priority intersections with omis-

sions are not represented in the 96 cases. However, the system does handle them should

they occur.

Scheduling messages in TraumaTiq only warn of actions that should be performed

before other actions that are already in the physician’s plan. Thus intersections between

omission and scheduling messages will always share the first action of the scheduling

critique, since the second action of a scheduling critique must already be in the plan and

cannot be the subject of an omission message.

Scheduling critique intersections of different types can also form intersections.

Those (besides intersections of the same type of message) which RTPI handles in the

actual trauma test cases are:

• scheduling-dependency/scheduling-site

• scheduling-priority/scheduling-precondition

• scheduling-precede/scheduling-precondition

Scheduling-priority/scheduling-site intersections are handled but do not occur in the data.

A.1 Scheduling messages and conflict

This section elaborates on Section 2.6.4. There are certain combinations involv-

ing scheduling messages which appear to have conflicting information. Analysis of the

state of the planner shows that the information is consistent, but needs to be presented

differently to avoid the appearance of conflict.

Only the combinations of scheduling-preconditions with errors of commission,

or scheduling-preconditions with procedure-choice errors create this apparent conflict (a
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Giving analgesics as appropriate seems unmotivated because treating a compound frac-
ture of the sternum has been proven to be unnecessary.

Please remember to check for medication allergies before you give analgesics as appro-
priate.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: giving analgesics as appropriate seems unmotivated because treating a com-
pound fracture of the sternum has been proven to be unnecessary. However, if you still
choose to give analgesics as appropriate, then remember to first check for medication
allergies.

Figure A.1: Apparent conflict involving an error of commission with a scheduling error.

procedure choice error is generated when the system prefers an action over the one in

the physician’s plan). This is because, of the six scheduling error types, only scheduling-

preconditions are generated from the physician’s planned actions (which may be erro-

neous, in the system’s view), while other scheduling errors are generated from examina-

tion of the system plan. Since commission and procedure choice errors are about actions

the system won’t plan for, only scheduling-preconditions ever share actions with com-

mission and procedure choice errors.

In Figure A.1, a commit error tells the physician that “giving analgesics” is unmo-

tivated, while a scheduling-precondition says “before you give analgesics as appropriate”,

thus implying that they will be given.

Procedure-choice errors can create a similar problem, as shown in Figure A.2. In

these cases the list of actions must be the same, i.e. the system does not integrate these

combinations for partially shared lists of actions. There were no partially shared lists of

actions in the test cases.
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Original TraumaTiq messages:
Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred over doing a
peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury.

Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before you do a peritoneal lavage.

Integrated RTPI message:
Caution: performing local visual exploration of all abdominal wounds is preferred over
doing a peritoneal lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury. However,
if you do a peritoneal lavage, then remember to first check for laparotomy scars.

Figure A.2: Apparent conflict involving a procedure choice error and a scheduling error.
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Appendix B

SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET

The information sheet on the following page was given to subjects before they

were given the selection and ordering questionnaires.
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Information Sheet

You may refer to this sheet during the tasks. There are three tasks.

Each task involves comparing two sets of information. The sets are about an

investment that is being considered by an individual.

The individual wants the information to be helpful in evaluating the investment.

However, your job in the task is not to evaluate the investment, but to consider how well

the information might help the potential investor (not you!).

Each pair contains information from three broad categories: an assessment of the

investment’s risk; an assessment of the investment’s potential for growth; and how the in-

vestment relates to the investor’s personal portfolio allocation goals (i.e. how investments

are divided between different kinds of invesments, such as stocks (equities) vs. bonds).

Ratios: Financial ratios compare two or more numbers from a company’s financial

report. Investors use the ratios to evaluate an investment. For this task, it is only important

to know whether investors generally prefer a ratio to be high or low when buying a stock.

Risk Ratios: estimate a company’s ability to endure hard times. In investor par-

lance, an “aggressive” company behaves in a riskier way than a “moderate” or “conserva-

tive” company. Risk ratios often include some measure of a company’s debt.

• Current Ratio: higher is better (i.e. a high current ratio implies less risk).

• Debt Equity ratio: lower is better.

Value Ratios: estimate whether a company’s stock is a good value at the cur-

rent price.

• Price Earnings ratio: lower is better.

• Return on Equity: higher is better.
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Appendix C

MADSUM CONTENT SELECTION QUESTIONNAIRE
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Content Task

This task presents several sliders on a page. The slider settings represent the pri-

orities of an investor who is trying to make a decision about an investment. Under the

sliders are two sets of information.

The order of the information is not important for this task. You are considering

the content of each set, not the presentation.

Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, decide which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision.
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1. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has a poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

(b) company has a return on equity slightly better than the tech industry average

company has a history of moderate value metrics

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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2. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has historically maintained a moderate debt policy

(b) company has a very poor price earnings ratio, suggesting it may be over-

valued

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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3. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has a price earnings ratio similar to the tech industry average

company has a history of moderate value metrics

this investment is consistent with your stated allocation goal for equities

(b) company has a very poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

company has a price earnings ratio similar to the tech industry average

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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4. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has a poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

this investment is consistent with your stated allocation goal for equities

(b) company has a poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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5. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) this investment is consistent with your stated allocation goal for equities

(b) company has a very poor current ratio, indicating significant potential prob-

lems with near-term debt

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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6. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has a poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

company has historically maintained a moderate debt policy

company has historically maintained a moderate risk profile

this investment substantially exceeds your stated allocation goal for equities

(b) company has a poor current ratio relative to the industry average

company’s debt equity ratio is not good relative to the industry average

company has a return on equity slightly better than the tech industry average

company has a history of moderate value metrics

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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7. Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, which set’s contents will be most helpful to the investor making a

decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) company has a poor return on equity relative to the construction industry

company has a history of attractive value metrics

this investment is consistent with your stated allocation goal for equities

(b) company has a poor return on equity relative to the construction industry

company has a history of attractive value metrics

Which set did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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Appendix D

MADSUM CONTENT ORDERING QUESTIONNAIRE
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Order Task

Each page has two paragraphs and a set of sliders. The slider settings represent

the priorities of an investor who is trying to make a decision about an investment. Both

paragraphs contain the same sentences, but the order is different.

Taking into account both the priorities of the investor and the importance of the

information, decide which presentation order will be most effective at helping the investor

make a decision.
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1. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) Portfolio metrics indicate this investment substantially exceeds your stated

allocation goal for equities. From a value perspective the company has an

acceptable price earnings ratio.

(b) From a value perspective the company has an acceptable price earnings ratio.

Portfolio metrics indicate this investment substantially exceeds your stated

allocation goal for equities.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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2. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) Value metrics indicate the company has an excellent price earnings ratio, sug-

gesting it may be under-valued. From a risk perspective the stock has a very

strong current ratio, indicating good short-term liquidity.

(b) From a risk perspective the stock has a very strong current ratio, indicating

good short-term liquidity. Value metrics indicate the company has an excellent

price earnings ratio, suggesting it may be under-valued.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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3. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) From a value perspective the stock has a history of moderate value metrics.

Risk metrics indicate the company has a very poor current ratio, indicating

significant potential problems with near-term debt.

(b) Risk metrics indicate the company has a very poor current ratio, indicating

significant potential problems with near-term debt. From a value perspective

the stock has a history of moderate value metrics.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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4. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) Portfolio metrics indicate this investment is consistent with your stated al-

location goal for equities. Risk reports show the company has historically

maintained a moderate debt policy. From a value perspective, the stock has a

history of moderate value metrics.

(b) From a value perspective, the stock has a history of moderate value metrics.

Risk reports show the company has historically maintained a moderate debt

policy. Portfolio metrics indicate this investment is consistent with your stated

allocation goal for equities.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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5. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) Value metrics indicate the stock has a large negative return on equity, indicat-

ing substantial losses. From a risk perspective the company has an acceptable

current ratio.

(b) From a risk perspective the company has an acceptable current ratio. Value

metrics indicate the stock has a large negative return on equity, indicating

substantial losses.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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6. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) From a risk perspective the company has historically maintained a moderate

debt policy. Value metrics indicate the stock has an acceptable price earnings

ratio.

(b) Value metrics indicate the stock has an acceptable price earnings ratio. From

a risk perspective the company has historically maintained a moderate debt

policy.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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7. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) From a risk perspective, the stock’s debt equity ratio indicates slightly higher

debt than industry average. Value metrics indicate the company has a slightly

unattractive price earnings ratio relative to the auto industry.

(b) Value metrics indicate the company has a slightly unattractive price earnings

ratio relative to the auto industry. From a risk perspective, the stock’s debt

equity ratio indicates slightly higher debt than industry average.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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8. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) From a portfolio perspective, this investment substantially exceeds your stated

allocation goal for equities. Value reports show the stock has a return on equity

similar to the industry average. From a risk perspective the company has an

acceptable debt equity ratio.

(b) Value reports show the stock has a return on equity similar to the industry

average. From a portfolio perspective, this investment substantially exceeds

your stated allocation goal for equities. From a risk perspective the company

has an acceptable debt equity ratio.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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9. Both paragraphs contain the same sentences. Taking into account both the priorities

of the investor and the importance of the information, which presentation order will

be most effective at helping the investor make a decision?

low priority high priority

Risk Information

low priority high priority

Value Information

low priority high priority

Portfolio Allocation Information

(a) From a risk perspective the company has historically maintained a moderate

debt policy. Portfolio metrics indicate you have already exceeded your stated

allocation goal for equities.

(b) Portfolio metrics indicate you have already exceeded your stated allocation

goal for equities. From a risk perspective the company has historically main-

tained a moderate debt policy.

Which presentation did you choose?

Briefly, why?
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